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More h : '  .. ashiSh i; 
used in area: 
TERRACE-- A recent.drug trying to put a deni in it; o r :  
crackdown has revealed an at least let them know we're 
increase in hashish ,use here. around." 
RCMP say. Cocaine is still the area's 
"The main drug we've biggest problem, he Said; but 
been running into in Terrace the relatively low price'of 
in the last three months has hashish -- around $20 a ,  
been hash." Cpl. Don gram--: is encouraging it's 
Woodhouse said. More than use.. "It's cheaper than'co- 
90 per cent of drug charges caine and it  seems to be 
so far this year have involved easier to get." " " 
hashish, he added. RCMP •say approximately. 
As of the end of March, eight ounces of hash has been 
RCMP had laid 26 drug- seized over the same three- 
related charges since the month period.• 
beginning of the. year, 
Woodhouse said. That's "lt'snot alargeamount," 
more than three times the Const. Doug Martin said, 
number of charges laid over "but everyone (we charge) 
the same period last year, seems to have a little bit." " 
RCMP statistics indicate. Marijuana seizures this 
"There's certainly a lot of year have totalled about 
drug activity in town," three pounds, Woodh0ufe 
Woodhouse said. "We're said. 
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Pulp hearings 
put off for now 
TERRACE - Tw0 ;omp= es 
which want guarantees to nor- 
thwest pulpwood for planned 
pulp mill developments say a 
delay in provincial hearings into 
their proposals, won't affect 
their plans. 
Spokesmen for Skeena 
Cellulose and Orenda Forest 
Products, two of: four com- 
panies which want the 
guarantee, say , they'll keep 
working on other aspects of 
their developments. 
Hearings into the guarantee, 
called Pulpwood Agreement 17, 
affect us. We're not in a hurry- 
hurry situation. We're awaiting 
the questions from the govern- 
ment," said Pat Og.awa of 
Skeena Cellulose. The company 
wants the guarantee to 
pulpwood for a $750 million ex- 
pansion of its Port Edward pulp 
mill. 
Hugh Cooper o f  orenda 
Forest Products which wants to 
build a 105,000 ton a year pulp 
mill at Stewart said the delay 
must be considered a Part ,of the 
approval process. 
were to take place in Smithers "We'll keep pressing On 
May9 and 10but were,canceled regardless of  the 
last week by,the-forests ministry : postponement,' i, i he said. 
because it wants more informa-: "We'll just keep going until we ~ 
tio'n from the COmpanieS., ~ find out what the government ~ 
"It (the delaY, ) doesn't; really " wEnts." *:: :.. . . . . .  
Teacher loses 
exemption bid 
TERRACE -- The Industrial 
Relations Council (IRC) has re- 
jected a local teacher's bid to be 
exempted from membership in 
the teachers' union on religious 
grounds. 
Terrace teacher Doug Brewer 
made his case before an IRC 
hearing here March 14. 
The decision released last 
week rejects Brewer's conten- 
tion that his religious views op- 
posing strikes, picketing and 
other forms of conflict preclude 
him from joining the Terrace 
District Teachers' Association 
(TDTA). 
The IRC found Brewer 
managed to avoid confronta- 
tional abour situations when he 
was a member of the association 
before it became certified as a 
union. 
"The panel cannot conclude 
'and benefit the companiesshouldpay for 75 
' .  per cent of  the estimated $12.5 
now use millioncostibe~ause theywould 
a, as  a staging benefit the :~ '0~t : ,  . :- . . 
in suppii~ and The ,~bmp 'a~.'es responded 
, ~ cont 'dA16 
ii:i;i:Northwesti Roundu13 
that Brewer's religious beliefs 
are irreconcilable with member. 
ship in the TDTA now that it 
has become a union," the deci. 
sion states. "The application is 
therefore dismissed." 
One district teacher won ex- 
emption from the Terrace 
District Teachers' Association 
(TDTA) last year. Nearly 20 
other v-ea teachers -- most of 
whom object to the pro-choice 
abortion policy of the B.C. 
Teachers' Federation --  have 
also refused to join the union, 
and face losing their jobs if they 
don't join or win exemptions 
within two months. 
The contract signed last year 
requires all district teachers to 
become members of the TDTA 
and the provincial teachers' 
federation by June 30 as a con- 
dition of employment. 
theyre far'¢ 
k, 
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,By HUBERT BEYER 
A perfect e 
VICTORIA--The government 
calls it a budget; to me it looks 
more like a bribe. 
I've reported and com- 
mented on more budgets than 
I care to remember, but none 
of them reeked of an election 
as strongly as the one finance 
home owners' grant in the 
coming fiscal year to offset in- 
creases in school property 
taxes. 
I 'm not so impressed by the 
property purchase tax relief 
program which is to be ex- 
Freedom to Move Special Ac- 
count (what a name), worth 
$3.5 billion over five years, is 
to finance rail, ferry and Urban 
transit projects as well as 
highway construction. 
All three funds purport o 
minister Mel Couvelier handed ' 
down last Thursday. Multi-year budgeting by way of special funds is to 
For the less cynically inclin- even out the economic fluctuations that tend to ' 
cd, I should ilke to call it a throw.out annual budgets. 
good budget, Aside from what , 
the government refers to as en. 
vironmental disposal levies, 
there are no tax increases in 
the budget, but there are a lot 
of goodies the government 
wants us to remember come 
election time. 
But don't allow yourself to 
be carried away by feelings of 
gratitude. Remember that 
everything the government 
gives you, it took from you in 
the first place. Considering, 
however, that some govern- 
ments only take and don't give 
back, may feel mildly satisfied 
with Couvelier's efforts. 
To start with, the budget is 
the second in a row to balance 
expenditure and i'evenue 
figures, both are $15.26 hilfion 
an increase of 9,6 per cent 
over last year's pending. 
Not surprisingly, the en- 
vironment features prominent- 
ly in the budget. The most in- 
teresting new measure is the 
creation of an environment 
renewal fund to help pay for 
disposal and recycling pro- 
grams. 
The fund will get an initial 
$50 million from the lottery 
fund and another $21 million 
to be raised through a special 
$3 disposal levy on vehicle tires 
and a $5 levy on lead-acid bat- 
teries. Both levies will go into 
effect July 1. 
There is also some pretty 
good Smoke-and-mirror stuff. 
The author tells us, for in- 
stance, the the budget contains 
a $222 million provision for 
reforestation. The money is to 
come out of a newly establish- 
ed Sustainable Environment 
Fund. , 
Unfortunately, there's no 
new money in that fund, not 
one red cent, just a transfer 
from the previous ilviculture 
fund. By the way, the new 
fund will be administered by 
cabinet, which makes it a 
wonderful public relations and 
election tool. 
Also on the environmental 
front, the government has 
decided that disposable diapers ; 
will no longer be exempt from 
the sales tax, because they 
"contr!bute to waste manag e- 
ment problems." 
Couvelier didn't forget home 
owners in his budget. After all, 
they comprise ahealthy chunk 
ofthe electorate and their vote 
is crucial in the next election. 
More than half a million home 
panded to benefit an addi- 
tional 5,000 house purchasers. 
If Couvelier hadn't introduced 
the damned tax in the fret 
place, he wouldn't ha,~e'~to . 
dream up relief measures. 
It appears that the govern- 
ment has discovered long-range 
planning. Multi.year budgeting 
by way of special funds is to 
even out the economic fluctua- 
tiers that tend to throw out 
annual budgets. 
One of the long-term funds 
is the Snstalnable Environment 
Fund I mentioned earlier. The 
other two are the Science and 
Technology Fund and the 
Freedom to Move Special Ac- 
count 
The Science and Technology 
Fund is a consolidation of pro- 
grams from a number of 
ministries. It is to fund all 
research and development dur- 
ing the next five years. The 
inject new monies into the 
various endeavors, but it's 
pretty tricky to verify just how 
much of the funding is new. 
The trouble is that the fuizds 
replace all sorts of existing 
programs, money is being 
shuffled back and forth, and 
while Couvelier has an army of 
experts at obfuscation, I still 
have trouble telling a savings 
bond from penny stock. 
Here's a figure that may jolt 
you. In the coming fiscal year, 
we will spend $13 million a 
day on health care. That's a 
' total of $4.8 billion or $4,000 
per household. When I see 
figures like that I always 
remember that the NDP's first 
budget was also the first one 
Hubert Beyer I I I  
budget looks good and will not.  
beeasy to shoot down. Its 
shortcomings are so con- 
voluted that the critics will lose 
their audience long before they 1 
can make their points. [_ 
The • budget has election writ- i 
ten all over it: And justin case . , |  
the goodies.aren'tenou~,. ,i : i=  : ' ' 
umomns ~,~t ~?ugh~t~e :,:~i l l~::~ rex  ~ 
, .,. ~, ...... , .  "~.~ '.~',' . ~ ~..' - :::~,~ year, the~a[~e~;gnS,h~t~pr~ JH  ~ ~,, 
spenty is fragile and"r~uireS"".II | ':'..:I'~.~:~: 
':continued i~mdent fiscal I I  / J )  .... :: 
management." Does that l l  / / / -  
sound like affelection appeal? l [  ' [ / /~  
You ~ bet !t does. " I I  
. .%,'.:  .~" ' ,~.~." - ' . . .  
- . . . .  , . :  • 
to break the $3 billion barrier. 
Hubert Beyer is based in Vic. 
Despite the three goofy toria. He writes a column on 
funds, which should be called provincial affairs each week for 
B.S. Two, Three and Four, the The Terrace Standard. 
THESE PR ICES IN EFFECT 
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   BUNDLES 
%. , JOY: 
' " s im's  ,nine: oam0. ~,ga, r.l"t,~ht '~ . i 
& Tirol of BMh: March 17, 1990 at 7:11 pm •, 
_ _-= ,~Wldllld: 8 I1~. 10 oz. __ ~x: Male ;. _ - : 
. ,  Rulnbl: Ben & Jodl Giesbrecht 
. : ~by's Name: Justin Antl,ooy Raymond George - 
" , .  ~ & 'time 0f 8Mh: April 18, 1990 at 6:32 am : 
" ' WefgM: 5 Ibs~ 13 oz, ~ex: Male 
PMnle:  Raymond and Angola George 
- -_ , , Baby s line" Bdttany Lyne Turner 
......... " : :gate  & T ime o f  Bhlh:Apd117, 1990 at 4:30 pm 
Weltiht: 7 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Female 
Perenle: Troy Turner & Audra Rei~ 
Baby's Name: Ryan Ross 
Dale & Time of Bblh: April 9, 1990 at 4:15 pm 
WelgM: 7 ~bs. 1V~ oz. Sex: Male 
Parenf3: Ross & Karen Hollom 
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owners will get.a supplenient.al "q~="  " w  . . . . . .  = ' . . - . = . . . - - - . . ~ ~  
In brief.....: 
DO GI D 
• General revenue xpected of ~. 
$15.26 billion. ' " 
• , General expenditures expected 
of  $15;26 billion. 
• Transfer of $684 million in a 
beekeeping measure from the 
Budget Stabilization Fund to  
general revenue to offset expen. 
dlture plans. ,: 
' Expansion of the renter's tax 
credit for families with low in- 
come. 
*, A supplemental home owners 
grant equal to 2S per cent of 
school property taxes in excess 
6f, the basle grant. 
o A tax of $3, per new tire sold 
h'fter July I to finance tire 
disposal plans.• 
Infant disp0sable diapers are 
now !.axable. Revenue to be us- 
ed for. solid waste disposal. 
A change in the way highways 
and other transportation pro- 
jects are financed so thqt money 
badgeted but not spent in one 
construction aren't lost but can 
be transferred over to the next 
Construction season. 
Reforestation monies have 
been ,taken away from• the 
forests ministry and placed in a 
separate aceounL No Indication 
of howl when a new reforests- 
tlonragreement with the federal 
g6vernment~ might be  
negotiated, ~ i : '  '~ 
• Thei: expected: revenue from 
fi~,eS i:f~m !environmental pro- 
s~eut|om jeSs00,0oo, 
T~; Thi~"ip!ahned: federal Goods 
and/Services Tax won't be In- 
': ~dd'ed in the price of = product 
o r ~  wb~n theprov!nelal : 
. gal. lax j~ ~cula!ed: , , ,  
8 Roll. Asst. Colors. Over limit 3.28. . . . . . .  . . . :  .; . .~  i. 3 , .  . . . .  ~ .  
. . . . . . . .  I 8k ; 
. Limit1 . . . , ;  , '  . . . .  
PLUS.'YOU .,GET MORE 
66" t 
Or  EA . . . . . .  • ' 
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B.C .  C l ip  N '  Say6- ' . - ' - - - -  . - I -~Rs ' r -c  , ' ,,~ i:.: 
: HOICE '' : C l ip  N '  Save- - , - , - ,  • 1. 
,o,GE,G,.s. FREE.,..,s .c o FREE*! CUCUMBERS ................ SANDWICH MTS. 
• , , . ,  70g.  6Varletes" 
• *With this coupon Buy 1 at regular price and Receive a 2nd .on FREE. - ~ ':.., I ' With this coupon Buy 1 at regular price and Receive a 2nd on~ Fnpr  ~' '! 
• 'Clip N' Save' - ' . . . . . . .  -,1 i "  ' . . . . .  : .  i :~ClIp N"$ave  . . . .  , , -~-  . . . .  - - I  
BULK PACK " I i 
' BREAD , Reg. & Ripple.. i I i i I | Ill.,,IFm : '~" White or Brown. 570 :g., I 
• With this coupon Ruy 1 at regular Price and Recel~/e a2nd one FRI:E. *With this coupon Buv '1 ~t. rAnHIAr  nr ln~ nnr l  I~==,.,~; . . . . .  "~ One FREE. ! 
•% 
. . . . . . .  SUGAR 
Grade A or Utility. 3 per Bag, Umit in Effect. ~[~ .. Hot Dog 'or Hamburgei buns::.i2'S' 
| 
THURSDAY FR IDAY SATURDAY 
.: ~ A P R I L 2 8 , , • , ~  . . . .  
April 25 to 30, 1990 ,. 
(~ ib~ GINGERBREAD PLAYHOUSE 
v - .  Skeena Ma l l  635-5236 
~: ~i ~i ,~ ! i:ii 
• . ,~ .  ~:;~# 
!.Students 
emb 
Eartrace ' Day  
~i~RTH DAY brought env ronmental sentiment o ti~e fore as 
~/students in schools across the city took part in various events. 
i ' '  For some it was cleaning up garbage, others built boxes for 
~ recycling pop cans, and still others were reflecting on the 
huge form of a blue whale they cha ked onto the pavement. 
Earth Day -- the day everyone is supposed to think about the 
planet's fragi e future and what they can do to help -- was ac- 
tual ly  on Sunday, April 22, but many schools' ran en- 
vironmental activities Friday. More than 40 Grade 11 
students from Caledonia Senior Secondary helped clean up 
Howe Creek -- once a prime salmon spawning stream, now 
ilittle more than a runoff ditch choked with garbage. They pull- 
edout a truckload of trash (at right) that included three shop- 
i : ping carts, dozens of tires, oil filters and even a driveshaft and 
~transmission. Caledonia principal Tom Hamakawa said the 
cleanup is the first stage of a plan to revitalize the creek and 
make it fit for fish once more. Meanwhile, at Copper Mountain 
Elementary (above), children were drawing the more than 
lO0-foot-long life size image of a~ blue whale ~Wheth 
children were cleaning up their part ~i tl~e Eadh', of: drawing 
~ posters about the environment, all;had.a- chance to think. 
ii~ abo[~t ~uchproblems and how they ~ the next generation 
will handle them. 
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Video charges 
get d,srn,ssed 
TERRACE - -  Charges that a states the person must "know. 
local video store illegally rented ingly" rent or sell the bogus 
out pirated videotapes were tapes. 
dismissed by the trial judge last 
week. The prosecutors didn't prove 
that the tapes weren't tampered 
The charges against Terrace with by a customer or the 
Video Stop and owner Jim wholesale:distributor, Talstra 
Wold alleged five of the 19 ren, 
tal videos RCMP seized in 
December 1988 were illegal 
copies. 
They were dismissed at the 
trial last Thursday because there 
was no evidence to support 
them. 
The tapes were found 
through technical analysis to be 
illegal copies, Stephen 
Cortland, director of film and 
video security for western 
Canada, told the court. He 
testified the tapes were recorded 
with the tell-tale sign of an il- 
legal copy -- two sets of "swit- 
ching points" instead of the 
single set found on original 
videos. 
But the Crown's case fell 
apart when defence lawyer Jack 
Talstra noted the Copyright Act 
argued in calling for the charges 
to be  dropped.' The  judge 
agreed. 
• "There is not one scintilla of 
evidence" that Wold knew the 
tapes were illegal copies when 
he rented them out, provincial 
court Judge Paul Lawrence rul- 
ed. "The no-evidence motion is 
upheld - -  charge is dismissed." 
Speaking after the decision, 
Wold said the case should have 
never gone to court. He said it 
cost him in the form of legal 
fees and damage to his reputa- 
tion. 
"There was no doubt of the 
outcome right from the beginn- 
ing, so I don't call this a vic- 
tory," he said. " I  lost either 
way. But I think the outcome 
was just and fair." 
City faces suit 
. TE I~CE - -  A local motorist to May 2, when the city will ask 
mvoiveo m a car acciuent his the court to set aside an 
winter is suing the city for $800 automatic ruling favouring Bar- 
because she says piles of snow in ton, according to Gordon 
the middle of Lakelse Ave. were 
to blame. 
Betty Barton says the snow 
obstructed visibility, causing an 
accident between herself and 
another driver at the corner of 
Lakelse and Atwood Dec. 23. 
"Despite a police report 
stating the cause of the accident 
was the snow bank and they 
charged neither driver, ICBC 
has ruled that I was 100 per cent 
responsible for the accident," 
Barton says in her statement of
claim rded with the small claims 
court. 
She wants reimbursement for
legal fees arising from the case, 
a $200 deductible insurance 
charge, and the $556 she 
calculates the accident will cost ~ 
her in higher premiums over the 
next three years. 
The case has been adjourned 
Crampton, the lawyer acting for 
the city's public works depart- 
ment. The city had inadvertent- 
ly failed to dispute Barton's 
claim, he said. 
Contract 
given 
TERRACE -- A $6.728 million 
contract to bypass the Carnaby 
CN level crossing on the other 
side of Gitseguecla nd build 
truck lanes has been awarded to 
Ledcor Industries of Van- 
couver. 
The project includes buil~l~fig 
9.2khi ot two lane highway and 
is scheduled to start next 
month. It's expected to be com- 
pleted in the summer of 1992.  
4 
STEAK - 
. 
NINE TO F IVE I 
BOUQUET j 
T.fle Perfect way to sa~/"Thank You" to your I 
secretary on National Secretaries Day, April 25. NAVEL 
r • I Or Wing Steak. r ~ Fire Up the Barbeque ~ immi~ Seedless. Fresh 
Juicy Steak. ~rom i~ PrOduCt Of cut ea.  U.S.A. Marketed 
Canada Grade A Beef. . by Sunklst. 
~.68 kg. •Limit 4 Steaks. - - i 'Q  V ~H~LB.I ~ ~slze 138. • 
Triple Supreme 
i 9 
MOCha, ChOCOlate Mint ,  , - .m ~ ~ '  : FILLETS 
Lemon Snow,  Rockey E~"  n.  9L. 
Road, GermanChoco. ~;~ID ~ ~  FreshFrom 
late, Chocolate Fudge, the  Pacific. • 
or  Oreo Cookie. 7 . . . .  EA.  i .66 /100g"  . 
~"" -~' r 
• Bathroom Apple  Laundry Edwards Crest 
JUICE DETERGENT COFFEE TISSUE TOOTH- 
Tile Softness of Purex In an WOuldn't an Ice Cold Cdass Why Pay More Wllen You 
• of Apple Juice be Great Can't See the Difference. Regular, Fine or Extra Fin( Economical 12 ROll Pack. PASTE 
Right NOWl From Concen- ABC. 10 L. Grind. Extra Yield. 737 g. ' 2 Ply. Limit I With Fam!ly 
trate. Town House. ! L, Purchase. Over Limit Price Available In six varieties. 
4.29~ach. 100 mL. PlUs 50 mL. BONUS 
2 1.49 5 98 ,  5 3 .98  , " - 1 48 ~ , " ~ .  ~ " ~ , EA. * • EA. 
• " ; ' '  " "  
I / ,o.o ,o : . ,~ ,~ :1..:. , , ,  . ~ -HOURS:-- 1 : ,  ~;.,, ..: 
i Men. - Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m, 
I Thum. & Fri. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
J Sale price effective Wed.,April 25 
: . tO Sat,/q)dl 28 
a . ,  
t 
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. . . . . . . . . . .   Demn straight . . . .  
At long last there is a glimmer of sense Between the lines, the study indicates 
in the mish-mash created three years ago 
when the provincial government set up 
its eight regional economic development 
zones. 
It comes in the form of a study on nor- 
thwest health care which advocates less 
bureaucracy, more co-operation between 
the different health care agencies and 
more local control and autonomy over 
budgets and decisions. 
• This study is the kind of thing the 
regional development process was meant 
to do. It quite simply states the nor- 
thwest is different han any other areas 
of the province. There's a different kind 
of population here and geography is a 
factor in everyday life. These and other 
circumstances combine to make what 
people in the south take for granted a 
more difficult and complex goal to attain 
in the north. 
that traditional kinds of bureaucracies 
set up for health care don't work well up 
here. Bureaucracies work best when. 
decisions and influence begin at the top 
and work their way down. Indeed, those 
inside these insidious systems prefer it 
that way. It takes little effort to follow 
archaic rules. It takes more effort to do 
what makes sense. 
In the north, the health care 
bureaucracies are managed, planned and 
financed from the south. The health care 
study suggests this isn't the best way. 
Changing that will require much effort. 
One intriguing possibility is establishing 
a regional health care budget - -  consider 
it a little bit of northern perestroika. 
Those who control the money ultimately 
control what is going to happen. This 
may not be popular down south but it 
will be up here. 
Leadership 
It wasn't even close to a fair fight, behind closed doors to come up with its 
After months of keeping the issue of in- decision to hold the May 15 public 
stalling condom machines safely tucked meeting. 
away in a closet, the school board has All in all, it was an interesting example 
ho~:do~ided to hold a public meeting on o f  leadership. This is the sani~i~ 
the subject. :~d  
, . " whi~:h had no trouble in ~;aJi~tly 
Al l  it took  was a quest ion f rom a high deciding to b low $75,000 in pub l i c  
• school student to expose a couple of 
: things. No, said school board chairman 
: Edna Cooper, the board wasn't ducking 
: the issue. Itsimply tabled the idea and a 
' school board member had yet to ask that 
it be introduced again. No, continued 
Cooper, the issue of  condoms wasn't an 
example of  something the board normal- 
ly likes to keep behind closed doors. 
That said, the board retired yet again 
money up the spout to conclude it should 
increase the pay of its administrators. 
Yet when it comes to condoms, the 
board ran for the hills. . 
The real issue here is not so much that 
condom machines should or should or 
should not be installed in secondary 
schools. Instead, the issue is that of an 
elected body which has trouble in grasp- 
ing what  it is supposed  to  do.  
This job not easy 
Did you ever drive past a 
highway construction project 
and wonder what it must be like 
to. work there ten hours a day? 
Not likely, you say. Don't 
construction workers have to be 
rugged, muscular individuals 
capable of lifting heavy objects 
and performing strenuous 
tasks? Right. But equally im- 
portant on highway sites, they 
must get by on less water than 
the average camel, ha.ve urinary 
bladders with more capacity 
than a bulk fuel plant, and be 
able to out-sprint Ben Johnson 
whenever they "go to the 
toilet." 
contracts stipulated employers 
must provide every job site with 
drinking water in approved 
sanitary containers, along with 
paper cups; lunch rooms with 
tables and benches; and toilet 
facilities as well as toilet paper - -  
; often on the jobthe only source 
of drink is whatever the worker 
: brings in his thermos. His lunch 
: room isa  boulder or  the cab of  
;h i s  own truck. And the 
' employer leaves it to nature to 
furnish toilet facilities. 
, .Rarely are contract facilities 
provided at highway construc- 
.tion sites, unless the crew is co- 
ed or a majority of  the workers 
complain loudly to receptive 
ears. One excuse for dispensing 
with facilities is the nature of  
the site: the crew may be strung 
out over some distance. Corn- 
Through 
Imfooal, / 
cent orange. 
Before Bill 19, union con- 
tracts meant what they said. 
Workers could lean on an 
employer to live up to the con- 
tract, without the retaliation of 
early lay-off. Since Bill 19,  
negotiating union contracts is a 
time-filler, engaged in every two 
years by office types who whine 
if their coffeemaker is unplugg- 
ed too early in the day. 
The B.C. government claims 
to care about workers' health. 
Yet every day construction 
employees risk their well-being 
working overtime under unac- 
munication among the crew 
may :be too sketchy for people 
to be.relieved of. duty when a mangy marmot at five hun- 
nature calls. " . : i ; dred yards, let alone a fhll 
So ;  i > lei.•i/'/~Say ~/YP'O,'re:•: a~>~i~ grown ~• adu l t  att i red:; :  in 
tla~nan, phid tb~regul/~teiriiffiF. ::~idandeli0n.yeli0W ra ingear  
Dixon, the water district's 
forester. 
During preparations for a 
recent logging operation, a
consultant had recommended 
the construction of a perma- 
nent road. Homer-Dixon opted 
for a temporary road in~tead., ~ 
It cost more"but the road site 
will be returned to forest use. 
When the crews logged a 
rather steep slope last year, 
they made sure not one log 
.was dragged over the ground, 
because Homer-Dixon feared 
that disturbing the soil might 
cause erosion and damage to a 
i i  i 
(/.- • i :!-'a 
YIFJ  
BUDG   
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Watershed logging 
can be done well 
VICTORIA-  Pay attention, 
forest industry officials, politi- 
cians and environmentalists: 
There's a model for an ar- 
mistice, perhaps even a peace 
treaty over the use of forest 
land, and you'll find it just a 
few miles north of Victoria. 
Implementing the model on 
• a large scale would require 
From.the 
Capital 
by  Huber t  Beyer  
/ 
some willingness to com. 
promise b all aff ties " • ............. " ~ ' • ecte ar watersheds, butw~tll the exce ~,, at r - .......... ).Y~ ..,.., .... ,.~ p ...... . , .  , .  . . . . . . . .  P-. ~ .. shgd. Home ~ D~xon ..... . 
but ttle.r~uitS would be worth'  ,F..tlonof mfested'are~s~!~lear- .:,estimates, the,number of large 
it. ' :~':,,~, ..!,.cuts are no larger than 20 to ..game.-- deer,~bear, wolf;and 
The model I 'm talking about 
can be found in the valleys, 
mountains, creeks and lakes of  
the watersheds from which 80 
per cent of Greater Victoria's 
residents get their water. 
Located about 15 miles north 
of Victoria, the Goldstream 
and Sooke watersheds corn-" 
but don't let that fool you. 
For 40 years now the water- 
sheds have yielded not only 
some of the best drinking 
water in the worlk, bat an 
estimated 200:million cubic- 
feet of excellent timber as well. 
Since its inception 40 years 
ago, the Greater Victoria 
Water District has.earned a ,  
total of $22 million from the  
sale of timber harvested in the 
watersheds. And it has done so 
without harming the area's 
ecology. - 
The 25 IWA members who 
work ,for the water district are 
very aware of the impgrtance. 
of  environmental controls in 
adorned with a plastic hard hat ' the harvesting practi~es, So is 
and flagman's vest of fluores- their boss, Dong Homer- 
another foray through the ceptable conditions to satisfy an ;. 
brambles to answer a call of employers' bottom lines. 
nature. 
You scan the terrain for a • 
broad~boled cedar while you ~f~ " 
wait fo r  someone to take over 
your paddle. 
Urgency puckers your brow. 
On either side of the highweay 
runs an expanse of right.of. 
way, barren as a Vancouver In- 
ternational airstrip, Beyond 
that are acres of alder and 
underbrush, which in mid-Ap~ril 
offer too little foliage to conceal 
with a miniature stop sign on a 
stubby handle. For ten hours a 
day through baking sun, dren- 
ching rain, or buffeting winds, 
you guard workers' safety by 
standing in the center of a swath 
of  asphalt as impatient raffic 
bears down on you from oppos- 
ing directions. 
Perhaps it's midway between 
lunch and afternoon cof- 
feebreak, ten minutes of free 
time when you're expected to 
snack, rest, and run personal 
vital errands. Your back aches 
and your feet hurt from walking 
to and fro since 7 a.m. As you 
wave a car through, you realize 
the moment has come to make 
,25 hectares. Nature herself 
sometimes causes bigger clear- 
cuts through blow-downs: 
Homer-Dixon likeS,to show 
a couple of old photographs, 
depicting the scene of a 1920s 
clear-cut •which turned 3,000 
acres intoa scene of utter 
desolation. 
prise about 13,800 hectares• 
- ",,YOU wouldn't get away 
At a cursory glance, the area with'that sort of thing any 
looks like a pristine wilderness, more" he says, but even that 
disaster area has been 
transformed into a vibrant, 
second-growth forest. Part of 
a large log, left behind by the 
"workers.some 70 years ago, is 
still there, rotting quietly 
away,-providing nutrients for 
the soil that is now feeding 
some o f  the finest trees in the' 
~vat~rshed.. 
~t re~ at-the valley bottom. 
There are clear-cuts in the 
• , l ' "  ) , ,  , 
. 
I~Z~L~ ' r= ~ who IO~OO~E b~lo l l~A1-  , ' . . . . . . . . .  , .. "n~.,~ol~-tt,~5 A, ' AS  . : : '  
cougar - -  at about 10,000, a 
healthy population for 13,000 
hectares of forest. 
In fact, several mild winters 
have resulted in an over- 
population of wolves which, in 
turn, have been killing an ex- 
• traordinarily large number of 
deer.. ,.. 
Several members of the 
Forest Resources Commission, 
including its chairman, Sandy 
EPeel, toured the watersheds., 
~ r~ently. They wouldn't reveal 
their impressions, but I 'm Sure 
they'll be reflected in the final 
report. • . 
My impressions ,were that 
H0fi~er-Dixon may flare the 
blueprint o the future use of  
our forest. There should and 
will be more parks in which all 
c,0mmercial ctivity is ,off 
i 
The water district has its own nuseries, three of 
them, that can produce up to 180,O00'seedli.ngs a
year. - • 
There is still a lot of old- 
growth forest left. Keep in 
mind that everything older 
than'\120 years is considered 
'-old growth, although some 
stands are as old as 350 years. 
Homer-Dixon says the 
volume of timber in the water. 
sheds is now greater than it 
"was 40 years ago, despite an 
annul cut of 69,000 cubic- 
metres a year. Good 
silviculture practices, it seems, 
make all ,he difference. 
The water district has its 
own nurseries, three of them, 
that can produce up to 180,000 
seedlings a year. Current pro- 
duction is about 100,000 Seedl- 
ings a year, . . .  
Wildlife, it appears, is quite 
happy with the dual-use of the 
• , .  . -  . 
limits, but as for the rest, We 
should be looking,for forestry 
practices that don't endanger 
the future' of  the resource:" ~:: 
I believe that the Greater 
Victoria Water District comi~ 
closer to the ideal forest ,,r~.~ 
management model than an~,, 
private company, z I t  could Well 
serve as arole model for the: 
future. ~ :. ,~;~ 
A membet~.'of the Westefn-~; !: 
Canada, Wilderness Committee 
who recently visited the water- 
shed also seemed to be ira. :.~:• 
pressed. He told Homer:DiXOn 
that the watersheds were the~i i 
• best-managed area he had s~ 
in  Canada However ~wh-..,'~', 
Homer-Dixon asked'him i f lie? 
wouldput that in writing,, the:? 
fellow declined. Too bad:~;; ~:~:i, 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ .................................... ~ ~ ~ = ~ m  ~ ~ l ~  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ................................. 
, Overpass disaster 
ifi someth,ng ,sn't (t 
' J. Rocky Gray fives and 
;. writes i.n Terrace. 
By . I .  ROCKY GRAY 
...... t had dropped in at a frien~l's 
,place one day, while he was 
working in his yard. He had 
asked me if there was qmything I 
was writing about and Ihad  
~mentioned that I had been 
• thinking about the trucktraffic 
on  the Sande Overpass in Ter-- 
race. 
;:: The person I had been talking.'. 
i i .to,isa member of the l oca l - "  
i:~RCMP. We had talked about .. 
:~:ho:w many accidents had occur- 
: red.on the overpass in the last 
~!' four: years, and we had been 
-.able to remember at least six in 
:::that time span. • 
: :.'~:~iThe.:most noticeable portion 
iof iheseaccidents was that there 
i'~w~:Ioss of life in two cases, The 
:. potential for even more loss of 
i: lifeand injury was evident in all 
: the accidents that had occurred 
:o:d this"sl~orf stretch of pave- 
': meht;":. .... " 
".' one suchaccident was when a 
i~loggingtruck spilled its load on 
i~the mall side of the overpass. 
i~nyone walking on the 
'is!dewal kwould have been toast, 
~:not to mention the possibility of 
Someone getting killed in the 
alley way behind the mall, being 
that there is:always people and 
~:(delivery'trucks in that alley. / 
~:~!!!~ Another !potentially hazar- 
~Tdgfis accident was when a load- 
' ~:'~'~fuel truck went off the Keith 
i~A~nue side of the overpass. 
' !Although'nothing happened but 
i~a ~ajor delay in regular traffic: 
on a Saturday morning, the 
potential was so great for 
disaster that the Terrace 
medical facilities might not have 
i;been able to handle the situa- 
:lion. 
:.." if.that fuel carrier had run in- 
ito another truck or car and 
burst, into flames just a Uttle 
:later in the day, it would have 
been.like a 737 crashing at that 
spot. The traffic would have 
been much heavier, there would 
p 
,i~ -! 
~;_(:- :;; 
¢ . . , .. 
:i:,,: :.:i: ' : 
!.i. ~~ 
L 
ONE OF the busiest portions of road in the city is the Sande Overpass, a location that has seen serious 
accidents. 
something was done about his, 
before something happens that 
no one in our city council is will- 
ing to live with or be able to 
sleep at nights due to the 
possibility of loss of life because 
of their inability to control such 
usage. 
I realize there are a lot of 
for truck traffic. Perhaps they 
haven't seen enough accidents 
to warrant an enforced use of 
Keith Ave. for truck and tanker 
traffic. 
I've seen a lady killed on the 
overpass because of a driver try- 
ing to negotiate a corner, and 
spilling his load all over the 
car and burst into flames, ff wouldhave been like a 
737 crashing at that spot." 
Keith side of the overpass, truck drivers out there that will 
have.been people walking into . .. 
town and'it.wouldhave been.ex- : '.Y'lf that'fuel, carrier had run' into another/truck or 
not agree with these thoughts. 
But when it is your truck loaded 
that spills it's load on a car with 
a family in it, maybe taking the 
Keith Avenue route wouldn't 
have been such a bad idea after 
all. The possibility of this hap- 
pening has become so great hat 
it is just a matter of time. 
I hope this doesn't happen 
The RCMP have their hands 
tied as far as this matter is 
cocerned because the 
municipality has no laws stating 
the overpass is not to be used 
for truck passage or as far as 
that goes, any commercial 
vehicles used for hauling equip. 
ment, logs, or pulp chips. 
I think it is about time that 
J. Rocky Gray 
but the consequences are in- 
evitable, and the degree of 
destruction is going to he a mat- 
ter of timing. I am truly con- 
cerned and I hope others are as 
well. 
~tremlely.difficult for the 
emergency response vehicles to 
get to the scene because of the 
tie up in traffic. 
I have seen many commercial 
vehicles using the overpass at 
times when the regular traffic is 
bumper to bumper. One of 
these days there is going to be a 
costly and tragic miscalculation 
by one of these truck drivers. 
1 think the city and the pro- 
vince should use some careful 
thought into whether the over- 
pass should be used continually 
'Rock c.ourse aids those 
.iii:i.Sea rch ng for m,nerals 
FIOGKHOUNDS ON THE SCENT, Ray Coumoyer and Brian Dahl, both from the Hazelton area ex- 
amlne mineral samples at last weeks Petrology for Prospectors course. 
the prospectors about clues to for altered rock. You've got to feet wet in the trade by taking an 
look for in rocks; the chemistry look for clues." introductory prospecting course 
and properties that give signs of Kamloops prospector Paul and then expand on thek knowl- 
potential ore bodies. Watt, also taking the course, edge at an advanced three.week 
For local prospeetor Peter learned to ~elate rocks to larger course in Cowichan on Van. 
Bland, the course offered ,a SYstemspoppi.g up in different couver]sland. 
cnan~ to .hone skills: acquired , a~,  of the ~mdn~. • Kaaren Soby, a Telkwa pres. 
after Oyearslnthelrade. . . .Tlereare a lot of hidden l~ecter midshe got into the trade 
"Prospeedng's not the same as ' ~.S  ili th e ground," Watt said. ~eeUt three years ago because she 
it usedto be," said Bland, who ':. you ve .got to look at rocks and edw~outdoom,  
has sought minerals In B.C.and '.mterp. mt'th..un,..Ask,. 'Whan it . "l.C~ii~m~da~. ring ' adventurous 
the Yukon and plans to set out :" ~.~!~ you7"" -  kina or werk." she said. 
again ~for a, new season ~; next , , . : " ;~~t~s from.all , ' :What'sneatahoutpresp~ting 
,,,~ • ,., , , . . ,,. -~', mr . .~ .  , in the come, . . ,_ .  : , . .  ,. . . . . . . . .  , .... ...., ,!.~-toOt:i~t is that 'yOu get into ealof~nd 
": "Now it's not ~,  easy to: ~in~l:~i ' ~ b ~  9e..mines minis,  areas. Yo~ ~ tO the aipine, I find 
' ' ~ ' '  ' . . . .  ' . . . . .  ~V~ a ,~#~ tee. it a ra re i~ to ~wotking 
. things anymore, Youhavetolc~IUi::.Ro~kho~ds. esually get their In'tl~~!,.;~', .'"- . " 
": By JOHN YOUNG 
The Interior News 
T!)ose rich, fabl~ gold mines 
don't just leap out of the ground 
and. offer their wealth - the 
deposits that can lead m amine 
are only turned up after long sear. 
thing and detective work. 
On the front line in the search 
for~ minerals, the prospector 
marns the hills and backcountry, 
chipping here, studying there, 
looking for clues in the rock. 
Helping prospectors better an. 
derstand how minerals form and 
where to find them, the mines 
minislry and the. Smithem Ex. 
plomtion Group:recently offered 
a seven.day course.-- the first of 
its kind in the province. 
.Celled Petrology for Pros. 
peetors, the course combines ge- 
ology and prospecting to give 
thosein the field a better idea of 
whatto look for in reek systems. 
And through ~a better under. 
standing of rocks (petra in Greek) 
the chances of turning up a valu-. 
able mineral de ,  sit increase. 
t,'Mines ::aren't just found. 
TQ,~.ey'.m very subtle things," ex- 
p ~  inslructor Tom Richards. 
~speetOtS  are, .responsible 
~. .~ most of the _properties 
~ u l t  .in mines, said 
Rio]  , who holds a doctorate 
~ ing  ih regional geology. 
' MGst p~ol~rties found do not 
b~ome~.niip, ~. Iklt if there a~. no 
g~10gl~:;~.  Lefebere,. taught 
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i~i!!~~!~!::;;i:?;: : : Dear Sir: ~i~:!~:!;!:":,~,.' . ,:i 1989. this has been caused in 
The Kitimat-Terrace and part by relaxation of safety 
District Labour Council, in regulations due to a lack of 
conjunction with the Cana. inspections 6f unorganized 
dian Labour Congress, is operations and also because 
urging all Canadians to for- of too much pressure on 
mally recognize April 28 as workers to produce more in 
the National Day of Mourn- order to make a living. 
ing. Two recent fatal accidents 
This day was selected as it concerning area miners, the 
was on this date in 1914in first in an on site explosion 
Ontario that the first and theother in a helicopter 
wcfrl~ers' compensat ion crash coming from the 
legislation was enacted in Johnny Mountain mine, 
Canada. 
April 28 has been declared Deaths from workplace 
by the Canadian Labour 
Congress as the day to for- disease go largely 
really recognize the nearly unrecorded and on- 
one thousand Canadian compensated; it is likely 
workplace deaths each year that they far exceed 
and the additional one deaths from physical in- 
million workers who have jury. 
been injured or disabled. 
Deaths from workplace highlight another part of the 
diseasego largely unrecorded workforce where better 
and uncompensated; it is health and safety standards 
likely that they far exceed need to be practiced. 
deaths from physical injury. Please join with us as we 
• In our own area, logging is rededicate ourselves to the 
one of the most deadly goal of making Canada's 
trades; indeed it is the most workplaces safer. 
dangerous occupation in Yours truly, 
Canada. 
Wilma Costain, 
In B.C. alone, logging has President, 
accounted for more than 150 Kitimat-Terrace 
deaths ince 1984, with 51 in and District 
1988 and 26 up to November, Labour Council. I 
Income picture 
not very rosy 
An open letter to: deserves the money he makes 
Blaine Gaffney, and I think we should be 
News Director, CFTK thankful that he is willing to 
Dear Mr Gaffney: put in these hours and give 
When you mention a the high quality of care 
physician's alary on your which he does to out corn- 
radio station I wish you munity. 
would give the complete pic- I would also like to add 
ture. This is not a personal that a physician unde~ak~, 
net income yOU' are spe~iking ..... seved:year ' Uhivei'.~if~'. " ii~- 
of, but rather a gross in- . tion, at which time [hey~e 
come, out of which must be not receiving any salary. The 
paid not only his or her responsibility, and stress in- 
volved in the types of deci- 
sion making that must occur 
many, many times during the 
physician's day are difficult 
salary, but also his nurse's 
yearly salary, office rent, of- 
fice equipment costs, as well 
as payment for salaries of his 
manager, receptionist, file 
clerk, and multiple 
assistants' alaries. 
Other things which must 
be paid out of this gross in- 
come include insurance, sup- 
plies, registration fees, and 
association dues. The net 
take home pay ends up being 
approximately one quarter of 
the amount billed to the 
Medical Services Plan. 
I would also like to men- 
tion that Dr. Pieter van Herk 
works over 100 hours a week. 
He puts in a 32-hour shift 
when covering the emergency 
morn which occurs approx- 
imately once every six days. 
A good part of his practice is 
obstetrics which keeps him 
up many nights a week. I do 
not work nearly as hard as he 
does with only an approx- 
imately 72 hour work week. I
find this exhausting. 
I would not trade the 
salary that Dr. van Herk gets 
for mine if I had to put in the 
hours that he does. He fully 
The net take home 
pay of a doctor ends up 
being approximately 
one quarter of the 
amount billed to the 
Medical Services Plan. 
to attach to a dollar value. 
All of these things should 
be considered when discuss- 
ing a person's income. 
It appears that when these 
things are considered that 
there are many people in our 
society and our communtiy 
who do not have the same 
degree of responsibility and 
stress and yet are making far 
more per hour in take home 
pay, not to mention medical 
plans, dental plans, pension 
plans, etc. for which we must 
provide for ourselves. 
Yours truly, 
Teresa Nicholl, 
M.D. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Turning green 
Dear Sir: everything at least twice. 
The Weebers have gone Luckily our cat will eat most 
green. Saturation exposure table scraps, which saves us 
to CBC programming has some less than epicurian 
convinced us to recycle. Now recycled meals. But our big- 
that is not easy in New 
Hazelton. So far we have 
been unable to arouse 
anyone's interest in our gar- 
bage, no matter how well we 
sort or package it. 
The obvious answer 
therefore  was to use 
gest headache is paper. Being 
prodigious readers, especial- 
ly of newspapers such as this 
one, they do pile up; 
Apparently inthe big cities 
they will come and take them 
cont'd A6 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks' section of the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are run on 
a space available basis: With 
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. ' 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signedand carry an ad- 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addre~,~s or phone 
numbers .won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary,for confirmation 
of the letter's ,a ntleltv . . . . . . .  uthe .......  
The writer'S~dimle I ~ .  ,. will" be 
published. : Requests for 
names to be withh~ld m e .  k~ 
4 
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Housing underway 
FOUNDATIONS WENT in last week as 30 units at the Twin River Estates began to take shaPe. 
That's Darrin Rouw putting in an anchor bolt in a cement footing. Senior citizens occupied the 
first 30-unit phase late last year. These new units should be finished by the fall. A third phase of 
20 units is also planned. 
SchOol++: . . . . . .  : • .+ :?~ 
money 
awai ted  " 
TERRACE - -  School district 
officials are awaiting word from 
the province on how much of 
the more than $750,000 the 
board has requested from out= 
side. its budget will be provided 
for computers and implementa- ~ 
tion:of the Year 2000 program. 
The requests come under 
grants that are over and above 
the district's normal operating 
budget. 
Super intendent  Frank 
Hamilton said last week the 
board wants $433,000 for com- 
.puters ,'iindef' the techtiology" 
grant, and another $350,000 for 
startupl of the primary and in- 
termediate programs of the pro- 
vince's.Year 2000 program. 
Terrace's school board is 
planning to begin the primary 
program this September, and 
will conduct staff training ses- 
sions to prepare for the in- 
troduction of the intermediate 
program, which spans grades 4 
to 10. 
ATTENTION 
All members  of  the Ter race  Local:  
N isga'a  Tribal Counc i l  
GENERAL MEETING + 
There  will be a meet ing of  the  Nlsga'ar 'Tdbal , i  
Counc i l  (Terrace Loce) l )on ~ ~ •~ i
Aprll 29, 1990 : . . . .  ~'+ 
commencing at S p.m, ' J " ;:`:+" i'
L . .+  
at the ' " ' r= . . . . . . . .  
)A 
Terrace Public Librar , :  
Thereafter all regular Nisga'a Tribal Council, :..,i 
meetings will be held every second Sunday of 
every month at 6 p.m. at the 
Terrace Public Library. 
For further Information phone 
635-5546 
TTER S 
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They're turning green 
away to be metamorphosed 
into useful things, but in 
New Hazelton we have to be 
more resourceful. 
There is the cat litter box 
to be lined of course and 
some substitution of paper 
towels with newspapers is 
possible, but still they pile 
up. And then we 
remembered the old Eaton's 
catalogue in the outhouse on 
the farm and we started plac- 
ing old issues of your fine 
paper in the washroom in- 
stead of the store-bought 
rolls. 
There was some initial 
resistance from family 
members and friends as 
tissue pampered backsides 
rebelled against the coarser 
texture of the newsprint, but 
a gradual toughening of our 
Cold chil.I blows 
Dear Sir: 
There is still a cold chill off 
the lawns and driveways of 
Canada's  Par l iament  
buildings. Your Parliament 
bui ldings, cit izens of  
Canada. Seems to be you, 
the citizen, have become a 
threat o the government of 
Canada. 
Your+ cries of "Bribes 
taken here", or your opposi- 
tion to free trade or anti- 
abortion or pro-choice are to 
noJonger be tolerated. Like 
thieves behind closed doors a 
regulation was drawn up to 
prevent you, the citizen, the 
right to gather in assembly 
and with free speech to cry 
out on behalf of your beliefs. 
How one man who is cry- 
ing out, "bribes taken here" 
can so strike fear into the 
House of Parliament. Rather 
than investigate the man's 
concern he along with you 
the citizens of Canada, are 
now muzzled with a bylaw 
that forbids assembly, 
demonstrations, or concern- 
ed citizens' speeches. Only in 
Canadal Pity. 
,, +7/']+ 
i hope the NDP and 
Liberals will be able to find 
somewhere in the laws, 
perhaps in the Charter of 
Rights, to protect us from 
our government eroding 
citizens the rights of 
assembly. 
Are you aware that during 
the second world war Nazi 
occupation of Europe, that 
the assembly in the street of 
thi'ee or more people was 
punishable by death7 
In closing, I believe this 
businessman's cry of "bribes 
taken here". I believe in 
rights of assembly and 
speech. That Parliament 
would enact such a bylaw 
gives sight to where we as a 
nation are going. 
Communism ay be wan- 
ing, but, watch closely to 
that which has been awoken 
from its slumber -- we see it 
in ourselves. 
It was heartening to see 
• Barrett, a Liberal and a Con- 
servative speak up for those 
taken to jail. 
William Buck, 
Terrace, B.C. 
The 1990 Jelta. 
Everything you'vd 
alway_s wanted in 
a Volkswagen. 
Helghl AdluSlable Height adlustoble 
The German-engineered Jetta is 
a highly responsive road sedan that's 
a joy to dnve and built to last. 
And with a lower price than last 
'Syear's model and its extra features, 
the 1990 Jetta is also an'extra- 
ordinary value• . , .  .... :-~ " 
The car with everything is one : 
of the most wanted cars around 
/~ '~ so drop bY, for a' test drive 
+~V~)Jett0 Soon i 
'Based on  rnanufaclurer'$ suggested retail pr ce for 2.door  model  with 5.speed manual  transmission 
' : Opt  ong, Ire ght and pre-de l  valy inapec ion extra, Dealer may sell for less. 
:: Co lumb,a  A ut Haus  Ltd, 
,~ { 3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635-5717 
skins and the thrill of reading 
your paper a second time in 
the cubicle completed the 
greening of the Weebers and 
caused our beleaguered 
planet o sigh with relief. 
There have been times 
when, at the last minute, 
some well thought out com- 
ments made us hesitate to ap- 
ply that particular section of 
the paper to our backsides, 
but the overwhelming ma- 
jority of newspaper contents 
are ideally:suited tothat p, ur+: 
To introdu+e more of + our 
friends to the pleasures of 
recycling, we encourage your 
paper to continue to print 
some airheaded or temper 
provoking material. The 
more atrocious, the more 
readily Our friends par- 
ticipate in our recycling pro- 
gram. 
We have found Mike Har- 
court speeches and some of 
Jim Fulton's revelations 
especially helpful to get peo- 
ple into the greening spirit 
and to apply that section of 
the paper to their ramps with 
even more vigor than re- 
quired for mere sanitation. 
Pete Weeber, 
New Hazelton, 
B.C. 
y .  
fabric lYoatiqu¢ 
In Co.operation With 
HUSQVARNA--WHITE 
Announce 
for a Model 1505 
sewing machine. 
" ' i 
- #. 
For more details come in and see us! 
3308 Kalum St reet  6 3 8" 13 3 5 
SPRING FIX-UP TIME! or new const ruct ion  
• . . . .  ' ~ ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t  
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. . . . . . . . . . .  Moving experience 
BRUTE POWER takes this machine up a large mound of dirt excavated from the location of a new 
office building on Kalum. Developer Francisco Trigo says the new cement and steelstructure will 
have a basement, ground and upper floor. Each will be 10,000 square feet and be used for office 
.' andretail purposes. He wants the building completed in November. 
:.,TERRACE - -  A new Copper- 
side Foods store going up on 
Kalum near Lower Little Park 
~hould be open in July, says 
• -~ ~wner Bo~0 Lavoie. 
*~ The~building will be approx- 
imately the same size as the 
Copperside outlet on the 
highway in Thornhill and 
~pecialize in fast foods, he says. 
It will emp!oy 30 to 35 people 
and be open 24 hours a day. 
The new Copperside will be 
number five in the chain. Ap- 
proximately 100 people are now 
employed. 
* 'k****  
Work has started on a new 
O UT AND ABOU ]  
open thissummer, easier access, says Skeena 
The United Buy and Sell Cellulose spokesman Dan 
outlet just beside the overpass Tuomi. 
on Keith Ave. is one of several The logging is taking place on 
expansion projects by the lower the west side of the Skeena 
mainland-based company this River with•aceessprovided by a 
year. new bridge constructed across 
,~ : -..< . . . .  , . .  . ;' :.. 
Video . . . .  promotes PHONE 638-7299 :.-:, 
tourism OR 
TEBRACE-  There's a new T E R R A C E  MIN . 
video promoting tourism in the BASEBALL . i  
northwest. 
• The hour-long production of  ; 
Spectron productions Ltd. 
covers 4,500km starting at Mt. Event: Umpire Clinic 
Robson and leading into the Date: April  29,  1990 !i: ~ 
Yukon and Alaska, says com- Place: Clarence Michiel 
puny spokesman Ger ry  t 
Gouraans. For more information call Dave Blake i 
He said the video can act as 
an inducement tO travel to the 638"1898 
northwest as well as a souvenir 
for those on vacation. 
"The v ideoshowsthatthere Beyond ",. 
is just as much to offer in nor- 
thern B.C. as there is in Alaska. 
I f  we can get tourists to stay 
longer than three and half days Personal o 
- -  the time it takes to drive 
through the region - -  that's a 
boost to tourism," he said. Selling ' . ;  Goumans aid the production ~:~. :! \', ~ .  
cost more than $100,000 and e e e , 
was accomplished without any 
governmentHe addedaSsistance'that th  company "Taking the pain out of  sa les"  .< 
has produced copies coded to - - 
play on European TYs as part 
of the effort to sell it overseas. A HIGH ENERGY' workshop geared for 
Sales in Vanderhoof ,  successfulselling in the 90's. 
Smithers and Stewart have One day with Sally will change the way 
amounted to $14,000 in the past 
two and half months, said YOU sell forever! m 
Goumans. "Tour by Video. ][Zli[ 
Yellowhead Route. Gateway to • SELL MORE 
Alaska. Vol. I "  is available at 
local outlets. • SELL FASTER '"' 
• SELL SMARTER 
T0.1er  cab . ,ege  DA~: May 3, 1990 1-2 Pe0~e ........ $95 each 
s t 0 at 835-4951 o~ PLACE: Terrace Inn 3-4 people ........ S85 each 
out of town TIME: 9 am - 4 pm 5 or More .......... $75 each 
1-800.663.§035 (~)  (,nc,~es mete} DISCOUNT OFFER 
r.od~l Bmio~.,s 6amw~ hi~tra~ 8AVE A FURTH~ | I0  F 
PRESENTED BY: D~-,*P~',.,m 8ink de ~ PAYMENT 18 RE~UVI~ BY 
APfllL 27th 
, J ' : : i  [ 
. / : )• i i  t 
L " . .  :2 :  
I . . . .  : "A , - :  
* * * * * * the river last year by Skeena 
Skeena Cellulose is leaving Cellulose. 
some of the smaller trees from a ******  The Aloha Disaster: 
logging operation east of here gTheApri lesal~of oi!,,,.a~ d gas 
" " '~w~::"-'. .... m . . . . . . . . . .  f°rusebytheregi°nalc°rrec"~'~irilli~t'~h/~';t'h*t~i~$2~t Could ltHappenAgain? ~rnltdi'e~.store=expectecL:t~:be . . . . .  , . . . .  . .,.,:~ . . . . . .  -o. o ..~a.~-'~m-..-~ ~ .~ ~:, 
tional centre s wood cutt:n~"million ................... ~ ' " 
program. Total blds'for "the "first fou~ . :' Hearing The wood is too small to be months of 1990 brought $57.2  
chipped for the company's fibre million, up $14.7 million from ~ . ~ > : : ~ ~ ~  welcomed needs and has been piled for the same time last year. 
N*E*W'S 
BY ROBERT 0 .  SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
SUPER SUNDAYS AT THE TERRACE INN 
We now offer a Buffet Brun©h on Sundays between 10 am and 2 pro. 
Enjoy hot and cold entrees from our 24' long buffet table spread. It's 
Terrace's best buffet and available very Sunday. 
Adults are $10.95; Seniors $7.95; and Children $5.95; Kids under 5 
are free. 
Also we have a Sunday Evening Buffet at the same price between 5 
pm and 8 pm 
Super Sundays for great food at the new Terrace Inn. 
KERMODEI DINING ROOM 
Our bright new dining room is now open from 6:30 am tolO pro. 
Whether it's breakfast, lunch or dinner you'll enjoythe attractive sur- 
roundings and fine food of the Kermodel Dining Room. 
BED & BREAKFAST 
Our room rates now include a Ful Breakfast In the Dining Room. 
The Terrace Inn daily rates are from $49 per room z~nd now offer, 
besides room and breakfast, a complimentary pass to the Terrace 
Aquatic Centre plus a Bonus Coupon Book packed with valuable dis • 
count vouchers for Terrace stores, shops & attractions. 
Recommend theTerrace Inn to your visitors & friends: 
"AFTER 5" WIND DOWN 
Our cozy lounge is the ideal place to wind down after a busy day. 
Piano styllngs by Glen Fossum and complimentary Hot Hor d'oeurves. 
Join us Monday to Friday from 5 pm to 7 pm 
4551 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 M7 
For Reservations, 
Call (604) 835-6880 or 
IToll Free 1-800-663-8156] 
Fax (604)635-2788 
: . .  ~ :~ . .:-~:~_ . . . .  ,<-:-~ 
• : . . .  . . . "  ~ .~¢~. . .  --., . ,  . . ~ . / , :  "~ ,~ 
,, .......... : ..., , .  ~.~i,. ~. ~:~:  ~ ~.,~.~,~,::..~.: .  . . . .  .. ,.,, .... .;~ 
The Fcltlgll¢ FILVe, all early I 'arl if g det'i('e, /tlls hcen devclnl,ed r. In'ev¢lll air ,lisaswr.s such as the Aloha incident 
Investment Forum Offers New Technology and 
Ground Floor Opportunity 
Since the unfortunate incident 
aboard the Aloha airlines jet in 
May of 1988, the Federal 
Aviation Administration h~s 
ordered the monitoring of more 
than 100 places on 727, 73% 
and 747 air liners ['or metal 
fatigue, Other governments are 
expected to follow suit, The. 
question is, does this upgraded 
monitoring ensure that this kind 
of disaster will not happen 
again7 
Amswiss Scientific Inc., a 
Canadian Company, has the 
world's only accurate solution to ground floor investment 
metal fatigue. TI~e U.S. Navy opportunity that the company 
has placed their first order Ibr represents, 
the device while a major U.S. 
aerospace company is developing The Facts Are Overwhelming: 
the remote sensing device for • metal fi~tigue increases .,ilh 
use with Amswiss' Metal fatigue age 
Fuse, • the average age of  U.S, 
Amswiss is presenting the commercial jets  is over 12 years 
concept in an interesting and , the average age of  private and 
informative forum in more than commuter jets is over 20 years 
fifty cities across North America. • neither preventative 
This unique approach will give mahuenance ~or improvements in 
people a first-hand opportuqity to desi,qn can immunize aircrc~ 
learn about Amswiss and the f i 'om metal fat igue 
For A Comprehensive Information Package On Amswiss Scientific Call at No Charge: 
1-800-663-1527 
You are invited to attend the 
Terrace Investment Forum 
Hosted by Amswiss Scientific Inc. 
Date:  April 26, 1990 
T ime:  7:30 P.M. (Refreshments  Prior) 
P lace:  The Inn Of The  West 
is no charge for admiss ion,  but space is limited. ~;~.: 
Ensure your place .now by call ing . 
1-800-663-1527 
TERRACE - -  Exc lus ive  
Fishing Lodge owner Martin 
Schmiderer says he has no ob- 
jections to demands for public 
hearings over his plans to build 
a new~ fishing lodge• on the 
Skeena River. 
',The public has a right to 
know,"  he.. said. " I  have  
nothing to hide." 
Schmiderer, who targets a 
• high-class clientele, said he 
needs to Upgrade the lodge and 
its facilities in order to compete 
with Other> eXclusiVe North 
AmeriCan• 'fishing "ledges 'that 
cater-to ,the rich and famous. 
He wants to build the new 
lodge on waterfront property in 
thesixme Gossan Creek subdivi- 
. ;  
stun as his existing lodge. He 
Si~d ~e~ $600,000 lodge would 
htcludd ritzier rboms and fur- 
nJshings,.as well as a swimming 
~l '4md tennis courts. 
, IKit jmat-Stik[ne Regional 
District offidals said they have 
a~ked the ministry of *Crown 
lands':to "not'sell Schmiderer the 
I}~operty until public hearings 
have been qcmducted and the 
landrezoned. 
/ !Tli~'!.~ubdjvision isn't zoned 
for fishing lodges, but a court 
bdttle"i'started by  the regional 
• district;to shut down the lodge 
rf~i'~ d 2f~zst' year. ScR:J~,,nr;~ 
,d~st~ict " iaissaid ' e e 
Wb~the case on a technicality, 
i ~,!rhey wasted taxpayers 
L " ' W • aoney because they kne up 
'hilt'that I am in the right," he 
~chmiderer said he employs 
least eight people when the 
Ige is fully, booked - -  usually 
m JuW to'October. 
Fie said !he *doesn't think 
shbouri wm object o the 
l v . i '~e.  :"'It's going to be 
:n ,~more* secluded there 
~me it'S further away from 
i . . . . . .  . :  ~k~r~.,~--~BtX%,m=v, ii...]~ 
" ' Monday to Friday 
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
LD BEER and WINE STORE Inn  . . ° With a great selection of Import producta. Plus quality eportswear m/a~_FI am 
: : 635 6300.. i- % 
. 9a.m, to 11 p.m. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. lexcept Chdstmas) W ¢ ~ ' I  
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Enter to win one of 
25 Sllver Tea l l i  
Servlcesl | , :  
Hame: 
Address: 
Phone: 
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your home a castle ' + 
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" "~"">"  "++" '  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :' ............ " ................ , appllancesl ' 
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Our  Pr ices Wil l  Floor You! 
Lowest Pdces in town. 
Some Delow Wholesalell 
• Floor Tiles 
• Blinds 
• Baseboards 
• Diamond Tuft 
• Naugahyde 
• Tools Available for Installation 
i<+ '-' l I L .... - J l  I -t l / J~1  Tilt r~  ~, I 
t '" 
~i/:!>I'L. 
" i l / l i i I 
" " " : ;b.  : 71  
+ L Ii ^ .eN.BO Y 
~s Se l l -P rope l led  Mower  
R • F)eshLube oil system for 
agine life • Powerful 5-HP 
cial-grade engine • One- 
"ear catcher standard • Strong 
magnesium deck • Easy top- 
starting • 21" cut • Multiple 
we • Blade/brake/dutch 
%. 
- -. .% 
_ !:.._:.-'?:.. :, 
Terrace Equipment Sales i, td, 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-6384 '~  
PUTT ING IT, ......... oo+, 
I i !p tl ,-o, yS IMPLY  ', " >""' ' ,, , ,  ; ~i(: Terrace Co-op : ~o/  
/~,~i! :i::~:i | ~ - ~ "  HOME CENTRE - 
• • V INYL  !~!:~iii;ii~;i;i!i::i,!i ;;: ~ , ~ , . 4 
• PA INTS | , ~ ~ +" : ~. • ' 
• CERAMICS > : :i::~; :i :;~ , , " ' i ) )  . ,  ' Bu,ld, t Better , 'ij ; ~~~, , ,o /  [(( 
• • HARDWOODS (~i~::i :!! ;:i;11; i, ~ • Lumher  ~> !::;': '/; ' ' [ 
" • WINDOW COVERINGS :!:!i! ~:~.',;::<i:i: . - . .  :.*~,:D ""rs  'S  ::,;:! i, i !i _ 
..- For Your Home ,,,~ i a ,  :.~.+ ..: . . <~,-" ::.'~,>-.~,.""<i~:~,>:-,J ~ iii !;i: ..;- ! ISTA I IN /  @ i~  ° Z ' c°~x:TumZ ~&]~;  
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I DOLOMITE LIME 
I "~"  .................................... " "": 
MANURE 
• Steer manure, i~ushroom 
manure, chicken manure. 
20 L. Bags. 
Sale Price 
WOOD 
SHAVINGS 
4 cu. ft. Bale. 
Sale Price 
'E LANDSCAPED 
ROCK 
20~ kg.! Bags. : :i,~ 
=rice 4.59) Sale Price 
$~,!99 
15 ~ea. 
PENLITE SOIL 
ADDITIVE 
4 cu. ft. (12 k9.) 
(Reg. Price 15.99) 
Sale Price 
s..,.... 
BIG STICK 
FLY TRAPS 
No insecticide vapors, 
no poisons, no hazardous 
chemicals. 
S '88  $ e8 I 
° " **  i ' ,  .+- ,  i "  o*  ;+* . "  • ...... : ' : : . : ' :  
" , . . . .  
,+, - l , ,1 '¢,  
Broadcast  Spreaders  
Healthy lawns require weed and pest controls 
as well as regular seeding and fertilizing. Many 
dry, granular materials have been developed to 
achieve excellent results and are best applied 
with a broadcast spreader. 
The Brinly broadcast spreaders have a non. 
corrosive high-density polyethylene hopper and a 
stainless teel flow control gate for long life. 
• They're quipped with Auto Flow TM -- the 
.+:+.+. material,flow stopsand.+~tarts When the spreader 
..... does ~'  h~ ++-crpjl a l iout  "biJms"'0r "streaks" on ,! 
the lawnf " "~ 
A Brinfy spreader is also useful in the winter 
for spreading sand or salt. 
60 Ib, capacily, 
2oo 
"; + 
BIL IZED MULT I .L INE  TR IMMER 
©OTTAO= CnA~ 
Justs Iollt f~Js from newbmrn up leap 
prom~mly wmmmg size+ C<~lma,J: ned. 
~F j~.  mue. I'lnk ~ ~own. Made 
Fell HIH'r , 
uue8.  
: , '~ ,~ i~ ¸ ! i l~  
+ + . . . . . .  . . . . .  :+ +~,~+'I J . , i  i 
I I++ r~ O STABILIZED TRIMMER - -  
,s~p..AY~p.,FFN..LmU.) + i + "~+, .  :,,ow2..,.~.u.~:..o.,,...+_,p,,,,,= + , , ,  
. .  ?~• '~ ~iii!! ~¸  ~ ~,A~! , • ~ ••i~i+~•~!•i• :: ~: " ~ . . . .  ~Y"  
.... • 8 LINE SUPERCUTrER TM HEAD ) Spray . . . . .  % 
applicator included. S O 8 9 
• ,,. Prlc. ......................................................... ,~o,.~ I~ . . . . .  
GARDENA FERTILIZER DISPENSER 
,o.++o+. , + Sl 149 ;;++ > i 
role Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . l n oe-~, ,: ;+~ '+;+;+ ?i ; I t+  [] 
Sale Price 
NEWt + . . . .  ,- 
e,  ¸+ 1.• 
, .%~ z J 
On " 
i :?~+. + : ram 
+? :+i +++ 111RO0 
+, ,+  i ,+ -uea .  
~+ , :  , Matching 10fl. Lead 
GARDENA 
FERTILIZER ~ ~  
CARTRIDGES 
Sale Price 
s~ go U 
, I per pkg. ""~=+++"~+' 
GARDENA lliaw 
ROOT 
FEEDER i 
Sale Price 
s2 ~",, . _  
Fee ,  r 
'~ mlmlq l l i  j 
: ,,,~,,,,oo: ~ i  
'YOU WOULDN'T CARRY 
YOUR LAWN MOWER . . . . . .  
WHY CARRY YOUR GAS TRIMMER? 
""errace i,o.o ) :le)ar :men'S i, 
+ ~ + ~ ~ r/ ~!y:/ii:~ i ¸~ 
Z:,: 
i ~ . i  ~ 
:J~/ i,~ ~ii;:", ~~'i :,~i~ 
( 
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Infor mat,on ,mportant 
:: for educational change  , ! 
i TERRACE- -  The best way to she said: , 'That's an informa- requirement ihey be dropped. I conflict with lX f l i t i~  :issues i [ ~ _  "..,~ l~"  I ' /  / ~ AI i 
~r counter criticism of the changes ~ tion age phenomenon - -  we think if you're really determin- such as budgets, referenda nd |<~_ '~"  "~'J l~  '~ { ~ [ |g / -~|  I 
i commg to the educatton " ' can' t  teach them everything ed to use them no one will • contractnegotiati0ns• i , ,  , i :11 ~ ~  / " , , J  | ~'~ _ J~!  
is to give parents more info~ma- anymore. You can't keep up and stop you~,' ! i . .  : It s really .hard to  steer a: | ~ .  ~ a,~. /~ . .~  ~" -~.~ ' ! 
; tion, a Vancouver education •: with reading in your own field, The lanned: changes have course through thatthat doesn't ,~ 
consultant says. ' . . . . .  so it's becomemuch more ira- sparked~ huge debate in eduea, have somebody scr~ ing , "  she ! I ! 
' Sharon Jeroski met local • portant o teach kidsabout how tioncircles, shesaid, butadded said, noting: sma!ler classes, I '~° . .~  : i |  i 
teachers April 10 area schools tO  get information and how to that's not a bad thing : more money and imaterials' are I / A,,ril "S, , - ' - , -  =.--.-'" . . - - - , - , -  / :  i i 
get ready to begin the primary .:manageand filter it when you : ~ . / : : , :  ' ' needed to make the transition : e- IP"iili::P rmwe!  O~PtP;li:ile :i I 
segment of the Year 2000 pro -get  it." i l i i ' : easier, "We probably know in i / f rom around the  wor ld !  / i  I i 
gram this fall. . ~ . Another I trend .is looking at , . . . .  advance we're not going to get [ S-.In 6 .~,  l~  I t, 
"My experience has been that work instead o f  test scores in ' all the things We need, because / PAELL~,VALENCIA " P~IEDON KA~e / I : 
. . . .  . . • . 1¢  , . ,  C ' " i " the  more parents know: about  evaluating cinldren,.she stud• We spent a lot we never do. I think teachers ' $-" ,~ , ,  ~ $. , .  , , . ,  l :  I 
the program t,he more sup, por' ' "There 's  a real shift . - -  and i t  more time talking to will once again figure out a way IO ,~O 14=]~ [ , t in  i 
rive they are, she said It s isn t just in B.C., it s all over ,-=,.h , , , ,= ,  But we still to do it .under less than optimal . . | "  1 : 
• ~"~" '  ~'" ' " "  c ' " , , radii best to tell them everything they North America - -  away from i, . . . . .  ,, , . . , .^ ,~,  . . . .  ~ o n d ] t z o n s. ... It~... |1  I i 
,, ,, I~av~l l  t tamuu tu =ab~ ~ CALCUTI'A LAMB CURRY VEAL SCALLOPPINE AL FRANGELICO want to know. standardized tests• ., . . . . . .  , ,  Jeroski said government of- - ~1 l
, other quire enougn tic She said parents of children Jeroski said it s still unclear ' ials seem to be abandoning $1~ 0=; = 1A 0=;  / I  i:i 
in pilot classrooms for the whether letter grades on report . . . .  efforts to quickly bring in the " " ' " "  " - ' " "  • 1 
. primary program have generally cards will be eliminated from in termed ia te  program,  a • ii 
: been very supportive. ' "That'  the  : intermediate program. . .  : i I I.n~_h RMelM" GRILLED BREAST OF CHICKEN CAESAR S m~ ~r~ ~ I I 
made a lot of concern go:away. Which replacesGrades 4 to 10. "That 's  : One of the real ! . . . . . . . .  r - , - -  • or 6 OZ. SIRLOIN CAESAR -- I • ;~  id i  I: I > 
:The kids are still learning to Some signal is~expected by mid- plusses nomatter what elsehap- For more Information and reservations call: ' l  
Men. • Sun. LUNg: Men. - Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave, ' [] 
5p.rn. to l l  p.m. 11:30a,m, to2p.m. TerraceO.C. 63§-9161 | 
' I 
;read and write, and add and 
Subtract and all those kinds of 
: things•" 
: Bits and pieces of the Year 
2000 program have been used 
before in other places, she add- 
May, when the draft paper set- 
ring out the •intermediate pro- 
gram is expected tO be released. 
"My sense is that there's go- 
ing to be an opt ion• i  Suspect 
they're going to come out with a 
ed. ,'One of the major trends is pretty strong suggestion that let. 
looking more at processes of ter grades aren,t the way, to go, 
learning instead of content." but I don't think there will be a 
• i 
"" Driver sought 
• NEW HAZELTON - -  RCMP highway near the Esso cardlock 
here are still trying to locate a 
vehicle and driver who struck a 
pedestrian on the highway last 
Sept. 16. 
RCMP say Chuck Lionel 
Austin, 17, was struck by that 
vehicle, leaving him on the 
2km west of New Hazelton 
when he was hit by another 
vehicle. He died as a result of '  
injuries received, ' 
Austin had been walking east 
on the westbound shoulder o f  
the highway prior to being h i t . .  
peps.-- that we've spent a lot 
more time talking to each other. 
But we still ,haven't alked to 
each other quite enough." 
Jeroski predicted politics will 
be one of the biggest obstacles 
to  the program's uccess. She 
said issues o f  materials, class 
sizes and money for the changes 
• : i 
"They're slowing down with the 
intermediate program from 
what was initially intended.', 
Information about  the Year 
2000 program is still sketchy. 
she said. but is more than 
teachers were working with last 
year. 
"This time last year we were 
operating almost completely on 
rumour and innuendo.,' she 
said . . . . . .  " 
SUPERIOR LINEN SUPPLY. 
Cleaners Ltd, i 
Commerelal * Indusldal ,, Retail 
• Coverall sale & repair ' ,  Uniforms 
• Commercial aundry * Doormats & wipers 
• Cooks' whltes 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST 
4404 Legion Ave., 
7,rrace, .C. 635"2838 
;"  -,ot , .  "1 
~ ~  25 Silver Tea I 
CHIM0 DELIVERY ..... 638-85301 ! s. .  our rIP Sliver Anniversary 
" flyer for outstanding savings on 
"I'm half the man ! used to be 
since I lost 74 Ib¢ 
with Nutri/System." 
- The Nutri/S.ystem • Weight Loss Program includes a vadety of 
OellClOUS meals aRe snacks, nutritional and 13ehavtor~l t.~.n,mllM 
quality homo furnishings and 
appliances! Call f i r s t  " F lyer  d i s t r ibuted inApr i l  1 8 T e r r a c e  Standard 
for faster clai"m' . 
serwc e 
ICBC has Dial-A-Claim servicefor i':i: 
residents of Terrace, Kit|mat and area. If 
you have an Autopian cla!rn, please call 
the Terrace or K,timat DmI-A-Claim : I f  the  rebate  . 
number so we can serve you as quickly 
and efficiently as possible. : is the  b; <, 
Terrace 
635-9111 
DIAL-A-CLAIM 
rat's the  
g away is a 
Legacy, 
nvinces people 
~e Subaru 
he competitors 
; money. 
urs were never 
L-," ~i~i~ ,.that high to begin with. 
• /r . . .  ili 
The Subaru  Legacy, 1990 Sedan o f  the  ¥ 
130hp, 16valve, fuel irOected engine n 4v 
disc brakes, 4 wheel independent suspensi 
[] Rack and pinion power steering n Dual 
outside mirrors n Tinted glass D AII seas 
radial tires [3 Hill Holder TM on manual trans 
[] Fully rec l in ing f rontbucketseats  n Tilt: 
column [~ Air conditioning o Cruise centn 
[] Powerwindowsanddoorlocks [3 80w~ 
stereo with cassette [3 All forjust $1g~34~ 
IFYOU THINK ABOUT IT ,  YOU'L l  DR IVE  ONE.  
-. " ~ e Ret~l~ tra~klrngrk of Subaru Canada. inc. '" Tr~dern~rk of St,it)am Canal(ha. ~ .  
" ' hNd ~I  M~II~ fro' J .11~ ind  HX l~iekl~ge Ind~ PDI, frelght and excludlng taxlm, Oee~efi ~ ~ ~ ~.  - 
)RNHILL SUBARU 3026 Highway 16,~ Terrace, E 
" ( : .  - !•  
I I  O 
aQe A T. ace S . .  W nesa,. :il 
Ter r :ace  cour t  ........ .. ~:~/: Start.up Dance - Apdl 28, 
TERRACE - -  Here are convic- fined $350. ft Thornhill Community Center. 
tions resulting from recent cases Dennis,William Martin plead- Kenneth Robert Dawson under ~ :$1,000. Bartlett: was  : 
heard in Terrace provincial ed guilty to driving with a pleaded guilty to  assault, He  ~ sentenced to a total 'o f  eight• [:  ~ ' Dinnerat 7:00 p.m. - Cocktails at 6:30 1 .... 
court: blood.alcohol level over the was given a snspendedSez~tence ; months in jail, two' yearsl on I : C0meand see .which driver wins the (Miss) T.S.C.A.  
Feb. 23 legal, limit of .08. Martin was and nine months probation. ~ . ' probation, and is pr0hibited -. " " 4 " ' d " r k ' BeautyContest! 
Richard Gordon Doman was fined $300 and is prohibited Charles Raymond Eshom was fromdriving for 18 months; " ' 
convicted •of driv!ng with:, a from driving for one year. found guilty of  impaired driv- March 9 :. i :  . . . .  : '  Tl©kets::S15 single - S25 couple _ r .  4: q " 
blood-a/coRgi ]evez over zne Ross David Storie pleaded ing,.Eshom was fined $650 and :~ Fred Abou pleaded guilty to  ' ,'Available at Central Gifts, Off.Road Specialties & • 
legal limit of..08, Doman was guilty toassault. Storie was fin- -is prohibited from driving for possession ofanarcoticandlwas:~ " . ' ~-  ' ~.~ W0rkwear World : ~ : , .  
fined $.400., and is prohibited .ed$250. . ' ' " " oneyedx. " " " . ' .: fined$10 ' ',.~ ~,~:~, ~ ~..,::i i :~:. " ' ' ' ~ Live Ba 
from drwm~[~r. ~e  year. Alan BalaMar~he 2. ' . .  Joseph Herbert  Johnson  . Inn :  Stewart James pieaded ~ nd - Feud ' : 
. . . . . . . .  paoea  guilty to pleaded guilty to impaired riv- guilty.to driving with a.blo0d- ~ i:. ;; :' " Sunday, I~y  13 Mother s Day, Regular Races " ' / :  " 
• ur.uce ..wm zam..Anoerson theft under $1,000. He was fin- ing. Johnson was fined $1,500 alcohol level over the legal lithit stonily, May 26 Regular Races :: . . . .  -' 
p!ea~ea~lcgU~lot~'[~e~er~VmBveWZZth: ed_$12,5. _ and has been prohibited' from of .08 and to possession of an _ Sunde/, May 27 KIddlesDay, Regular Races : .  , • . " 81~ldq, J lel, 10 Regular Races : " " " 
oJoo - Kaetene ~velyn Best pleaded driving for one year. , : Unregistered restricted weapon; gatmdzy, June 18 Open Wheel Invitational, Regular Races: ..- 
Sunday, June 17 Open Wheel Invitational. Regular Races . legal limit. Anderson was fined guilty to theft under $1,000, and " Chr i s topher  Ro land  James was fined $550 and given ~ltmluy, July 7 Regular Races . . . .  
$600, given six months proba- was given a cond i t iona l  Schulmeister pleaded suilty to an,  automatic driver's l icence Sunday, July8 Bump & Pass '~ 
tion and an automatic driver's discharge, theft under $1,000 and w~ suspension• Sonde/, July 22 Regular Races .... = . 
Tunnday, July 24 licence suspension• Michael LeFrancois pleaded sentenced to lO days in jail. " ' Marc Aurelle Roussy pleaded I " Hell Driven, Sponsored by T.S.C.A. 
Feb. 28 guilty to possession, of a nar . . . .  March 7 ' guilty to theft under $1,000 a~d ~- I " ' ,  - . i  Smrday, A.g. 4 Memodal Races .... :' 8undly; AUg. 5 Memorial Races & BiJmp& Pass',Ral:e~ ....... ~;' 
Sharon Fagan was convicted cotic and was fined $75. Shelley Houston pleaded gull- was fined $200. ~ , ' I Sunday, AUg. 19 Kiddies Day, Regular Races ,,~ . . . . .  
on one count of assault and one Dale Arthur Brehaut pleaded ty to driving with a blood- Darryl Wayne Bjorgaard i ,=ay, l~pt. 9 Open Day Races & Demolition Derby ' 
count of causing a disturbance, guilty to two counts of assault, alcohol evel over thelegal limit, pleaded guilty to assault and ~lturdly, Sepl. 29 Year End & Awards .! 
Fagan was fined a total of $500. Brehaut was given a suspended Houston was fined $300 and is was sentenced to 30 days in jail. SEE YOU AT THE RACESll 
March 1 sentence and six months proba- ' prohibited from driving for one 
Gordon Frederick Lang tion. year. 
pleaded guilty to possession o f  a Bradley Neufeld pleaded gull- March 8 
prohibited weapon. Lang was ty to making an indecent Robert Mwyn Bartlett plead- 
telephone call. Neufeld was fin- ed guilty to two counts of im- 
• ed $100. paired driving, one count of 
r - 
1 I • Cushioned swivel seats 
• Fish box with drain 
THE WORLD • 15 HP Mariner Outboard, with 
IS YOURS..IF Saturday, April ~ . 2 8  ~ • co ignition for fast starts 
• 3 position trim/tilt system 
• 10 a.m. to  5 p.m. • External idle speed 
YOU KNOW THE ~ ~ "~ adjustment 
• Offer ends April 30. 1990 
RIGHT PEOPLE... ~-~o~'-'~ ~"  ~s 'ow ,s 
Wherever you move the Welcome ,~ , ,~~'~;~ , : , . . /  Terrace PubllCLibrary Art Gallery . $260 
Was0n hostess is the riRht person to ~,q~/ -  
help you find a place in your new (outside Library west K E N ' S  M A R I N E  
e o,..o., MilRII R 4946 Craig Ave. 
Vl 635-5672 j~ Terrace, B.C., VeG 1N4 , OUTBOARDS 
• , Brenda-Lee 636.2605 , Box 82 Terrace, B.C, V8G 4A4 ~- 
.~  , :~ i ' ,  , . . ., .,. , .  . :  , , . : , . . , ; , ; , ;  : , ,~ . . . ,  . .  ;;~. :~ . . . .  . , . 
Congratulations! CARRIERS 
NEEDED Thank you to all the entrants in our "What Easter 
NOW! Means To You" contest, and a special con.g.ratula- 
tions to the winners! 
Are you looking for ways to '/' 
earn a little extra cash? 
The winners are... 
We are now looking to fill K-Grade 1 Grade 2-3 Grade 4-5 Grade 6-7 
Kandace Hlngley Pam Haugland Canda¢e Ross Charity Erlckeon 
routes throughout our E.T. Kenney E.T. Kenney Clarence MIchiel Uplands 
distribution area. 
What Easter Means To Me 
When you deliver the What Easter means to me is that when 
TERRACE SATNDARD there my family gets together, because my Dad's What Does Easter Mean 
is no collecting just always working and sometimes he doesn't To Me 
have enough time for Us. Even on 
~ % ~ ~  res  straight de l ivery l  Christmashehast°w°rk,°rhe'sslck'OnEastermeansanumber, ofthingstome. 
Christmas,he's been sick for the past two Easter is families, getting together Easter 
years. So this Easter and last Easter are morning, to hunt for all the eggs the Easter 
pretty special to me. My Dad helps hlde,t~e Bunny left. 
ted in jo in ing  egos for the Easter egg hunt. He always Easter is Spring and all the new life. like 
takes the day off so he can be with us. He's all the new baby animals and fresh flowers. 
team p lease  f i l l  a logger and his Dad is the owner so his It's all the people gathering in the local 
Dad makes him work long and hard. 110re out the form below and return my Dad but he has so many things to do. church on Sunday morning for the" ser- 
Another thing is that I love Jesus and on vices. 
it, to our  office. Easter it's a time to thank Him for all the Easter Is all the, beautifu!ly pa!nted eggs 
things he has done for us. He saved us all. you may find In your house. 
Easter means so much to me that l just He washed away our sins. That's a big 
thing to be thankful for. When I was little I . can't put it all Into words, 
"used to think it was just for a little kid to 
I 'D L IKE TO BE A TERRACE STANDARD CARRIER get candy, but now I know the true mean- .by Candace Ross 
Ing of Easter. Grade 5 
Charity Edckson 
NAME:  Grade6 - "  , • 
ADDRESS: ;:,~ ..~ .... :,.. .... % .~.~ i ~. :, ~:--. 
PHONE: AGE: 
PLEASE DROP OFF OR SEND TO:::': " , ,~,, ~ ........ 
TERRACE STANDARO At,.: T,RnY MZLLER - -  - -  , . - - - - - - - - -  -TAr rmnA: '~  Dis t r i c t  
4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VSG 1S8 
...... - - - ' - - -=-- '  C red i tUn ion  T;ER ¢E STANDARD ~4650 Lazelle Avenue' Terrace' B'C" 
r ] I I i i 
Slash burning, proposal 
draws district objection, 
TERRACE - -  Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district plans to lodge 
objections against three slash 
burns scheduled to take place 
this year on sites near Lakelse 
Lake. 
block and the fatal crash the 
following morning of Skylink 
flight 070. 
Emphasizing all three sites 
were "within a mile of the fn'e 
~, . . . .  we had there lastyear," Tat-  
In proposing the move, Thor- m0ugh said the forest ministry's 
nhill director Les Watmough agreement o including :the  
pointed out the proposed burns' burns in the  ~'~;pr¢-harvest 
were to take place in an area silvicultural prescriptions show- 
where the district had called for ed "It's business..as • usual 
a ban on such fires, despite what we've said." 
That resolution was passed He also main'iained two of 
Describing the' 12ha,:parcels as 
"fairly level groimd(and) dght 
next to the road," he suggested 
the felled trees could be skidded 
to a roadside landing and the 
limbs bucked off there., 
As a resdlt, ~ail the:debris 
would be confined to.the lan- 
ding and there woUldtherefore 
be no need to burn;he said. 
Watmough: contrasted these 
plans with those ,of, Skeena 
Cellulose -- prepared by profes- 
sional foresters -- which called 
last october • in the wake of a the sites in:partiCular could be • _ for no burns ,,this year. "They 
broadcast burn :in' what is !ogged m a: way~ that would desperately want. to,, get away 
known' as the Thunderbird mak e burning unnecessary, from slashburnmg,, he added. 
Burning piano'defended 
TERRACE - -  While forests taken into account when required each forest district to 
minister Claude Richmond says 
he shares the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district's worries about 
slashburning, a moratorium "is 
(not) appropriate atthis time." 
Claude Richmond was 
responding to a letter from the 
district ~ g  f0,rla moratorium 
on all Slash bdrning within 10 
miles of the Terrace-Kitimat ir- 
port. It also expressed concern 
over damage to the soil from 
burns, the loss of standing 
timber caused when they "got 
away" and theleffect of ~moke 
on neighbouring communities• 
Offer ing assurances 
ecosystem densitivity was now 
deciding whether to permit bur. 
sing, Richmond said "poorly 
administered management prac. 
tices of the past sh0uld not be 
used to judge the potential of 
our current burning program." 
Altho;zgh he conceded 
damage to nearby trees did oc~ 
cur, the minister maintained the 
amount was "minimal com- 
pared to the prescribed burn 
program." 
On the question Of smoke 
management, Richmond said 
the ministry was researching 
methods to reduce its impact 
and in :the meantime had 
adopted an interim policy which 
address the problem. 
Finally, while suggesting the 
ministry would continue trying 
to minimize the use of slash bur- 
ning, he d~bed: i tas  "~ in- 
tegrai and ~ssential part of our 
reforestation program" and the 
most aeceptabl~ methbd of site 
preparat ion "on  many 
ecosystems." 
Commenting on tll~ rq~13 
director Gordon Robinso 
pointed out while Richmond 
had rejected the idea of a 
general moratorium, he had 
failed tO address the district's 
specificrequest for one in the 
vicinity of the airport. 
THE WINNERS ARE... 
We are pleased to announce the winners of 
our Door Prizes from our Grand Openingsl 
SALES SLiP 
DRAW 
Mr. Gary Sears - -  Terrace, B.C. 
Winner  of  Rad io  Shack  cord less  
phone 
PRIZE DRAW 
Mr. Darrell' Donovan - -  
DAILY WINNERS 
Monday - -  Norma King 
Tuesday  - -  Mary Swift  
Wednesday  - -  Lorraine Euverman 
Thursday- -  Doreen Halfyard 
~' a l ,  ~' . ]., 
Fr iday- - - " Jean 'soh loPps  
. . . . .  P r ince  George, B.C . ; .  "t ~ '. ~-  I ~- " . . . . . . . . . . .  
Winner of TAD-1000 answering " GRAND WINNER . . . . . . . . .  
machine $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE Itadae lhael( ~ue Goodmunson 
,u,,o,.z.os,.,sc,.,.,. " CARMENS KITCHEN 
J & N ELECTRONIC8 
4718 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 635-7767 4718 Lazelle 635-2352 
Tha n k You ! 
, : The Terrace Concer t  Soc iety  extends  a warm 
Saunders  Haul ing Ltd. 
• ~ nd rd ~ . • • : : . . . .  . Terrace Sta a . . . .  . . . . .  ,,,~ . . . . . . . . . . .  , , , , , , ,~ ,~,~,~:  . . . . .  
• ap lSkeena Cel lulose • ~,:. 
/:~.~i,' , ' . ,  ~;, : .  .,,.~ , .  I ,  . . . .  , ' ' '  • " ' ' , , " ,~; ;~ ~ ~;~':.."~ ;:~,~;~i~  ;.i!
i "  :~.* T~moschuk A g e n c i e s / P e t r d "  
& District Teachers  
" 'o i  Gamma qUei Bed & Bath Boutl : 
, , : i  :i;i..i! ItP.Te'= vel ' "~"  ~ ' 
• ' ~ l l .  ' ; % ' ! : '  ~ ~;i:~ :.~ 
i:~:~;.:: !,!,.o:~ rm .Trading , .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~..~,...~,:~,,;,~,,,,,,= 
• "~"~' ...... " " ~ •";';:]i ~ ' : u to Skeena Broadcastefs;:i~t~b!i~ei  . . . .  :m 
;See You Ne 
~'!•i!!~i ¸ 'W/ .• .  
~ L I~;~I~7,  ,~, 
rrace C onc 
Soc ie ty ,  . 
. ,  ..,,~ti Box 368 ,  .~., 
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SINK YOUR TOES 
INTO A BARGAIN. 
% 
OFF 
THE STICKER PRICE 
DURING OUR GREAT 
• % t ,a , :  ' 
,~. 
i: 
REMNANT SALE 
• .. Sale ends May 5, 1990 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIG 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
0 
YOUR DECOR 
./ 
. . ; - .  
'4 i '  
I 
GIGANTIC 
CLEAROUT SALE 
25% OFF 
ALL TIRES IN 
= STOCK!  
0 
and up to 30 '/o OFF 
ON SOME BRANDS 
!!PRICED AS LOW AS $41.95!v 
Featuring . . . .  
Michelin - ~ 
I All sizes~frbm ~ 1 2"  to 1 5" OVER 60 IN STOCK 
TO •CHOOSE FROM 
THORNHILL MOTORS LTD. 
635~7286.  
3040 Hwy, 16 East, Terrace, B.C . . . .  ,,. 
" 7288:!i 635- ;Dealer No, 7041 : ~.. . . . . .  ,;~. ,~ 
I I I I I  i i  I i i 
/ 
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Beetlemania 
THE DAMAGE ~lone to trees by beetles and weevils wasthe subject last week of a visit to Cassie 
Hall School by Denis Conner, president of the B.C. Science Council. That's Graeme Dediluke, 
John de Ballinhard and Frank Gration getting a close up look at a pair of beetles. Connor's visit 
was part of a northern tour to explain science activities to school students. 
School board shorts 
TERRACE - -  School trustees School board chairman Edna 
Parents' forumplanned 
to find money somewhere in the 
want a meeting with parents to 
give them information on 
changes coming to the school 
system under the province's 
Year 2000 program. 
The idea follows recent ques- 
tions about the sweeping 
changes and some of the 
teaching methods connected to 
the system. 
Trustees at their April 10 
meeting said they want to have 
the forum before the end of 
classes in June, after the pro- 
vince releases the latest version 
of the intermediate program. 
The intermediate program is to 
Cooper said the board has been 
assured safety drills will be con- 
ducted in accordance with the 
bussing contract and that more 
drivers will take defensive driv- 
. ing courses. 
She also dismissed allegations 
the bus driver didn't have first 
aid training. 
Fountain 
purified 
The board approved spending 
,.. $1,200 on a water purification 
"~" system for a drinking fountain 
~ replace the present grades 4 Elementary at  New Hazelton 
~ through lO. school. 
'~'o Local water supplies are con- .,-~ "The parents have requested 
'~'4"~ someone from the ministry be taminated by  "beaver fever" 
~. there so they can go directly to and high colliform counts. The 
~<" the source and ask what's going school district has been paying 
..-. on," board chairman Edna roughly the same amount each 
',-~ Cooper said. year to truck in bottled rinking 
.~.,- This would be the second water to the school, officials 
£.: such forum on the Year 2000 said. 
~', The purifier uses ultra-violet 
:S~ plan. The  first was held in light to kill bacteria in the =. January. 
":'; Overruns water, administrative staff said, 
:.::': but can only attach to one 
~;.: , drinking fountain at the school. 
" a t tacked  Trustees said they had waited 
.,~.,:~", i ~: for a year in'~anticipation, the
;~'~, School trustees responded to water contamination problem 
~ would clear up. 
:°:'-,, Playground 
wanted 
A parents committee from 
John Field Elementary school in 
Hazelton pleaded with trustees 
news of a $1,200 cost overrun in 
school field repairs by telling 
the regional district the board 
won't pay its share in any future 
overruns. 
School field maintenance ex- 
o~, penses are shared by School 
*:" District 88 and the Kitimat- 
-~.': Stikine regional district. 
::: A recent project to improve 
24 fields at Copper Mountain 
,% ,., elementary school went over 
... budget by more than $2,300. 
.~, The school district's share of 
:.: the overrun is half of the over- 
.:, run .  
Board finds 
bussung OK 
'.*'~ School District 88 has in- 
:~: vestigated and dismissed allega- 
;~" tions Farwest Bus Lines Ltd. is 
i~ ignoring safety requirements in 
' its school bussing contract. 
The charges came after a Jan. 
26 accident on Hwyl6 East in 
i~ which a loaded logging truck 
!~,. and school bus collided near the %ft.. 
¢~, Kleanza Creek subdivision. The . .& 
i;~; bus driver has been fired and 
',~ both drivers face charges of 
,;,;- driving without due care and at- 
~ tention. 
budget for a new playground 
for the school. 
"Is there a chance that we can 
yet rescue any part of this pro- 
ject?" one parent asked the 
board. 
Committee members said 
parents have already raised half 
the cost of the $20,000-plus pro- 
ject. 
Trustees voted to refer the re- 
quest to the in-camera portion 
of the night's meeting and later 
refused to indicate what deci- 
sion had been made until the 
parents were notified. 
Trip money 
questioned 
Trustees passed a another 
mot ion call ing on ad- 
ministrative staff to determine 
what proportion of student 
travel money is being raised by 
the students, parents and 
teachers in area schools. 
A similar motion was passed 
earlier this year, but this time 
trustees also asked the study 
find out what trips and events 
had to be cancelled because not 
enough money was raised. 
The board contends Victoria 
should provide northern B.C. 
schools with more money for 
extra-curricular t avel because • 
students here usually have to 
travel much further on band 
and  school sports trips than 
their lower mainland counter- 
parts. 
Heather Graydon (nee. McNaughton) 
reached the age of 30 years on April 24, 1990. 
This sad day was commemorated in the city of Terace by 
some 60 friends and relatives at the local Kin Hut. 
This event was saddened by the discovery of a single grey 
halr shortly before this milestone date. 
Nappy Birthday Heather! 
 Rivtow 
Equ ipment  
:L  
NOW 
OPEN! 
See our GROWN IN 
TERRACE stock. 
--  Begonias 
--  Bedding Plants 
-- Hanging Baskets, 
AND SO MUCH MOREl 
100% Organic Green Earth Fertilizers 
New stock arriving daily. 
twY 1 e E=! 
, , *p  
RESORT LTD i'ii i ,  
) i: 
u "C ,o I ' °  ,on,.,.' ,oo, . . . .  i every .i ~ ,  2 fo r  1, 
i " bring a friend, r. ! • . . . . . . |  i 
emd slides are 2for 1 .  : i ; 
• ~ ml  ~ . . . .  
1 inan¢ingor 
cash back: 
Don't get us 
wrong. We believe 
In Incentives just 
like the next guy. 
In fact, we offer a 
choice of 10.9% 
financing for upto 
48 months or 
$750 Cash Back 
on twoof 
Canada's best. 
sellers, Ranger 
and "F" Sedes 
(Reg. Cab). And 
we freely admit 
we do It to ease 
the burden a little. 
t's not the 
~t is you 
uck for its 
not just 
ngs. And 
~ve in 
You 
~e able to 
a well 
pendable 
......... thout pay- 
ing through the 
nose. 
So what? 
Ranger 
F-Ser ies ,  (Reg. Cab) -" 
Remember, when you're looking around for a truck don't forget he quality. And atTotem Ford, we give 
think of incentives as simply another feature. But you both. So, what are you waiting forl 
4631 Keith Ave., Terrace DLRNO. 5548 635-4984 
Serving you with quality equipment 
from Queen Charlottes to Burns Lake 
SALES, PARTS AND SERVICE 
,Komaleu *Barmac .Gomaco 
• Koehrlng *Blew.Knox ",Gormon Rupp 
• Tlmberjack ,Century II (P&H) ,Highway 
*Ingersoll-Rand eClemro '.~ :-. ,Layton 
• JCB ,Eagle Iron Works ,Mayco 
• Athey ,Etnyre Wylie 
Iml " l ' ]  q - l  i : i r ' l q  : [ ' lq J'J~'A ~ " i  4 ' i  4"i f ' l  ~ 
PURVES RITCHIE RENTALS DIVISION 
Rivtow is pleased to introduce 
Timberjack 
(Sub-branch of Purves Rltohle In Prince Rupert) 
*Air Compressors ,Saws . *Demolition Equipment 
• Levels & Transits ,Pomps : .SandblaslingEquipmenl 
• Concrele Equipment #orkflllS ~ *CompaelionEqulpment 
.Air Tools &Accs. ,Loaders & Barricades ground, to bunch trees for increased skidding 
• Track Drills ,Jacks , " ,Eleclrloel Equlpmenl efllclency, to improye the work flow of your 
.Welders .Heists ~,  & Electric Tools "enllre 0peration take a good hard look at the 
• Heaters & Fans : ~ . . . .  TlrnberJack Tlmbco Feller Buncher-- 
one that does it all so well 
Parts • Sales. Service 
Smithers ;847 3226 l IB IV  Ikq~JeVW' 2943 Hwy. 16 
Equipment Box 298p ~ FAX 847-~484 ~ 
TIMBERJACK SKIDDERS ' '::'J. 
The R ight  8k ldder  s t  the  R ight  T ime - -  , 
WJlh the skidding function more critical than 
ever to the success el most logging operations. 
TImberjack's single minded commitment to 
the Industry Is reflected in this latest upgrade of skidder line-up. Quite simply, [hese are 
the finest akldders TImberjack has ever bulll. 
TIMBERJACK TIMBCO FELLER BUNCHER 
A Logging Nsohlne from the ground up designed by Loggers - -  
for Loggers.,, 
When you're ready to increase your feSng produ,'Uvlly, to get your lallers safely off the 
. . .  . , :  . . . .  ~ :r!:~':,-~';~C;~ :i .;'~:,~ = ';-', ~ , . 
! 
f ,  r . r . f~ . . . -e  , .  
;:+~+':+:T,+~'~,'~I~, • ..~.,:., ~,.,+~,+!~ j . . . . . .~ , .+ .  ~ ., Terrace Stare 
+++>~'+~+++ ++'  +1 + ' ~;ii~.ill 
+++~++ ~!i, , ' +(:+++ . . . .  
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... ,...,.. ...... ? ..... . + 
I 
ALL 
LAWN 
MOWERS 
SAVE 
20% O.FF 
. . . .  Reg. up to 389 .0Q 
Si~vlngs Lip t6~'7.0(~ : ~-"; 
;'+~ Includes gas, rear baggel:s & electric 
SAVE ~ FABRIC 
50.00 OFF SPORTING SPECIALS 
GooDs 
INCLUDING GOLF, FISHING, BUY 
CASSETTE "u~' "?~E°~c ' :' ~'~u';" 2 METRES 
PLAYER 15% OFF GET ONE 
..... P !.CKI I~MO VIE 0 F::I :.~ 
YOUR CHOICE FREE 
We have R.C.A., citizen, Sanyo, GE, MTC 
for you to choose from. 
REGULARPRICES FREE 
Huge assortment. 
WINDSHIELD 
WASHER 
ANTIFREEZE 
4L.  
Reg. 2.19 
1.33 
SAVE 40% 
QUALITY I DISCOUNT ! ~  - - - - - - - -  
Castro, or TIRES 
Quakerstate WOOLCREST ALL PURPOSE 
MOTOR SAVE 30 % OFF KITTI LITTER POTTING SOIL O IL  25 ,b. ~o le L. 
, L .eg.  s . .  .eg.  3 . ,  
Rag. 2.49 Suggested prices 2/5 
Sale pric~ from 55 .29  
1.99 3 66 O0 - -  All with road hazard warranty I I  • 
- -  Free installation at Petro Can (arranged by us) SAVE 39  % SAVE 26  % 
- Balancing extra 
- All season steel belted radials 
. . . .  .... - ~+,ooo ~tro+ .~.+ ~ M I I ~ ~  s 
LADIES ALL MINOLTA 
FLEECE TIMEX V IDEO 
ASSORTMENT WATCHES CAMERAS "BIG BEN" 
Choose from tops & bottoms compme assortrne.t, Choo+e ,rom vHs or 8ram QUALITY MENS JEAN 
co-ordmte+, format. ,o',hlnclude hard~=, BOOTS JACKET MASSIVE JEAN J 
' ~ . . . . . . .  A L L  k " ~ 125% v++,,++ . . . .  Leather, steeltoe, insulated. ASSORTMENT ASSORTMENT.  40°/° 2 R~.  59.97 Include name brand. ! i .... i  '449+ 97 • 8ram Reg. 1,699.00 • I 
OFF OFF 1,549 Manufactures Suggested Ust SAVE 150.00 SAVE 15.00 SAVE 112 OFF 
QUALITY 
FREEZERS 
BYDANBY ASSORTED j , 
5.2 cu. ,. ,eg. m,., BEACH STYLE HOUSE 1 .I I I  I 
29g .g~ DISH SETS MINI BLINDS FLANNELETTE J 
Reg. up to 49.99 TO WEL S Hu,,, .--o~e.t. 
10 CU. ',, Reg. 409.99 SAL'¢ BIG & c°'0urfu*; ~l'O°°A c0tt°n" 1/2 " - °  OFF 
3... 25 00 " "  1.99,. , ' SALE": 15 cu. ft. Reg. 499.99 
444.. ' 7 33 PRICE +-  + °++ j • " . . . . .  OF REEEOK • w0~co~,pot ~ i SAVE 112 OFF SAVE 33~A ON AIR 
: + JOGGERS 
" ' i , ,  . * . : :=  + ' 
~ ~ ~ UNDER 50.00 
Woolwo~lh Regular Prlce,,Sale Price 
slated is our WoOlworth Sale Price 
IITO~E HOURI: 
Mo, n. • Wed. 9:30 am • 6 pm 
The, & Fd. 9:30 am • 9 pm 
Saturday 9 an. 6 pm 
Su~lay 11 am .Spin 
"+ ' ) " '  " '+ ) '; ' ' " ' i  " ' ;+ '  '+ ~' + ' '~ ' )  ', , tt '~' t "~) I - , , I "~  ",,i, ' '), ~ "I) 
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Peter Monteith 
Hong Kong 
investors 
pursued 
TERRACE --  Vancouver may 
have been the main beneficiary 
of the immigration plans of 
Hong Kong's very rich, but the 
city hopes ome members of the 
second wave of migrants might 
be persuade  to make Terrace 
their new home. 
With that in mind, tourism 
and economic development of- 
ricer Peter Monteith eads for 
the British Crown colony May 
13 to take part in an eight-day 
visit sponsored by the provincial 
government. 
Noting federal policy allows 
"fast tracking" of applications 
by potential immigrants if they 
invest $250,000 in a Canadian 
enterprise, Monteith said the 
most affluent had already made 
their arrangements. 
The next group expected to 
do so, he said, were those in the 
30-40 years age range in middle 
management positions and with 
a $300,000 bankroll. With 
Lower Mainland real estate 
prices having ballooned over the 
.,Great move, 
IROnUJORH5 
Vi=szt the new 
nueonmonHs "s=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.~- 
Now Featuring: 
• Expanded Work.oul Space 
• More Equll0ment 
• Bigger & Belier Juice & Snack Bar 
• Improved Changerooms 
• Tanning Bed 
• Filnese-weer BoulMue 
• Same Friendly, Family almosphere 
NEW MEMBER SPECIAL 
Now is the time to get In 
shape with this special 
offer, available to new 
members only. Save $20. *79 for 3 months 
IR0nLUORHS 
Gym & Fitness Centre 
4545 Lazello Ave. formerly Jezebels) 635-4130 
i " . : ' ' " . :  ¸ . ,. . 
:ooo.d, ;AY+,i°;:; 2:': 
' r ~l : -- ' EQUIPMENT DISPLAYS . . . .  ' 
/.,~:!'. . * ' : : i ' i>:/i l ,  :~ 
• . c i ty o f  your  choice:  , 
~. '  SAN FRANCISCO or  HrALIF~X '~ 
a ~ co[~rte~v of Canad.m Airlilue.~ Int~" nati¢ nat. 
/ CanadiIn #,  , . ,~B. '  ' ~  
£=. 
,,,,,,,,,o, ,,.,,,,.&,.7,';';,;:'.. ,.._ 
11990 "+:  
. ~;  
3 GaL~ aV~,UXN~s OZ~.. :" " 
"'" ::,,'SEMINARS AND 
~ .. 6UEST"SPEAKERS 
• . .~  , ~ C.4 7"10 V I "  " - ": 
. _ . " i , . _  " - o iSP I . j  v .~.-. 
\~ 'A  " - CTION-PACKED ": 
~ :~ SPECIAL  
EVENTS 
I)AILY . 
t~A'I'E . 
I)ItA~ ~'b 
'OR FURTHIR INFORMAVlON,,) 
PRINCE GEORGE REGIONAL FOREST EXHIBITION 
ADMINISTRATION OFFICE ~580 C~GILVIE STREET PRINCE GEORGE• B C 
MAILING ADDRESS P'O' Box 2535 P.nce George B.C Ca,ann V2N 2S6' 
Phone 16041 563-8833 
past year, he pointed out, 
"$300,000 is not going to do 
you a whole lot of good in Van- 
couver." 
In contrast, the northwest 
could offer opportunities to 
make the required investment 
and still leave these individuals 
with sufficient money to pur- 
chase a home. "They can pro- 
bably do very well for 
themselves moving to this type 
of area," he suggested. 
Admitting Terrace would 
have to 9vercome the impres- 
sion "B.C. is Vancouver and 
Vancouver is B.C.," he added, 
"the two things we have to sell 
are it's a nice placeto live and 
it's an affordable place to live." 
Monteith said he hoped to go 
to Hong Kong. armed with 
business proposals from local 
entrepreneurs who were looking 
at either starting a new business 
or expanding an existing one 
but needed extra capital to do 
so. He also asked anyone with 
such a proposal to contfict him 
at city hall as soon as possible. 
from front 
Gold road 
with their own study indicating 
their portion should be at the 
most 25 per cent. They sug- 
gested other kinds of industry 
will benefit and that the pro- 
vince will be the beneficiary of 
additional income and other 
taxes as a result of increased 
economic activity. 
An official of Cominco, it 
and Skyline Gold are the two 
main companies involved in 
road negotiations with the pro- 
vince, said the suggestion to 
have the Tahltan corporation 
build the road has merit. 
And although Cominco has 
bought a large hovercraft o _'!i 
ferry in equipment up the Iskut 
and Stikine Rivers from 
Wrangell to its SNIP property, 
Merlyn Royea said the company 
still wants a road built. 
• ',!Our position is that nothing 
beats the-cgst of trucking on a :. 
road," he" said in adding that 
the cost still has to make sense 
in the:.overail financial con- 
aiderations"of mine develop- 
ment.>: ""' ' 
Skeena '~LA Dave Parker, 
who is als0$the minister espon- 
sible for northern development, , 
said the Tahltan proPosal isn't : 
the one he;has been'w0rking on [ 
to the build the road. 
t~Not withstanding .that,.if 
the  Tahltah were involved in a 
proj ~t, it:W l aprobably: be a 
ig)oct thing',! aid Park '. 
"The cabinet committee on 
native affairs has been involved 
with other ministries to work 
~pro!~¢ti~e..l~ wiih., diffei'ent , -- 
n itli e ;StOii| wzie~even there*s 
an ~economic &velopment op-  
poi'tuhity,"Jhe said. 
:Purker: at ',d that Tahltan 
patttctpanozl 0uld kee money 
in.. ~e: .a rea :  id-wovt ) !o~1 . : 
" :~ i ) I6~nmt ' ;  ..... ....... > ?,i4~,,,...~..~= &-': • . • , ' .  . !  • H 
Int~z~ducing two brand new Mazda SpecialEditions. ..+ 
smmd with our top s,:i  
626 and mfdels, 
added S2,00Oworth " 
of features and took  500-. 
:.5.. , p ce. 
,'0 s0und: ~" :::7 
Otoil" 
; !Warranty  in the  bus iness :  
~ms ifpurchased'separately for DX Model,*!iIased onMm~rees ugcstedRe~ 
,: ,:~. -:;: / ". ,., ",i ~ . , ' '  
14 inch alloy wheels 
>, i AM/~:ETRaut0-reverse cassette sterec 
. system, with., 4 ~ake~ . ........ 
• Automatic power antenna " '".,-:"- 
• Dual power body-coIOured door mlrron. 
• Rear GTspoiler withintegral centre br~ 
: ':ii " ' .  ,i':,'i? , . 
• e "~, 
?S. 
.[ r" ' " '  
-t " ' 
- ¢ 
Ter raceB C .  635-7286 i.,ii!-! , ' ~'- :~..,~,",: . . . .  ' 
k 
?"~f '~L% ~L ~ .. • . ,  .~ ~ (7  ~,  , > . . .  , , -  
] 
d ~ 
c : ,• '  
• ) , , .  • 
+' :~ 
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, WHAT 'S  
APRIL 8 - 26, 1990 - -  Terrace 
Pnblic Art Gallery showing) 
"S i s ter "  featuring V ikkV  
[ MacKay and Joanne Thomson. 
Ga l le ry  hours  Tuesdayl to 
Saturday 12 ' 3 p.m., Tuesday 
to Thursday 7- 9 p.m., Sunday 
1 "4 P'm'k k ,~,**  
APRIL 23 - 28, 1990 - -  The 
25th Annual Terrace Science 
Fair.~Entry forms and inform/~. 
tlon leaflets are available at all 
Terrace schools and at the Ter- 
! race Public Library. , 
APRIL 24, 75, 1990 - -  Terrace 
Public Library Presents two 
Canadian authors. Richard: 
Thompson will be at the library 
! on Tues. at l:30'p.m. Mr. 
Thompson is the author of the 
"Jesse" books,"a very sue- 
cessful series of picture books 
• for young children. He is also 
an accomplished storyteller. 
Children 3 and up for ~A hour• 
of storytelling and reading. 
Betty Waterton. author o f  
for S on", .d  the 
Qulnny Rumple books will 
be at the library on Wed. at 2 
p,m, Interested adults and 
• kindergarten aged children are 
invited to attend. There is no 
charge for either event. For 
more infn. call the library 
638-8177. 
APRIL 2S, 1990 - -  Centennial 
Christian School is holding an 
Open House at 3608 Sparks 
St., Terrsce from 9 a.m. - 4 i 
p.m. and 7 - 9 p.m. Everyone is ] 
invited to visit, sit in on classes, ] 
take a look at programs and 
view Student work. I 
. . . .  *****  ' I 
• APRIL 25 & MAY 2, 1990 - -  I 
Parenting Workshop for single l 
parents of elementary school I 
aged chlidren, "Improving I 
Parent.Child Relationships" ] 
will include t ra in ing in 
discipline methods. Pacilltator: [ 
Mar i lyn  Bailey, University of I 
Victoria Social Work Student, 
mother of  three grown I 
ch i ld ren ,  previous single I 
parent. Two sessions, Apr. 25, [ 
May 2, 9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. J 
Call 1638-0077 tO register by . [  
'April 20, Or for ~urther lnfo. ] 
! APmL 26,. ~e , -~ Terrane J 
:Ch i ld  Development Centre is J 
offering the third in a series of I 
five parent teleconferances. I 
This one is titled *'Nutrition I 
and your family" presented by I 
Ellen Wickberg. For further in- I 
fo call the TCDC at 635-9388. I 
Also a local nutrit onist will be I 
on hand. ' | 
, :. * ****  I 
APRIL 27 '- 29,1990 - -  Skeena I 
Squares Dance Jamboree at I 
: Carpenter's Hall on 'Sparks I 
Street (2 blocks behind Bank of II 
: Montreal). Mainstream dane- I 
in8 with ~ guest caller Delmar I 
Carter-- professional, 25 years J 
f rom Clearwater, B.C. --  and I 
host caller, Carol Glen. April II 
27,~7:30 - ' I0 p.m. Open fun l 
night, pro-jamboree dance with 1 
refreshments. April 28, 2-4 II 
P.m. Workshop with Del 1 
Carter, 6-7 p.m. Dinner, 7:30 I 
' -7  Dancing. April 29,. 10 a.m. : 1 
No-host. breakfast at the Hot M 
Springs and Aqun Dance. 1 
" i , . , * **  I 
APRIL 2S, 1990--Terrace Big 1 
Brothers nnd~Sisters organiza- 1 
t ion h holdin$~a fund-raising I 
car wash on Sat. a t  the  II 
Petrocan service station on J 
Lakelse Ave. Cost is by con- II 
tribution, and proceeds will [] 
help establish the Big Brothers 1 
had Sisters ~tvlce in Terrace. l 
Car wash runs from' 11 a.m. to 1 
4Plm. ' 
*****  " I 
I 
AP. RIL 30, 1990 -- Terrace' ~ 
French Preschool is hosting an 1 
Oi~ni~housel on 'Monday m " [  
7-8:30 'p.m. at-,the school l 
located Inthe Christian Reform l 
ChU~r~.h at 3608 SparEs St.,.Ter- l 
race. Pare~ts.pte.,ichoolers. J 
friends and relatives are Invited [ 
to view some of the chlldren~'s / 
• projects/is well as, exchange J 
Ideas with the teaches. The 1 
aenez:ni public is Welcomel 
espscially anyone interested In / 
registering thek child for next l 
year. / 
-..-Oont'd B12 j .  
The Terrace Standard 
offers Whut,s Up as a 
public " servi.ce ::to its 
readers and those com. 
munity orgmdzafl0nsin" 
the area,  , ,  ~, 
• ! lems for  thh section 
ew ' )  " " "  " " • ,=rou  ) alrns g|ri. coun.erlrt  
oc;a  a )us ive. re , i i3 '  : ions  i)s 
i 
f rom 
old 
Students "at Clarence 
Michiel School 
demonstrated last week 
that useful products can 
be made from material 
that normally might be 
thrown away. Jason 
Parks, top, turned seven 
pop;cans into a model 
hi-plane while Teresa 
Lefebvre, on the right, 
used green paper to 
make a Christmas tree. 
The decorations are tin 
can lids covered in 
wrapping paper. 
Support 
wanted 
The Terrace chapter of the BigBrothers and Sisters 
organization eeds $10,000 before it can start to 
operate, says its chairman. - . ,  " : . 
Gaff Johnson Said last week the money is needed to 
hire a part time case worker and set up a small office 
to begin the process of  matching adults with young 
people. " . ... " ,,~ '.',.: - . . . . .  
As the title implies, Big Brothers and Sisters offers 
young people older role~m0deis.." 
"That's a lot of money, and wewon't  ral.xe it 
unless the community gets behind,us," sa]cl-Johnson 
of the organization's financial need '. :~= r 2""  ' :' 
She added that a recent information ight was well 
attended by ,community groups and interested in- 
dividuais. . .  -..~ ..- ".. 
i re  fo rno i i~Pro f l t  J 
ot:ganlzaflom ~ and~ for  I s. > ~ ' : ~i' ' 
those events  In ~ Width I ~ Johnson warned that if(he moneyisn ti/.aised. the 
', there Is no cost tel ga in  [ Terrace chapter!will fold. ~. "~ ; / : ;~ ",. :. 
,.adulation. , ~ ,  ~. A.small gr up has been:.plu in ~ ~ " " ; . . . . .  : . . . . . .  88 I I away.at this 
~: TO mm our prgauc- , [ thug for two y~a~s now. Theli eeli~ is if W~ ~,n.,, o, ,  
• non deadlines, we ask I our nrst eompani0izShip matcltesthl; ,,eat 'it'll--neve'r 
that all I tem be submit.  [ happen," said Johns0m ' ' .... '" ~ "'~ ' i  ; " 
ted by l ace .  on the [ Plans are underway for i.a-ki~i, day:~n June at 
! mAY pree~lnl the'  / Lower Little par k ~d~t~0,b~n.~is~:haye donated 
, f)gow~.l wtek's Issue. " J soap and spacefpt~-a, seflds!0fi~dshes-.beginning 
Ye also ask that!terns be r I April 28 at the ~etrocan :statlo bn:~eis 'e~ : ' ..... 
,i ~ewrlt tea or I~, printed .The Terrace chapter,n~t~ ~,o~,~.~i~i==J .   , .-,. ~f;. , ,uu suesaay or .': ~ ,~J "  . . . .  ' . . ' the month:at 7.3Opa!~, >i~,]~  l~  ~t r ~:~"  ' ' " ]  "~" ' ' ' 
TERRACE - -  Three local 
organizations groups are star, 
ting a support group to help 
cope with what a spokesman for 
one of them calls the cycle of 
violence toward women; 
Karen Walker of the Terrace 
Victims Assistance Program 
says the group for women in 
abusive relationships i  designed 
to give them skills, education 
and information. 
"We ' • want to butld the skills 
necessary for a woman to decide 
for herself what an acceptable 
kind of relationship is," said 
Walker. 
Too often, said Walker, a 
woman might be abused by her 
husband yet return after he pro- 
mises never to do it again, 
"The  cycle of violence.is most 
misunderstood. It's hard for a 
woman to get out. There will be 
an explosive kind of incident 
after which the woman feels 
demoralized or humiliated. The 
husband is repentant or sorry 
an~l that is often genuine. The 
woman responds and things are 
fine for awhile but the tension 
builds and the cycle starts 
again," she said. 
Walker added that violence 
may be verbal, emotional and 
sexual as w( 
"There's 
kind of support, There, sia 10to f  
domestic violence'in Terrace - -  
as there is across the coufitry," ' 
she said. i 
Walker said the goal o f  the 
support group is not to breakup 
relationships or marriages but 
to give women information and 
help to  which they don,t  now 
' have access. 
• One of the more importanti 
aspects is to have women; 
understand they aren't alone in: 
their problems, she said. 
"There are resources our 
'there in the community that ~ 
many women aren't aware of.: 
We'li be going into building selfi 
• o . , , ,  esteem, assertiveness tramlng, , 
said Walker. 
The support group is being: 
sponsored by the victimsi 
assistance program, the Terrace: 
Transition House and the sexu~ 
assault centre. It starts in early; 
May and has one session a week: 
for 10 weeks. ' 
More information isavailable: 
by calling Walker at the victimsi 
assistance program at 638-0333,: 
the transition home at 635-6447'. 
or the sexual assault cen'tre af 
635-4042. 
• ,o=. ,  , ,  
Thornh l l !  ! 
Birds signal .... 
spr, ng's  ,ere 
Welcome to Around Thor- driver. What a versatile and'in. 
nhiii. Can you believe how fast teresting job. 
the leaves come out on the Welcome to Thornhill, Trish, 
trees? It seems like one day they and give me a call some time. 
are just buds, the next full • ~¢ ~ ~r ~ 
blown bright new green leaves• Thorn'hill Elementary School 
And the birds. First the little ' Honour Roll ' 
finches fighting over the seed Grade 4 
out in the bird feeder, then 1o Dawn Thiessen, Warren 
and behold the robins' singing Eichhorst, Steven Southgate, 
his "I 'm back, where are the Jenny Mitchell, Dainis Burton, 
worms" song, then the Blue Jay Shawn Kelly, Virginia Buck, 
is chasing the finches away for a Ryan Miller. 
quick meal on sunflower seeds, Amy Stack, Tracy Warner, 
then he's off again. Isn't spring Christopher Vienneau, Tyson 
grand? Hull, aericho Bevan, Angela 
• A. t- t. 'k'k Boutilier, Matthew Ridler, 
Trish Mahoney, you have Gisele Charbonneau. 
some very nice friends back at Tamara Harkonen,' Tara 
Yukon-Alaska Transport ,  Sims, lanai Reid, Joseph 
Whitehorse. They called me to Cutler, Laura Archibald,  
wish you all the best in your new Laurel Payjack, Tin Casper. 
adventures, they miss you, and Grade $ • 
say good luCkfrom your friends Crystal Williams, Danny 
and co-workers. I understand Miller, Brittany Dumoulin, 
you were part-t ime office ~....t,.4 D,~ 
manager and part-time truck ,.v,,t u ~.- . 
Smart squads 
I [ i i ~ l [ i l  Two Olympics of the Mind teams from local 
schools are off to New Westminster April 28 for pro- 
_-_~.:= ..-: __:- - vincial competitions. " 
-- - / ::_ _ - - The teams, one Grade 8 squad from Skeena Junior 
Secondary and the other made up of Grade 6 and 7 
students from Cassio Hall Elementary won the right 
to travel south as a result of regional competition i
Fitting occasion 
Employees of large and small companies are being 
encourage to sign up for the city's Second Annual 
Canada Fitweek Corporate Cup. 
The event Is designed to have all employees of par. 
tidpating companies take part in at least 20 minutes 
of  physical activity each day between May 25 and 
June 3, says Sonya Kupka of  the Skeena Health Unit. 
There'll be four prize categories for largest patten. 
tage of employeesfor one day, lamest percentage 
over the seven days, largest number of patticipants 
over one day and largest number of participants over 
the course of the week. " . . . .  ' 
The vadety of prizes serves as an equalizer for 
smaller companl~Jn competing against larger ones, 
says Kupka. , , /~," ' " 
Those partleii/~"illempl0yees have 0nly to mm'k 
down the ndnfitesil, they spent doing something. 
physical each day oi!a sheet provided f0r the ~;eek. 
Further Informatio n Is available by tailing Kupk- 
at the Skeena H~illh Unit, 638,346& + ~ 7'. > • 
I I i I [ " I I I  I 
Prince Rupert. 
The six-member Skecna Junior team coached by 
teacher Paula Baruch won in the Geographic 
Odyessey categdry. That involved constructing a row 
boat which was' then taken .•past three areas in which 
team members had to demonstrate aspects of three 
countries and then going Over the course once again 
placing flags of 10 countries. 
Cassio Hallstudents coached by Jean Hynes were . 
blindfolded and then asked to identify and pick up 
garbage and then take it to a transfer point for recycl- 
ing. The team also won the Ranata Fuscha Creativity 
Award for their effort. 
writing right > 
th authors from area schools this week are 
receiving advice and encouragement from writers as 
part of  Young Autlaors Week. 
The students are going to workshops, having ex- 
amples of  published works read tothem and are get- 
ting an opportunity to put what they have lear~ned in- 
t0 practice. . . 
I 11 I I  I 
1 
il 
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Sikhs note 
Parade 
a :first 
for city 
TERRACE _ More than ]00 
Sikhs took part in a parade 
April 13 to mark the 291st birth. 
day of the founding of Khalsa 
(the pure ones). 
Khalsa was established by 
Guru Gobind Singh, the last 
apostle of Sikh religion on April 
13, 1699. Khalsa, a democratic 
order, isthe name by which the 
Sikh community isnow known. 
Sikhism stems from three 
principles of ethics, morality 
and spirituality. It believes that 
man is the sour~ e of spirituality, 
society is the centre of moral 
and creative action and that 
God is the end of all religious 
efforts. 
A flag raising at city hall at 
the end of the parade added to 
the commemoration f the bir- 
thday. 
The procession was the first 
of its kind in Terrace by the 
"S~h community. 
Food was gathered at a table 
outside city hall to mark the 
• Sikh community's labour. It 
was distributed after the flag 
raising. 
Sikhs also gathered in their 
Medeek Ave. temple April 13 to 
begin 72 hours of prayer, en-' 
ding on April 15. 
There are more than 130 Sikh 
families living in Terrace and 
area. 
•% 
THE LOCAL Sikh community marched in procession April 13 to city hall for a short ceremony and fla~ 
raising to mark the 291st birthday of the founding of Khalsa (the pure ones). 
The Sikh community in Ter- wal is the vice president. Parmar while Parkash~ Singh 
race is led by the Skeena Valley Naranjan Singh Mann is the Takhar is in charge of public 
Guru Nanak Brotherhood. secretary and Satnam Singh relations. Food manager is 
Sangara Singh Kandulla is the Janjuha is the joint secretary. Balwinder Kanr Thandi. The 
president and Jarnail Singh At- The treasurer-is Iqbal Singh priest is Inder Singh Kohlai. 
Ea ster marked with eggs 
I saw Augie and Lenore 
Gecrh~rt the other day. 
Both are looking well ,and 
speaking of them, have you 
been in the Terrace Inn to see 
the nice new changes taking 
place. 
Mel and Cecile at the Willows 
wet, Easter bunnies Easter 
week end as Ron Fleming and 
Sharon Priz dropped off Easter 
eggs for everyone, thanks to 
Shoppers Drug Mart, 
Woolworth, Safeway and Over- 
I was told everyone at the 
Willows appreciated the special 
deed. 
Apparently Ron and Sharon 
also dropped off eggs at Tuck 
Ave. seniors complex. 
"k****  
the other day. He is doing good 
after his triple by-lass heart 
operation he just had in Van. 
couver. 
'k "k* * ,k 
At Terraceview, Elan Travel 
was up and had a Mexican day 
in town last week vzsztmg: :i :Ah:~'h~|s'h~d!~wit~: a :good 
daughter Loretta. Easter because of the Easter 
Apparently, when Reg retires eggs that wet, dropped off. 
in a few yeais, they are moving A fewresidents had fun reek- 
back to Terrace because this is ing and colouring Easter eggs 
where there is good fishing, and helped make hot cross 
• * * * * buns. waitea. Reg and Shirley Frick, were I was talking to Jerry Prosser 
More Around Thornhiil 
from B1 ty, Clinton Drummond, Grey 
Michelle Wiebe, Kristen 
Petovello, Dominic Toovey, 
Kori Kivi, Crystal Ruchotzke. 
Namaste Taylor, Sherry 
Lamson, Stacy Alexander, 
Michelle Demoe, Steven 
Rook,r, Aeron Reid, Kathleen 
Duffy, Sarah Woodhoase. 
Charles Parks, Holly 
Hovland, Pam Visentin, Jen- 
nifer Jenniss, Adam Viermeau, 
Rhea Pearson, Travis Casper. 
Grade 6 
Natasha Scott, Jeff Dangher- 
McLaughlin, Trina Mateus, 
Janie Ramsey. 
Shah. Newton, Bernadette 
Buck, Jill Thiessen, Donnita 
Vienneau, Dana Harkonen, 
Lisa Clark. 
Early BeHna, Valerie McKay, 
Joseph Hadley, Lora Gogag, 
Steen Skode, Selene Popovitch. 
Grade7 
Moalque Charbonneau, Scott 
Long, Jason Yamashita. 
Darlynne Larsen, Tony LeRoss. 
Fay. Cobum. Krista Pears., 
Scottee Rootham, Melanie 
Dubois, Shane Clutterbuck. 
Soren Hedberg, Ear le  
Ratcliffe, Mdanie Mintenko, 
Tammy Bourgoin. 
, Opal at Terraceview reminds 
people about the" col0urful 
flowers he makes and sells. 
You can go up anytime Mon- 
day to Friday from 8 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. and ask for Ruth or 
Donna. 
Birthdays in April were Pat 
Doran on April 1, 76 years; 
* ***  * Wayne Hedges April 4, 75 
Copper Mountain Elemen- years; Marie Poelstra, April 10, 
tary School. Don't forget the :57 years; Roy Wolverton April 
pot luck Supper tonight. 10, 82 years; and Carl Clausen 
* ' J r ***  
Thank your for reading April 15, 83 years. 
Around ThornhilL If you have I ~  
something special you would 
like to see in this column, please 
give me a call. G.K. 
r In 
FURNITURE & 
i 
ith Anniversary flym. 
pictured as It,in !'0!'.: 
"C". We regret an], 
: . , 
• : 2 
o Darlene 
C0untry,,,, 
Antiques 
Now Open with a selection of antique furniture 
end collectables Including: 
- 8 pce. golden - Round oak - Duncan Fyfe 
oak dining set pedestal table drop leaf table 
with 4 matching 
- 8. pce. walnut - Beds, dressers, '~ i:halm 
dining set chairs, etc. . OiiTiamps, 
' :. dishes; pictures 
- Fancy love seat - Walnut china 8. country 
& matching chair ' cabinet collectables 
"OPEN DAILY TUES. TO SAT. 10 am - 6 pm r 
635-3213 
No. 4 - 4717 Lakelse (aCross from Liquor Stoce) 
NOTICE 
Skeena, Federal Progressive Conservative 
Association 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
PLACE: Srnithers, B.C. 
LOCATION: Aspen Motor Inn Ltd, ' 
DATE: May 12, 1990 TIME: 1:30 pm 
"Speaker" 
PLEASE BRING YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD . . . .  
- -  To vote fo r -  Executive Positions. 
- -  To vote for - -  Convention Delegate Selection. 
Challenging the "90's  - -  Whisteler Bristish Colum- 
be; June 1, 2 and 3, 1990. 
Some funding and special rates are available. 
For further information contact: 
Otto Grundmann, Pres. 
P,O. Box 354 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B1 
Phone 635-4441 Reg. • ~" 
P.S. 
Proposed notions for legislation must be signed by 
moVer. Our M.P.s and Minister want to hear from 
you. 
PREVIEW 
| 
.swE  
F IE :L IDS  635.5151 
r 
Check Our April 18th Flyer. 
Super 990 Eventl : 
Fabulous 2 for 1.. Sale!l! 
9:30am - 6 pm 
Mon,. Thurs, & Sat. 
9:30 am. 9 orn Fdda~ 
Cop film with 
a twzst 
"Blue Steel" Is a pulse- 
pounding tale of a female 
rookie cop and a psychotic 
killer. 
Megan Tumer (Jarnle Lee 
Curtis) Is a gUll-wet.behind. 
the-ears New York City 
patrol cop who literally walks 
Into the armed robbery of a 
supermarket on her first night 
of work. She kills the 
perpetrator but his revolver 
Isn't found at the scene of 
the crime, leading her 
supedors to doubt her story 
and eventually suspend her 
from the force. 
Megan soon meets s 
Jamle Lee Curtis In "B lue  S tee l "  
il  
i 
suave Wall Street trader who 
sweeps her off her feet while 
she Is vulnerable. Her suitor, 
however, has e very dark 
side. Megan finds herself 
back on the force, hunting a 
serial killer and falling in love 
with him at the same time. 
"Blue Steel" hits you with 
• the impact of a bullet fired at 
close range. It's a relentless, 
newe-tinoling work of claft. 
smanship from director 
Kathryn Big.low. 
See your favourite movies at 
lllicum Twin Theatre 
I -- I j 
2 pm everySat, Matinee 
ALL 8F.AT8$1 (except emci¢ fmturu) 
SEAT SALE EVERY TUES. *3'° 
i 
, Sturgeon•-- everything about :young Pacific lamprey, along 
them seems larger than life. the way. ., , ~ ~ '  
There are the stocky rods Butthe largest sturgeon of all ~ !  ~ ~  " - - - ' - "  
with tips as large as the wrist of are found in the Columbia. It ' ' 
a grown man to which are at, was there that I encountered A ~ I ~  
tached enormous reels brimm, ~ 'is0me : bona  f ide  sturgeon by i' : 
ing with monofilameat strong: fanatics,: 
enough to pull a Japanese ira-, We had just finished a tour of Rob  Brown.  
port down a muddy road. : the Bonneville Dam and' were ; :  , . ,  ~ ~ .  
There are the Bunyanesque driving toward'Portland. Bet- 
t/des like that of the f isherm/m weentwo buildings I caught a summer heat. i
who hooked onto a sturgeon of glimpse of a rod the thickness of ,'Wha t are you fishing for?" 
epic proportion and was towed, a broomhandle. I swung the car I asked the nearest man. He 
boat and all, from the con- around the next corner. There flicked the ash from his crudely 
fiuence of the Vedder Canal to was a line of fishermen sitting rolled cigarette and reached 
Mission and back by the bony against he backdrop fo the dir- back to roll back a damp sheet 
leviatllan, ty grey battlements of the hydro of canvas. Under it lay the carp- 
There are photographs Of  dam. We go t out for a closer se of a three-foot sturgeon. 
75-year-old giants lying atop look. "Barely a keepei'," he said 
pick-ups with~their protrusible " The meat poles, some two Stroking. his hand a long the 
mouths onthe  cab and their dozen in all, were stuck into bonyskutes running down its 
mammoth tails hanging over the holes in a large log, Thesun il- olive.grey back . .  
tailgate, luminated lines extending over a . . . .  
Great white sturgeon cruise precipitous lope far out into ' ,Do they t/tste goodT" 
up • the mighty Fraser like the grey tailwater. Manning the - a .  "Do- '  know,, he said, " I  
whiskered submarines vacuum- rods were a circus-like assort- just fish for sport. I sell 'era to 
ing up salmon carcasses, lesser men, of black men and tatooed the Chinese restaurants." 
fishes and their preferred feed, characters all sweating in the As we talked a wiry little 
i ,qPORTS N E 
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[ he i egena: of the freshwater wha le 
fellow, who decided his line 
wasn't positioned properly, 
walked up to his rod and began 
yarding on it with such severity, 
I was certain it would shatter 
despite its girth, Finally, the line 
gave way with a nasty crack~, 
"Eighty pound test," offered 
my friend laconically,:: "Ya 
never get yer weight back." 
As the Yankee sturgeon fisher 
explained the finer points of the 
fishery, I heard someone down 
the line whispei "he's gonna 
cast." . . . . . . . . . .  
Converstati0n Stopped :and 
all heads turned~: A human 
haystack sporting the kind of 
close crew cut we used to call a it's got long white whiskers - -  
pig shave, and dressed in loose- maybe 10, maybe 20 feet long 
fitting trousers that looked as i f  - -  strearnin' out the side of its 
they had been fashioned from a mouth.it just about scares him 
canvas tent, waded through the outta his sniL Well he moves to 
dry air, hoisted his rod and the side, thinkin' it might want 
snapped the line with,one deft him fo r  supper, and the thing 
upward stroke. " • 
As the a" swims by . "  . 
• amiring audience i ~H0re he paused and took a 
watched he brought in the line, i pull on  his cigarette for era. 
retied his weight, attached a phasis. " It 's a 25,foot.long 
new ball of ammocete, then sent sturgeon, and the whiskers are 
out a Guiness-book cast to the hundreds of st rands of  
accompaniment of uncom- 80-pound tes tmono."  
prehending asps. Because they are found so 
"The further out yaget yer closeby and because the Skeena 
eel, the better chance ya got of too has an abundance of am. 
gettin' a big one," said the ex- mocetes, rumours of Skcena 
pert. 
"How big do they get?" 
"My brother used to dive for 
the power authority," he said, 
pointing a nicotine stained 
finger at the muddy water below 
the dam. 
"He was down there one day, 
and he sees this shape comin' at 
him. It's the size of a whale and 
sturgeon are heard from time to 
time. 
Don't the natives have a 
.legend about a huge, grey fish 
dwelling at the bottom of the 
deepest hole in Kitselas Ca- 
nyon?Maybe that large fish 
that cleaned all the line from the 
reel of that guy on Esker Bar 
wasn't a chinook after all... 
'JEFF NAGEL 638'7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
ICALUM'SI 
- There's still a lot o f  Stanley 
Cup hockey to be played, but 
for  many poolsters across the 
nation, it's already as good as 
over. And that's certainly the 
case for  one o f  the quartet his 
column has been following. 
Like Flames fans everywhere, 
Earl knows Calgary was robb- 
ed. Modern technology in the 
shape of his VCR has allowed 
him to watch over and over 
again their game-winning goal. 
And no matter ~how many times 
he watches it, the ref's decision 
to call it back still prompts an 
expletive xplosion. 
Hardly surprising since his 
"team" included Nieawendyck, 
Makarov, Fleury and Ranheim 
who, between them, collected 
23 points before  being 
eliminated. 
To make matters worse, that 
criminal act came hard on the 
heels of Minnesota, Toronto, 
Buffalo and New Jersey - -  and 
seven more of his picks - -  being 
dispatched to oblivion. When 
Hartford finally bowed out, the 
hapless Earl found himself in 
second spot on points but with 
only three players• left of his 
original 15. 
Once a proud,  self- 
proclaimed expert on the game, 
he has been ?educed to a mere 
shadow 6 f  his former self - -  a 
recluse: who is contemplating 
ripping out his fireplace and 
forming an Anti-Mbnarchist 
League. 
Although another victim of 
the Calgary catastrophe (four 
players bit the• dust for him as 
well), Martin is clinging 
somewhat desperately to the 
conso lat ion  of fered by 
Washington's triumph and par- 
ticularly Ciccarelli!s 11 points. 
Candles are now lit nightly for 
the Caps and 'the Blues (Hull 
and Oates - -  no Mother, not 
• the pop duo). 
Meanwhile, Stacy - - las t  on 
points after the first round 
still exuded quiet confidence as 
he entered round two with four 
Brains, three Black Hawks and 
three Rangers. However, with 
all his eggs in three baskets and 
the Boston-Montreal series like- 
ly to be anything but a goal fest, 
his smile is not as broad as it 
might be. 
And it's certainly no match 
for Carl's whose expression 
puts the Cheshire Cat to shame. 
Although Tikkanen is" in ,large 
part responsible fo r  4liar 
smugness, he never misses a 
chance to point tO his !Sth and 
final • pick - -  :one WayneGret- 
zky . . . .  
With three Oilers, Bourque 
and Carpanter: from Boston, 
two Rangers, Richer, Zezel, the " 
Great One and a comfortable 
early lead Over hi'S fellow 
poolsters, Carl is already coun. 
tins' h!~::•wln~lngs.' ignd, losing 
SWIM MEE1 
BLUEBACK SWIMMERS beat out Kitirnat, Prince Rupert and 
Masset at the recent Eurocan Invitational swim meet. Thirty- 
seven Terrace swimmers competed, and brought back most 
of the individual scoring aggregates. Their next meet is May 4 
in Ketchikan, Alaska. 
Contributed 
The Terrace Bluebacks 
swim team pulled off a vic- 
tory at a regional meet in 
Kitimat AI~ril 6-8. 
The Terrace team had a 
hard time regaining their 
"number one" title, and the 
win was hard-earned. ~Othe? 
teams competing at the meet 
included the K i t imat  
Marlins, the Prime Rtipert 
Amateur Swim Club and the 
Masset Eagles Swim Club. 
The Bluebacks led the fifial 
point totals, tallying up 
1,009. Kitimat followed with" 
909, Prince Rupert had 873 
Bluebacks win 
at Kitimat meet 
and Masset scored 85. 
Thirty-seven swimmers 
represented Terrace at the 
meet and a full dozen came 
home with aggregate awards . 
• for their efforts. The follow- 
ing swimmers topped their 
age groups: Audrey Erb and 
Megan Carp (age eight and 
under girls), Tina Holland 
and Sonya Sheppard (age 
9-10 girls), Aimee Peacock 
and Lisa Gardiner (age I I 
and 12 girls), Tori MacKen- 
zie (age 13 and 14 girls), 
Denise Vanderlee (age 15 and 
up girls), Garth Coxford (age 
9 and l0 boys), Cory 
Holland (age I I and 12 
boys), Doug MacKenzie and 
Billy Holland (age 15 and 
over boys.) 
The presence of the older 
swimmers in the 15 and over 
age group helped boost the 
team's points, and improved 
performances allowed some 
other swimmers to move into 
the point placings. 
The team is now setting 
their sights on the Prince 
Rupert Panhandle meet 
where,they will try to achieve 
another Victory. In the mean- 
time theywill be getting some 
American competition at a 
May 4 meet in Ketchikan, 
Alaska. 
Wheeler ponders future 
TERRACE - -  Paul Clark says 
he's going to take a year off 
from competitive racing. 
The Terrace wheelchair racer 
has competed internationally 
for 10 years, and ifi 1988 set a 
world record in the sport in 
Japan.  
Last year he was slowed own 
by medical problems, including 
a spinal column cyst he had 
removed at the end of the 
season. 
Now he Says a recurring pro- 
blem with pulled muscles in his 
back, and a desire to be with his 
wife and their newborn son 
have made him look back on his 
competitive involvement in the 
sport. 
"I have to look back at my 
accomplishments at some time 
and say yeah, it's good like 
that," he said last week. "So 
I've decided to not race this 
year, and Pm really happy wiih 
Men's 
Clark Said his involvement in
the..sport definitely isn't going 
to end. He  plans to go to two 
major races this year - -  as a 
spectator - -  and says he is now 
helping coach two other 
wheelchair athletes. 
"1 want to give a little bit 
back into the sport what i '¢e 
had myself," he explainS, 
He called his world record- 
setting race in Oita, Japan two 
years ago  the pinnacle of his 
racing career. ' The  sport has 
grown much more competitive 
since then, with racers setting 
faster and faster times. : 
"To train seriously ou have 
to put 100 per cent of your mind 
and body into it. And that's not 
soccer 
league 
falters 
Nick Kollias said the Terrace 
select team came up with a 
fourth place finish at last year's 
B .C .  Summer Games, and ex- 
The decision this year doesn;t:, pected to be strong medal con- 
mean he's retiring from cam . . . .  
petitive racing, though. "I'm,,:. tenders this year. 
keeping my, options open," he ';' W!thout a select team, Ter- 
said; " . ,  race can forget about the 
medals, he said; 
TERRACE - -  The Terrace 
men's soccer league is shaking 
up its structure after most nor- 
thwest native teams .pulled out 
to start a league of their own. 
The changes include a shift to 
a player-draft system to 
eliminate select teams such as 
Skeena Sawmills - -  the Terrace 
team which has dominatedpast 
play. 
Native soccer organizers ay 
the main problem with ~the 
previous league was that the 
games were always in Terrace 
and never in the Nass valley. 
Five of the seven teams in last 
year's league were from native 
villages in the Nass Valley or 
around Hazelton. 
The new Terrace league's 
system of drafting players 
means the best players will be 
split up among different eams, 
making for a more competitive, 
fairer !~ague. 
"From the way it's looking, it's 
probably going to die. If it does 
get going it could be good -- but 
not for about three years." -- 
But the coach of the Skeena 
Sawmills team says although the 
new system may be necessary to -" 
attract new players, it will pro- 
bably cost Terrace a shot at the 
medals in the B.C. Summer 
Games. 
) 
this deciSiOn; Priorities change, something I want to  do right players are mourning theloss of 
! "  , . . , ,  , ,  , . . 
.and my pri0~!tYnght now is be- now,, he says. But you 11 stdl iongttme player John Da Silva, 
mg w!th m3~son and watching see me ~ound town ~ I 'mn0t who Was kili~l~ a 
him ~0w itl~ ~:~ .... ' .  ': :., going to stop, Wheeling.! • truck accident 
;Summer Games coordinator 
Flip Cervo said the rules forbid : 
select eams .if there's a regular i 
league in town. "So Iw6uld: ' 
have to disallow it," he added. ; 
Kollias says organizers are • 
look!ng for between 80 and.100 :
players to fill four teams for the 
newhouse league. He said the ! 
• $1,000 per team registration fee 
means sponsors will probably 
.. be is0ught as well. - 
; ' "F rom the way it's looking, 
it's probably going to die," hc 
predicted. " I f  it does get going 
it could be good -= •but not fol 
about hree years." 
Mourning 
• Meanwhile Terrace soccer 
ii., 
!i 
i l . 
v * "'"~'*"~*i"-,,-'~'"~'~",r~'.,-.,!.,.,,r. ~*-~".~ ~ ~'¥ ~" , t ,~ ,~ '~- , IV .q  .~-~. ,~t , . , , . , . .~ . ,~ j .~ , t  e 
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Professional modern tune-ups at 30, 000 mile intervals highly recommended !till 
"In the desire to keeptheir 
cars in  top condition, do-it- 
yourselfers tend to needlessly 
replace spark plugs well before 
the recommended mileage inter- 
val. Yet other important tuneup 
parts are often neglected when 
replacement is recommended," 
says Lee Taylor, Marketing 
Manager for Standard Motor 
Products. 
Forreliable performance with 
modem, high-voltage ignition 
systems, spark plugs, 
distributor caps, rotors, and 
plug wires should all be replaced 
at 30,000 mile intervals, Taylor 
says. According to Taylor, 
replacing these parts can pre- 
vent some of the following per- 
formance problems: 
• Erratic idle and hesitation; 
• Poor fuel economy; 
• Erratic . shifting with 
automatic transmissions; 
• Loss of power at high 
RPMs; 
• Failure to pass emissions in- 
spections. 
The toll of  engine heat 
"Engine heat is the main 
reason why plug wires in par- 
ticulur, as well as. distributor 
caps and rotors, should be 
replaced every 30,000 miles," 
Taylor explains. "plug wires are 
usually close to  exhaust 
manifolds, where they get bak- 
ed pretty badly," he adds. 
"Also, to satisfy emission 
standa'rds, normal engine 
operating temperatu/es have in- 
creased to around 220 degrees 
for later model cars. The trend 
to downsized cars has just con- 
centrated this heat in a smaller 
area under the hood," he notes. 
"Under these conditions, it's 
remarkable that modern igni- 
tion components can handle the 
onslaught of electrical surges at 
20,000 volts or more and still 
perform well for 30,000 miles." 
Effects of high voltage 
"Modern ignition systems 
generally operate in the 
20-50,000 volt range or higher. 
That's a lot of juice compared 
to the 5,000 volt breaker point 
ignition systems of yesteryear," 
Taylor remarks. 
"Since 30,000 volts can arc a 
spark an inch and a half, any 
breakdown in the insulating 
FOR TOP NOTCH PERFOI~MANCE with electric ignitiom, new plug wires, distrib- 
utor cap, and rotor are re¢onmaended at 30,000 mile intervals, when spark pldgs. 
should also be replaced. Plug wires should be replaced one at a time in exactly the 
same order as the oH#nals to maintain proper firing order. 
properties of the cap, rotor or 
wire can ~low the spark to arc 
to ground before it reaches the 
plug. This is why it's so impor- 
tant to keep caps, rotors and 
wires in top notch condition," 
Taylor emphasizes. 
"Most components in the 
spark path need replacement a  
Getting readyfor summer driving: 
When it comes to car care, shield too .  manufacturers' recommenda- 
fair weather seems to lull some A dirty, cluttered interior can tions, more often in dusty con- 
motorists into a false sense of cause unnecessary stress, so a ditions. 
security. Many vacationers thorough cleaning is in order, 6. Engine oil. The old- 
traveling by car or light truck especially if you plan to travel fashioned oil change is one of 
this summer will learn too late with children and lots of lug- the most vital maintenance 
30,000 mile intervals to avoid 
overall degradation .of engine 
performance, fuel economy, 
and exhaust emissions," Taylor 
advises. 
Advice for dn-it-yourselfers 
"With a properly functioning 
modern ignition system, the 
spark plugs will "still be clean 
after 30,000 miles," Taylor 
says. However, after long ex- 
posure to 2,000 degree combus- 
tion temperatures, spark plugs 
suffer from erosion, he ex- 
plains. "Plugs should be replac- 
ed at 30,000 miles because they 
will be eroded, not because they 
are dirty," he points out. 
"In a modern ignition that hot weather makes its own 
spe.cial demands. 
The National...rInstitute for 
Automotive Service ExCellence 
(ASE), a non-profit organiza- 
tion which administers national 
certification tests to auto, truck, 
and collision repair technicians, 
offers the following tips to help 
you get ready for summer driv- 
ing. Some are easy to do; others 
will require the skilled hands of 
a professional uto technician. 
1. Getting started. Whether 
or not you are a do-it- 
yourseifer, get involved in the 
car care process. Start by 
reading your owner's manual. It 
contains a wealth of informa- 
tion about your vehicle and its 
components. The manufac- 
turer's recommended service 
schedules are listed and should 
be followed. A survey of 400 of 
the nation's ASE-certified 
automotive t chnicians revealed 
that owners could extend the 
life of their vehicles by 50 per 
cent or more if they had routine 
maintenance performed 
2, General cleaning. A dirty, 
streaked windshield causes eye 
strain and can be unsafe. 
Replace worn blades --  winter's 
tough on them - -  and make cer- 
tain you have plenty of washer 
fluid to fight the dust and in. 
sects of summer. Don't forget 
to clean the inside of the wind- 
gage. 
Keep your exterior in top 
shape by using a gentle 
detergent formulated for 
washing vehicles and a good 
grade of wax or polish. To pre- 
vent scratching, never clean to- 
day's headlights and taillights 
with dry rags. 
3. Cooling system. The 
number-one cause of summer 
breakdowns i  overheating. The 
cooling system should be com- 
pletely flushed and refilled 
about every 24 months. The 
level, condition, and concentra- 
tion of the coolant should be 
checked periodically. Never 
remove the radiator cap until 
the engine has cooled down. A 
50/50 mix of anti-freeze and 
water is usually recommeneded. 
The tightness and condition of 
drive belts, clamps, and hoses 
should be checked by a pro. 
4. Air conditioning. How 
long has it been since your air 
conditioner was serviced? A 
marginally operating air condi- 
tioning system is likely to fail in 
hot weather. Have your system 
examined at a good repair shop. 
5. Engine performance. 
Engine drive-ability problems 
such as rough idling, hard 
starts, stalling, and diminished 
power should be corrected. The 
air, fuel, and PVC filters should 
be replaced according to the 
tasks, yet paradoxically, it is system, dirty 
also one of the~most neglected .... 20,000::~,miles 
The oil and filter should, be ...... -' 
changed as specified in '~0d/" - 
owner's manual -- more often 
(every 3,000 miles), if you plan 
long driving with luggage or a 
trailer in tow, or if you make 
many short, stop-and-go trips. 
7. Tires. Tires, too, are often 
neglected, robbing owners of 
thousands of miles of  useable 
tread life and posing a potential 
safety hazard. Tires should be 
rotated about every 5,000 miles. 
The air pressure should be 
checked once a month; let the 
tires "cool down" first. Check 
the sidewalls for nicks and cuts. 
Examine tires for tread life, 
uneven wearing and cupping. 
An alignment iswarranted if
your vehicle "pulls" while you 
are driving on a straight road or 
if there's uneven tread wear. 
Cupping (treads look as though 
they've been cupped out of the 
tire) indicates a balance pro- 
blem. 
8. Brakes. Regular 
maintenance will extend the life 
of your brakes and will prevent 
more costly repairs due to 
plugs before 
indicate some 
~A 
other . problems • . such as a-  
cylinder blowing o i l , "  he adds. 
"A reasonably skilled do-it- 
yourselfer can certainly replace 
plugs, plug wires, the 
distributor cap and~ rotor 
himself at the recommended in-
tervals. We always urge the car- 
owner to use quality parts from 
a supplier to the professional 
community. These parts should 
meet or exceed original equip- 
ment specifications: For in- 
stance, any part with the Stan- 
dard 'Blue Streak' name on it is 
designed to exceed original 
equipment standards,', says 
Taylor. 
"Yet there are several strong 
reasons for having this service 
performed ata reputable service 
specialist. Look for garages 
which employ technicians cer- 
tified by the National Institute 
for Automotive Service Ex- 
cellence (ASE) and wbo install 
recognized brand name replace- 
ment parts such as Standard or 
Hygrade," Taylor advises. 
Eligh-tech ears require qualified 
touch 
"The 19808 have brought 
many advances in electronic 
engine controls," Taylor con- 
tinues. "During this period of 
change to fuel injection and 
electronic ignition, many dif- 
ferent bugs have developed in 
many different models," he ex- 
plains. 
"Automotive suppliers have 
issued volumes of technical in- 
formation to keep professional 
technicians aware of specific:. 
neglect. Brakes should be" in- 
spected as recommended by 
your manual, or sooner if you 
notice pulsations, grabbing, 
noises, or longer stopping 
distances. 
Automotive Fuel 
.. Conversions & Service 
SAFER THAN GASOLINE OR PROPANE 
Standard Motor Products al0ne: 
conducted 3,000 cl inics'~fbr 
automotive •technicians ' last • 
year, and service prOfessionals 
have required morethan 10,000 
of our video training tapes.. :~  
"The do-it-yourselfer, onthe 
other hand, doesn't have ready 
access to this type of informa. 
tion, or .  the trninlM$ and ex. 
perienee to go ~pug with it..As 
a result, acar owner may spend' 
hours beating hishead agninsta: 
brick wall trying to solvea per- 
formance problem that a 
qualified" service specialist 
would correct as standard pro-, 
cedure during rout ine 
m~/intenance," says Taylor. 
"The other major aspect of a 
modern tune-up is rdter eplace- 
ment," says Taylor. 
"Because you never know 
when contaminants r~ay be 
picked up in the gas tank, we 
suggest fuel f'dter replacement 
every 6,000 miles," Taylor 
notes. "We recommend 
replacement of the air filter at 
"I0,000 mile intervals, or more 
frequently under dusty condi- 
tions such as a long period of 
unusually dry weather," he 
adds. 
"Yet for all the technological 
sophistication of today's cars, 
most of the time they are 
relatively trouble-free, and the 
best way to keep them operating 
at peak efficiency iswith regular 
maintenance entrusted to the 
hands of qualified profes- 
sionals," he concludes . . . .  
~, .,/." ~. , .  
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PREMIUM ALL-SEASON 
ALL-SEASON 
RADIAL RADIAL 
ARRIVA 
VECTOR WHITEWALL 
WHITEWALL stze see Prk:e 
,Size Sa~e Price PI88/80R13 62.99 
P185/80R13 73.49 
P105/80R13 84.74 GREAT TIRE SALE  ,18,,80.,o ,,.. 
P175/80R13 90.74 PI75/80R13 78.00 
P185/75R14 98.24 PI85176R14 88.99 
P195/75R14 100.49 P195/76R14 87.99 
P205/78R14 105.74 
P205175R15 113.24 P205176R14 93.99 
P215/75R 15 117.74 P205/78R1 § 98.99 
P225/75R15 119.24 P215176Rl§ 102.89 
P235175R 15 129.74 P225/76R15 10'8.09 
P175/70R13 97.49 P235176R15 112.09 
P185170R13 100.49 
PI85/70R14 110.24 BLACKWALL 
P306/70R 14 116.24 
P 175/70R 13 
P185170R13 
P185/70RI4 
74:0{} 
79.90 
er.e~•.. 
LOWEST PRICED 25%0ff 
HIGH 
PERFORMANCEEAGLERADIALsT . • Goodyear 
Vector P175170R13 80.99 " 
P185170R13 95.99 ~' ~'~'.,~ - ' " .7. '~. 
P195170R14 101.99 =~/  FREEI ¢ " ,:.~ 
P205/TOR14 113.99 :~ll~-/Great Plays, Great Games • :'-"Size - Everyday 
P=38~0o.14 1~.99  . . . .  ~ ' 
P225170R15 127.99 0 or more rims., .~ pP~ 48 88 r 
P235/70R f6 131.99 __  - 84.88" • 
P215165R15 120.99 "~t~("  ' • " P195178R14: ":'i.;~ : :  88 99 I I  
• P246/eOR15 13899 " Offor ends Aprd 28, 1990. = P20517§RI§P205/?SR14 ~ "r..,, ,70.88 ' l 
I L@TIRE " " i  • P255/eOR15 143.99 P215/78RI8 i ? ;."-:' 7LOfft,~/,'ll . P27G/eOR15 159.99 P22§IZSR18 ' 78.88 
:::L Ra nchecks available on all tires at your Local ServlceCentro 
• ]iii  PRICES INCLUDE. • i;ii• 
...... KAL; TIRE'S FAMOUS i : 
ROAD HAZARD WARRANTY : i  
Low Exhaust Emissions 
." • - ,  
CHECK US OUT!! 
4904 HWY. 16 WEST 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1L8 
BUS: 835-6617 
847-9172 
RES: 635-9023 :: ~:~,:~iii~ 
I I 
Cedar land  T i re  
,,. • Serv ice  Ltd 
m 4 
.,~ 4 4929 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1K7 
#~ QI  ~ , . . 
: 635 '6170.  
At Kal Tire you must be completely sat sfie d - we guarantee it 
,:'% . 
, !  
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ve  to  h ic le 
pro ane! 
• far less  expens ive  
. . . .  than gaso l ine  ' "' i 
,lt e Great 
ation call: 
THORNHILL HUSKY 
3097 Hwy. 16 East, Terrace 
635-3717 
'&C  ENTERPRISES 
441 ;:1~: North Sparks, Terrace 
~ 635-2293 
~ ~ • cleaner burning 
~ ~ . . .  -~ o~er~.  " T~me Ijm~teu 
~i ~!!~ ~, 
• • : .i,i~•!!~ ¸ - . . . .  
4516 Keith 
Avenue, 
Terrace 
635 9158 
PROPANE 
VI 'P I IUL  I" 
i ' UMI : :U I~ 
. . . .  • " ~•  • ~ i :~  :::i'/¸~: • ~;'• i . 
Pa~iclpatlng Locations 
' ' :  . . . .  mBml  . A - - I L : i  | \  I I  I 
/ I ' IUHNHI i  
LIMITED TIME OFFER! 
I::. Expires November 30, 1990 
~!l: i~Van and motor homes may require an additional 
; i/  .,about charge. 
Redeem this coupon at any of 
the dealers listed in the ad 
~: : : , : ! , i~  ¸ i : ! i i~  :: i 
HERE'S WHAT WE'LL DO: 
[] Comprehensive Scope Analysis 
--Condition of Plugs 
---Spark Plug Wires 
--Rotor 
--Distributor Cap 
--Cylinder. Balance 
[] Mixture Check 
--Set for Fuel Performance 
[] Check Fuel Delivery (Leak) 
--Supply Une Inspection 
[] Inspection of Tanks and Brackets 
[] Clean/Service Fuel Filler 
--Change Impco 
'-Clean Vialle 
[] Inspect Air Filter , 
[] Check Engine Fluid Levels ~ ~ 
--Oil, Brakes, P/S, WW,~ Trans! 
,171 Inspect Battery and Cables 
[] Pressure Test Coolant iJl 
System/Anti-Freeze 
[] Check Belts/Hoses 
~ ~, ~ .... ,~,~. . . . . . .  , ,  . , ,~  .,, , • ~ .,~.~,, i I, 
East T~ ~ ~:i .=trace . . . . . .  ~ Ihway 16 097HLc ' 
'.  635 3717 i i ~ . . . . . . . .  . 
ENTEI ii!! ~:'~'~'i~' I &:)C h Sparl '~ 
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• PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD, 
~/!+i!ii ..... i;: ,;"+~:i i": " r lS  YOUR p~ESENT LENDING !~ 
:::" + JNSTITUTION WORKING IN YOUR BEST ~ ~ ~:+/. : : : - , .  " . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~:'~' : ~ ~ 
. . ' . ,  ' . . .  
: ,  ..° 
. ... :'::~ 
. . . .  ~ , :  
in microwave oven, R40 
insulation in the ceiling 
and 6-inch walls. 
Only minutes from 
school and downtown, 
this home is situated in 
one of Terrace's newest 
subdivisions. 
To view this home, 
caJl Mike Richardson at 
NRS Pruden & Currie 
(1976) Ltd. 635-6142 or 
evenings at 635-5609. 
bedroom with 3-piece en- 
suite and a double garage 
for those car enthusiasts 
or on those cold winter 
mornings. 
Other features include 
heat lamps and fans in 
both the ensuite and 
bathroom, cable in the 
master bedroom, grey  
x;inyl siding and soffits,. 
neutral colours, top 
quality carpeting, built- 
Cancer can be beaten. 
Please give generously. 
CA,  NAI ) t  AN ~K)~I~TE 
10 ¢ ONCE BOUGHTA 
IX T OF CHOCOLATE BAR. 
Sl ONCE BOUGHTA 
LOT OF 
ITm giving begins with you. 
C 
living 
: INTERESTWITH/YOUR MORTGAGE? OR 
ARE YOU ON A NEVER-ENDING 20 YEAR ! 
OR 25 YEAR AMORTIZATION? 
• We do 1st and 2rid mortgages with emphasis o~qreduced ,
terms so you will ownlyour home sooner and save thousands!, 
of dollars rather than'make unneccesary mortgage payments.; :! 
If you are interested In this alternative, which will work!: ! 
better for you, please cell for further Information...!~ :.,5:., .]i:;. ,.::[ 
• ' ~ Financial ~', ' ' +:, :+ !:~+ 
" ' ~ I 4~ Canada ..... : ~.; 
• :' ~I • " Limited " "+'~:("<: + " :+.  . . : 
4609 Lazelle, Avenue, Terrace B,C. VBG 183 
(604) 635-2826 ,, " ~ : .:' 
i MEMBER I 
TERRACE REALTY LTD| 
''L PAGE--  1 4635 L elle Avenue ! 
638-o371 l 
INDEPENDENTL  Y OWNED AN D OPERATE-D 
I "  WELL KEPT STARTER" ~ . . . .  I I : - ...... -: - - | 
! C°;fYenP b;dr:O~eatnuP:s - ONE OF ~ i~+RI+"+[~+iC'+~'O:I]; ' ~ i  
n.gas heat, sliding glass doors 
to fenced back yard, large 
laundry/utility room and car- 
port. 1034 sq. ft. neat and 
tidy. $53,G00. Excl. 
A GOOD WAY TO 
START 
Horseshoe location, approx- 
imately 940 sq. ft. of living 
area, 2 bedrooms, nat. gas 
heat, located on a 50 x 122 
ft. lot and a 16 x 24 ft. Garage 
for storage. Asking $44,500 
• RURAL.HOMESTEAD 
Comprises 18 acres 'and 
1375 sq. ft., 3 bedroom home 
with many extras. Sunken on- 
suite off master bedroom with 
roman soaker tub and Ioung- 
log area, vaulted ceilings and 
dream kitchen. Located in 
THORNHILL 
Wonderfully kept older home 
with a self contained 2 
bedroom basement suite. The 
beautifully manicured' :41 
acre lot borders on the 
Skeena River and features an 
abundance of trees. Nat. Gas 
heat & hot wafer. Fddge & 
stove in suite included, At. 
tached garage. Asking 
$77,500. MLS 
LOW, LOW,. ~, 
; = BUNGAIOWI 
• Very comfortable 782 sq.ft. 
hurtle very close to the 
• down lowl~ core. 2 bedrooms. 
Concrete flngwalL Electric 
heat. 60 x 100 lot. Must he 
viewed to be appreciated. Call 
for more details. Asking 
Well maintained 3 bedroom 
bungalow, with possible 2 ex- 
tra bedrooms, nat. gas heat, 
over 1300 sq. ft. of living 
space, garage/workshop, 
• beautifully maintained. Close 
to an acre of land in the dght 
zoning for Trackers. Price. 
$81 ,GO0. 
FANTASTIC 
!.-i+ ,FAMILY, HOME..: 
Spacious "and i comfbrtable: 
1400 sq. ft. home in ideal* 
family location. 5 bedrooms, 
2Vz baths, family room off kit- 
chert plus rec room in fully 
finished basement. Recently 
redecorated and upgraded. 
Move in and enjoy. $99,500 
This 3 bedroom, Natural Gas 
heated, 1386 sq. it,, non- 
basement home has a detach- 
ed 16 x 32 wired garage with 
alley entrance. New shingles 
4 years ago. Horseshoe loca- 
tion - near schools & 
downtown. Great potential 
with some T.L.C. Asking only 
$51,900. MLS 
BEAUTIFUL 
. . . . .  COUN~,Y.SIDE 
-Have your far~'~ikl heauly 
too on this 150 acres on 
Highway 16 East .L j~t  east 
of the CeUarvale coffee shop, 
Approx. 40 acres of pasture, 
two houses, dyer access and 
mountain views, Sub-division 
potential into 3 lots. MLS 
Dutch Valley. $99,000. $35,000 MLS i MLS $110,00_0 
Horst Godtinskl Rusty Ljunoh . Sylvia Gdffin Bert Ljungh Joe Darbosa . Ralph 6ndlinskl Chrfstel Gedlinsid 
835-6397 636.ti76,1 ~ 638.0484 63ti.876,11 636-6604 6364900 636-53117 
to Coast Real Estate Services 
A quality home with 
quality construction in a 
quality neighbourhood. 
You can't go wrong with 
this newly built 1,642 sq. 
ft. ranch style home in 
the Horseshoe• 
This three bedroom 
home features a spacious 
livingroom and dining 
room area, a modern kit- 
chen with built-in ap- 
p l iances ,  a master  
SALESMAN OF 
THE MONTH 
Sylvia Griffin 
The management ofTERRACE REALTY 
LTD. =- ROYAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes 
..SYLVIA GRIFFIN as the outstanding 
salesman for the month of MARCH. We 
value her excellent performance and 
service to the public in the field of Real 
Estate. 
Sylvia's determination and motivation 
have awarded her "SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH". 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
MEMBER 
__',m~e- ~ =-" 
Assodate Broker Network 
638-0371 
t 
•i 
i!-i 
~ THAT'S 
HOW MANY 
~ CANADIANS 
SQUASH 
r~t PLAYERS 
I 
: : i+ : ,+: : ,  I i • 
A 
ONE OF A KIND 
On 2.8 acres 5 minutes from town. 
This very special home with cedar 
walls & vaulted ceilings features a 
magnificent river rook fireplace. An 
abundance of good windows makes 
the home cheerful & bright. Barn & 
corral. Listed at $128,000. MLS. 
HOME 
on 2 separate lots. A Great oppor. 
tunlty for affordable, attractive ac. 
commedation & the opportunity to 
sell or build on the adjacent lot in 
the ThemhaJghts area. $48,000. 
Call Joy. MLS. 
On 5 acres Is this 5 brm 1,234 sq. 
ft. home in immaculate conditlm. 
The Growing family will appreciate 
the country style kitchen with an 
abundance of yellow cedar 
cabinets, 3 full baths, fireplace and 
much more. 6 rain. from town on 
pavement. Only $79,500. Call Joy. 
PRUDEN & 
John Curde 
635.9598 
l=il= mm PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
Th se 
ment older home in very good condl- Close to town and Arena Aquatic 
tlon. If you are limited to buying a 
home in the seventies, call Dick 
Evans to view this home NOW. 
Listed at $79t900. MLS 
JUST USTED 
Quiet comfort in this 6 I~rm family 
home on a non.thru street close to 
Uplands School. 3 brms up & 3 
down or use as hobby or computer 
rooms. Two baths, economical 
natural gas heat & a nicely land- 
soaped yard. Well priced for today's 
market at $05,900. Call Dick Evans 
NOW. MLS 
I RENTERS j MI 
Let us show you how you can pur. 
chase this 3 bedroom full basement 
V2 duplex with natural gas heal, 
paved drive & fenced yard with 
monthly mortgage payments less 
than comparable rent. Call Dick 
Evans far details. MLS . 
CURRIE (1976) LTD. / /a  . . . . . . .  
Dick Evans Dave Reynolds 
030.7008 0ao.31z0 
Centre. Many features including 4 
IX:O, ensulte and central vacuum 
system. This home has to be seen 
to he appreciated. For an appoint- 
ment to view, call Mike. MLS. Ask- 
Well maintained home with 4 
bedrooms and finished basement. 
Natural gas fireplace, Two 4.pce. 
bathrooms. This home has to he 
seen to be appreciated, For an aP- 
pointment o view call Mike. MLS. 
Asking only $84r900 
ACREAGE AT LAKELSE 
LAKE 
Ideal for homeslte or recreational 
property. Hydro and telephone Ser- 
vices available. 5.42 acres• 
$19,000, 5,i3 acres $19,000, and 
4.9 acres at $21,000. For more In- 
formation; call Mike. MLS . 
JUST USTED $94,500 
3 brm furl bsmt home has many 
special features: 
- oak kitchen cabinets 
- 3 pc ensuite 
- adjacent o parkland 
Call Edka. MLS 
. . . .  + . . . . . . . . . .  
PREMIERE QUALITY HOME 
in the prime area of the Horseshoe 
with many special features. This 
1Vz yr old 4 brm home has over 
2,600 sq. It. of quality living area. 
For more details, call Dave. MLS, 
TAXI BUSINESS i 
JUST LISTED $99,000 + The only taxi stand in Terrace. A 
lucrative oppodunlly conslst]ng of 
New house under construction, land, 'building, vehicles and all 
1,240 sq. It., 3.pc ensulte, oak kit. assets. Showing an excellent 
chen cabinets, walk.in bay window, return. A list of e.ssets & finarmlal 
Drop in and see Edka. EXCLUSIVE statements are available. For more 
information, contact Dave Reynolds 
JUST I.BTED $149,000 at 635.6142 or 635.3126 in the 
New house under eonstrucUon 4 evenings. EXCL 
level split, "Nouveau" kitchen," 
familyroom jacuzzltub dbl garage SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX ' 
vaulted ceiling, d ning room. Moun- 2 brms each side. Large lot, $740 
taln'wew, quiet nelghboulhood, Call per rag. income. Good condition. 
Edka for further details. EXCL, AskJng $49,900, Call Dave. MLS; 
THORNHEIGHTS (REDUCED) 
1,200 sq. ft. home. Brand new and 
ready to move into. 3 brms, n.g. 
heat and hot water. Large kitchen, 
sundeck. Reduced to $85,000. MLS 
Contact Gordie Sheddan office or 
evenings at 635.4781. 
RoOM FOR 
Consider this t ,~ 
Contact Gordle 
appointment. 
SUPER NATURAL ~ i 
15.61 acres on Spdn 0 Creek Dan' 
Rd. Very picturesque. About 2,5 
acres cleared, water available.' 
Signs posted. Asking $37 000. i 
MLS Pal Gordle Sheddan for 
details. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
Joy Dover Gordle Sheridan Edka Pelr~tler 
030.7070 038,4781 . 138-471't 
Mike Rich 
635.6601 
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: .  1215m2 _ 
g uar/at/on of the 
euer.popu~argrade-level ntrance home. 
i~ i'IVOtice ~that hekitchen and ~ook area .... 
' i~ !i~pmjecf but  ,f~'m e~L main ~,parf:of "~;~ 
the  house allowing for a uiew of 
i both front and rear yards [rom this 
area. This arrangement also allows 
for a compact overall width of 38' O" 
r 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe,  Terrace,  B.C. 
635-6273 
i." ~ ,., ~ : ' 
i,: Remember 
' at dream 
  zouhad 
coo .  
science, - 
! r * My  hVOUrite theatre 
is the one in our mind. 
,iAnd when you dream of 
~i daring adventures and 
:,romantic interludes, 
i you'll always find me in a 
i:~zOnt row seat. 
, But you often show 
~: another Find of movie-  
i !one where  you  reach 
i :  . ' , = • % , ~ 
deep wzthm us and  
ii' chaxige i, the world. And'  
~:~lJke all n great stars, you 
make helping people and 
/icauses you care about 
~lookeas~. :  : ~ , 
, ,' : COuld we watch that 
Li one  tonight? : . . . . . . .  
Slumber 
Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
i , 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to 
Saturday  , 
7 a.m. - -  
8:30 p.m.  • 
Sundays  
8 a .m. - -  
8 p.m., 
'W'lZ m ~ ~ , ~ ,  
, , 
i~z la t tOna] l~amt°enc°ura~e ! ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
~!~i;,,:~-Bivi~ma volu~teeHns: 4?'02 Lakekle Aveflue 
~:~'; ,, Ten'aoe, B:O., VOG 1FI6 
~..: 
i it 
D~NO.  ~ ~' " - 
• VAN • SCHEDULED-SI~RVIC~:'ON'I41~H'~'/~y~'~ N." 
• FLAT DECK • DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT • DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
K IT IMAT Mem~ ef TERRACE 
UnltN Van Uoes 
632-2544 l/U# g 635"2728 
272-  3rd  St reet  ~ru#j~-g  or 635-7102 
Klt imat v.,u,,., 311  1 B lackbum . 
Ter race  
*$148,000" (67101) JOYCE FINDLAY 
6; ,F.xc) 
PR~E LOCATION 
Last of the land available in the Horseshoe. This 
Z story leaturl~ BeautifUl oat(Ion, fremacu~te rest dining room, eat.in kitchen, 4 BPJ1 fuif bath 
upkeep, Groat family area, cozy fireplace, eat.in j & 1 half bath, mein.lavef laundry, fioished base, 
kitchen, 30n/1 fall&2ormhelfbathe, baywin, i rnent, circular drive. "$96,500" (89014) 
dows, finished basement. "$95,900" (87086) i JOYCE FINDLAY 630-2697 (Exc) 
JOYCE FJNDLAY 635.2697 (Exc) I RURAL RETREAT 
HORSESHOE | 38.69 acres. Some Itmber located west of 
163.70 x 466 lot Iscated below Xaium Hill Call I Woodcock air strip, For more Into call Joyce 
Joyce for details. 635.2697 (MLS) J.Findlay 635.2697 (MLS) 
home. PresenUy beret, rented for $385 a reenth. 
Could be opened up to make one home. 
Upstairs, 3 brits, w/w carpeting and laundry 
rectus. Fogy fenced and landscaped. Must be 
viewed to be appreciated. Ready to romve right 
in for $89,000. Jackle for room Uetails, Ex. 
is a ~rne I oua6on Ix~r ty  cemedng deJong 
Crescent and McCo~nell Ave. 2 lots, level and 
filled, Services are underground. Call Jackla. 
EXCLUSIVE 1900069t 
THORNHILL MOBILE 
1976 - 12 x 08 rne~le'l'~sein'Thomhig, 
i FddGe, stove, dishwasher, drapes,aod.sll~efs 
included. Pric~ at $11,500.'Call Glxdon MLS. 
(900037) 
A MUST SEE 
Park.area drama, Authenec 2 story, 5 
elusive (900062) 
LAKELSE LAKE BUNGALOW I 1.4F~e., 1.2pae,, 1 er~uite baths. PLUS "Re~ 
2 bedr cabin rm WestSide ollake viaeeare Sla. ] rOOm " One year old "Quiet street "Gas heat 
tion Road, Fully serviced, furnished, access to "Family room, F.xti'emely we9 built family home 
lake via Boat Launch. (88091) MLS ~ large lot. "$116,000" Gordon Hamgtorl 
HOMESTEAD HEAVEN 
Large 5 bedroom homestead, peacefulLt 
situated on 2 acres of ~auliful property. Land. 
souped & fully fenced, w~kJ make a great hob. 
by farm. Outbuiklings klclude: barn. corral 
sheds, runs & kennels. Basement could be c~. 
verled into 2 Ixlr. suite. The i~lae is right at 
SECLUDEO ELEGANCE 
I..~id.back yet breathtaking. 1Ve stay parioully 
sit~ on 5 acres. Fire, lace glow, 3 BR/1Vz 
bathe. ALSO "Large ti'ees "Carpeting "Gan heat 
*c~fl W kffchen "Ouicl street *Partially finish. 
ed basement. Good Value At This Price! Priced 
PROPERTY AND HOME IN THORNHILL 
Secluded and totally private 1Vz acre parcel in 
ThoruhUI, Landscaped flout area with fruit b'ees' 
and view. Plenty el racm for expansion or equip. 
reent. PedectEy situated 3 IxIr. fu9 basement ' 
home •ith front sundeck. All appliances incind. 
ed, H~ent renovations make this lovely house a 
nd acreage ready to become "HOME SWEET 
HOME". Call Jaclde, exclusive. (90067) 
Verne Ferguson 
635.3389 
635.9537 (900029) MLS $68,900, Calf Jackie MLS (900061) at SlOe,e00 (900064) BRENDA 
Brenda Erickson Run Redden Jackie Collier •Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635-1721 638-1915 635.2677 £.~.eK,r~ K.~.q.gGO'7 
PICTURE PERFECT 
- 1152 sq. ft. - 3 bedrooms 
Full basement - Garage 
Asking $59,900 MLS 
BETTER HOME AND 
GARDENS 
For the buyer looking for a comfor. 
table home and a place to show 
their Gardening skills. The home of. 
fers over 1400 sq. ft, of living com. 
fort plus a full basement. Liv. 
ingroom with fireplace. Three 
bedrooms. Two baths. Den and 
much more. With spring coming you 
will enjoy the many different ypes 
of flowering shrubs this properly is 
landscaped with, Make your ap. 
pointmont to view this properly prtc. 
ed at $63,500. 
NEED A SHOP? 
Have a look at this 34' x 70' beauty 
w th 2 14' x 16' hay doors, 18' ceil. 
Ing, cement floor and 3 phase wiring 
on a one acre parcel in KItwanga. 
Listed at $75,000. Call Shaunce for 
more Information. MLS r 
L_. 
,STAN PARKEH, 
636.4031 
DISTANT NBGHBOURS 
Scenic 67.24 acres with comfor- 
table 3 bedroom log home• Good 
year round access• A great place to 
raise your family and enjoy the 
peace and quiet. Listed.at $47,500. 
MOUNTAIN SETTING 
Extra large 135' x 175' treed lot 
backing on to Terrace Mountain. 
Groat location to raise your family. 
t Paved stree, and undergoued ser- 
vices just waiting for your new 
home. Priced at 24 900. 
RESIDENTIAL LOT - 
LABELLE AVENUE 
Get an early start e~ your new 
home. This site has basement and 
subfloor already constructed. Plans 
for Select Home executive home In- 
cluded. Call for more detoils. MLS 
CUTE & COZY 
if it's quiet location that you're look- 
ing for, then look no further, for we 
have a very well maintained 3 
bedroom home offering approx. 
1600 sq.ft, of fin shed living space, 
Hi.lites include modern kitchen, 
cathedral ceilings, attached ouble 
ca¢od, workshop area, vinyl siding 
and 2.07 acres. For more infonna. 
tioe or your appointment to view, 
call Hans. Asking $84,900 MLS 
I l l 
JIM DUFFY 
636.6680 
EXCEPTIONALLY WELL 
DEVELOPED 
SUPER STARTER HOME 
Check out this well maintained 
home with basement. Two 
bedrooms up, one down. 1Vz baths. 
Natural gas heat. Situated on fenced 
61' x 176' lot for lots of outside 
summer activities. A real charmer 
at just $58,900 MLS. Call Jim. 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
DON'T DELAY 
CALL TODAY 
Property features a beautifully iCheck the pdce on this 12 x 43 
finished home with a separately Ira°bile home with 10 x 30 addition. 
housed 16' x 32' swimming pool on Three bedrooms. New flooring. 
a 1.25 acre, landscaped and fenc- Natural gas heat. Appliances ioclud- 
ed. Situated in KItwanga. Call for ed. Set up on 80 x 120 lot in quiet 
more information today. Sheunce sub-division. Just $24,900. MLS 
Kruisselbdnk. MLS 
LOTS OF EXTRAS 
We are pleased to offer for sale this 
immaculately maintained 3 bedroom 
home, This home offers 1700 sq. ft. 
of finished living space plus an un. 
finished t/z basement, Some of its 
many fine features Include family 
room with fireplace, formal dining 
room, 2th baths, den, central 
vacuum system, N/G heat, vinyl 
siding, double garage, triple pay. 
ed driveway and the list goes on, 
For additional information or your 
personal appointment to view, call 
Hans. Asking $135,000. MLS 
LAURIE FORBES 
633-G30| 
GORDON OLSON 
638.1946 
TIRED OF PAYING PAD 
RENT? 
Consider this lot for setting up your 
mobile. Hydro, natural gas; water 
and cablevlslon am available, Priced 
right at $7,500. For information, 
call today, Shaunce Krulsselbrink. 
MLS 
Located on quiet street Is this 1344 
sq. It, bungalow offering spacious 
coofltry-slyle kitchen, Ilvlngroom 
with woudstove, three bedrooms 
plus children's playroom. Large 75' 
x 200'lot, Just the home for so- 
meooe starting out, Priced at 
$57,900, MLS 
If it's a quiet Iocatiofl that you're 
looking for, then look no further 
because we have the perfect home 
for you, This home is 1300 sq. 
tt.,has 4 bedrooms, 2th baths, 2 
fireplaces, family room, double car- 
port, paved driveway. Excellent 
Horseshoe location, For your per. 
sonal appointment to view, call 
Hans, Asking $104,000. MLS 
HEART OF THE HORSESHOE 
This 1196 sq. It. full basement 
home offers comfort end conve- 
nience for your family. Within easy 
walk of elementary school and 
downtown. This home features 
fireplace in flvingroom, hardwood 
floors in dining area, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths and rec room with fireplace. 
Natural gas heat, Double carport. 
80' x 121' lot. All this for just 
$79,900. Exclusive, Call Jim. 
HANS STACH 
636.6739 
SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINK 
635-5382 
!: 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE_ ._  . 
, DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS, 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a atat holldsy falls on e 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, ths deadllns le Thursday at 
5 p.m. for sll display snd claaelfled ade. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VHG 1S8 
AJI c la~ and c l~f led  display sd8 must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or M~tercard. When phoning in sds please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 woMs (ti;St insertion) $3,45 plus 5, for addltionsl words, *(AddiSonal in~ertloss) 
$2.30 plus 4 ~ for additional words, *$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceedln 9 20 words, non- 
commorclai) 
OVER 30 CLASSlFICATIONS.I 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce :27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Business Services 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
il i 
N Tm 
Terr~e i reserves the right to classify ads 
under N~oroprlat~ hondlngs and Io set rlto~ tt~emf~ ard to 
deto~ page tocz~on. 
The Terrace ~ rese~es the right to revise, edit, 
classy' or reject amy adve~Nmt and to retain amy inswerl 
d~ectad to~ Nns Box ne~/Sen.ion, End to re~ay the 
¢~tomer the sum paid for b~e advli~Lsm~t and I~x rlm~. 
Box n~oltos On "H01d" Insb'uct~ n~l picked up within 10 
CtYs of oxP~ of as ~ t  wm be desb-oyal un~ss 
n~l~oO In~tructtom are received, ~ aeswno Dox 
Nt~nbm are re.ted not o send or~nais of docments o
avoid lees. 
AU ¢bknS of erro~ in advwesements m~l be received by 
pu~sber within 30 days after the ~t pubUcatfon. 
n Is addend by the advertiser r qonsfing space Ihat he 
ItoNOly of tf~ Terrace Stondard Inthe eveml of f~ure to 
pL~Lsh On advortLsement or i the event of an error appeadno 
In the ad'vof~sem4mt as I~besbed sha,~ be limned to the 
amount paid by the adverPser for only erie InCorrect insmlion 
for the p~Uon of the ~lvertlsklO space occupied by the in¢er" . 
reel or amltted Ibm1 o~ly, and that hefle shao ht no liibUlty In', 
a~y event oreater tfum the amount paid for s~h adver~sino, 
1. Real Estate 
13+ ACRES OF AGRICULTURAL land at 
Chimedemosh Creek. Call 638.0717 6c48 
1Vz ACRES (KITWANGA) 5 bedroom house, 2 
storey garage, ESTABLISHED BOARDING KEN- 
1. Real Estate 
3 BEDROOMS, 1 BATH. Full basement, in the 
bench area. $82,500. Also 4.6 acres on 
5200 Block Halliwell. $52,000. Call 
635-3728 6p51 
FURNISHED CONDO FOR SALE. New siding 
utility shed, easy walking distance to town. 
Asking $46,000, Call 638.1993 after 5 p.m. 
6p51 
FOR SALE BEAUTY SALON, downtown Ter- 
race. $28,000. For more Info call 635-7961. 
2p51 
FOR SALE BY OWNER -- Immaculate 2 storey 
home on the bench, 1630 sq. It, plus full 
basement. Features include: 4 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms plus an ensuite, roomy kitchen 
with large eating area, oak cabinets, 
dishwasher, and garburator. Living room with 
fireplace and a formal dining room. Large 
family room with wood stove, sundeck, oar- 
port. Beautifully landscaped lot (70x120 It) 
with pdvata backyard abutting onto Terrace 
Mountain. Possession date July 15, 1990. 
Phone 638.8466 for viewing and appoint- 
ment. 4p51 
NEL BUSINESS. Root cellar, fully landscaped. COMMERCIAL LOTS FOR SALE in Terrace. 
Extras $59,000. 849-5427 ~ 6p48 4930 • 4942. Gieig Avenue. Call 635:40501 
3BU]LOlNGLuTS(718acreeach)acrossfrorn.. . . . . .  ' : ! :~:~:::", ' =6p52 
Senior Secondary School in Kitwanga valley. 
Phone 849.5732 6p48 FOUR BEDROOM 1V= bathroom, single house. 
' Many extras. $55,000 firm. Interested parties 
EXECUTIVE STYLE HOME. Quality workman, only. Phone 635.,t083 6pl 
ship, with many extras. Situated on large 
landscaped lot. Must be seen. Cal l  REVENUE HOMEDUPLEX.Onethreebedrenm 
635-7556 6p49 with 2 baths and shop/storage area. One two 
bedroom with full bath. $65,000. 635.4200 
2. Mobile Homes 5. For Sale Misc. , 8. Cars for Sale 
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE: 1975 three bedroom ~ i 8 HP ARLENE GARDEN TRACTOR. SICK OF GAS PRICES? You can double your 
trailer. Unfurnished, $13,000. Fully fumlshed Hydrostatic drive, mower deck, dozer blade, 2 gas mileage for under $50. For more infnrma. 
i$14,000, Cudalns, N/G heat and water° No. wheel cad, tire chains and spare'tlre. $3,295:= tion, call 1-694-3522 between 9a.m • 7 p.m. 
77.3616 Larch. 635-2679 0p51 OBO. 635-3258 6p52 :' : ' : ' 4pl 
: i 
12 x 64 MOBILE HOME. Two bedroom, natural DODGE PARTS FOR SALE. 440 engine with' 1987 CHEVY,SPRINT 5 sp. 4 dr., 42,000 km 
gas heat, wondstove, Joey shack, washer, ,Holley 600 cfm 4 barrel Barb., and edelbrock': $6,000 OBO.: 1979 850 Suzuki $800 OBO, 48,0001 Ihe. Eaton differentials. ,Cart fed.. 
dryer, tridge, stove, $13,500. 635-6464. torker performance intake manifold. $500, 632-3763 after 5 p.m, lpl  $18,500.1-692.3292 = 4p l  
15. Machinery : ::,: r : 
MOBILE DIMENSION SAWMILL with planer. 
Cuts accurate lumber with' volkswagen 
powered one man sawmill, $7iO00 ORE 
1.695.6620 Bums Lake. ~ ~ 4p52 
1980 WESTERN STAR 400 eel. 15 .spd. 
6p52 
FOR SALE MOBILE HOME 12' "w i~ 
bedrooms, natural gas, 4 appgances. Located 
in Park Avenue T[ailer Coud $13900. 
635-6794 ' 2pl 
FOR SALE 14 x 701981 MEAOOWBROOK, 3 
bdrm, nat. gas heat & hot water, 3 appliances, 
asphalt roof, new porch & patio, storage shed. 
635.9058 for appt, lpl 
'77 PLYMOUTH ARR~OW 
2.6 L, 4 cyLo auto. 
ONLY 
=1,495 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 bathe, 
pdvate yard, carporl and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31 tin 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease. Located 
upstairs on 4600 Block -- Lakelss. Good for 
office space or storage. Call 635-7939 Or Ter- 
race Realty (Crystal) 638.0371. 6p50 
FOR RENT in pdme location. Available Im. 
mediately. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, N/Gas 
heat, fenced in back yard, family room 
downstairs. $800/month 1-637-5443 (1"racy) 
6o48 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT located on 
Braun's Island. Available Apdl 1190. Phone 
635.4054 or 635-3583. 6p49 
. SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT to responsible 
person in town. Call 635.7176 2pl 
FOR RENT TWO BEDROOM house in town. 
Fddge, stove, carpeted, no pets. 635-5464. 
6pl 
I 
, WOODLAND I APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF IMLUM & SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
:I" 1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fddge, stove, heat and hot water 
I Included. Carpet throughout. Laundff 
facilities, storage space. References re. 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom aparbrrenls. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
If available 
i 
Small block four harrel torkeredelbrockper. 1984 N l .~a . .av ,u .  ~-  a,,,~ ..tn ' MASSEY FERGUSCN 70 hp bactor~:with 
refinance intake manifold with Carter 625 cfm exc '~ : : "  '''-~ ....... . . . . .  Y "~"; "."':' 
. . . .  . eonollirm rao many options to ,st MF236 front end loader, mli baJ" and cartelS. carl). $175. 727 automatic trans. $1OO. 90# "9  "" . . . . .  '" - -- -~ . . . . . . .  ' 
automaUe trans. $75. 318 engine with 2 bar' ~3~°uu~ 1~//  vorscns 9.q ~1 ~',uuu~ Auxtilanj hydraulics,:840 hrsl like new condl- 
lion, MP model 41, dynabaiance, sickle bar rel carb. $100, 8% limited slip differential " '~"  up. 
mower on hydraulics, new knlfel excellent 
complete $50. View at 27 Margette Street, !985 DAYTONA]red low mileage. Excellent condition, MF no. 12 baler. Good condition. 
Kltimat. 12 noon. 5 p,m.daily. 4p52 condiuon, Extras. Asking $8,700. Call Evenings 038.1052 4p51 
KING SIZE WATER BED. Captain's drawers. 635.3566 after 5 p.m. 6pl 
Headboard has mirror and shelves. Excellent' 
cond. Call 638.8254. 2p52 
MOBILE VEHCILE MOUNTED 2 way:VHF 
radios. $80 each. 637-5702 6p52 
1978 310A JOHN DEERE backhoe, low hours; 
good operating condition, $14,000. D-6 clear. 
Ing blade, like new. 24' marine aluminum Jet 
boat, 454 G.M. 10" Berkely Jet., like new, 
tandem trailer, $16,000. Phone 845-7725 
after 7 p.m. 4p52 
SET PIONEER CAR/TRUCK SPEAKERS. 3 way, 
lOOw per channel. Brand new. $200. Call 
Janet 638-7238 days. 52tin 
1 OAK DINING ROOM TABLE and six chatrs, 
Excellent condition. $1,000. Also 1 York 
weight machine $200. Call 635.9211 2pl 
4 x 8 UTILITY TRAILER $600. Job boxes clw 
ladder ack for pick.up $400. To view 4931 
Lazelle. Call 638.1726 after 5 p,m. 6pl 
TRUCK CANOPY - FREE - Please haul away. 
Tyco train set $50. Approx. 6' x 8' brown 
carpet $25. Wooden slat rocker $75, 8 
drower desk $150 635-7379 1 pl 
GIBSON REFRIGERATOR in good condiBon. 
Color Avocado. Asking $100. Wheelchair in 
good condgon. $200. Gedatdc Aluminum 
Walker $45,00, 635.5493 alter 5 p.m. lp l  
COMPUTER 386SX-16Mhz, 40 meg HD dual 
ddves, VGA 16 bit; $2,500 comes with soft. 
ware (approx. $1,000 value) on hard ddve. 
Plus Citizen 24 pin colour GSX140 printer; 
$600. Phone 635.2230. 6pl 
GET FIT, I RND OUT HOW AT 
Misty River Books 
4606 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
'87 NISSAN STANZA 
4 door, A/C, 5 spd:, and much more 
ONLY 
810,995 
1987 4 DOOR PONTIAC 6,000. excellent con. 
dltlon. Great family car, $8,900. O.B.O. 
635.9193 anytime, 6p1' 
1960 TOYOTA TERCEL SR5, standard, 2 door 
hatchhack. Needs work. $500 or offers. 
Phone 638-7222 after 6 p.m. or view at 3978 
McNeil St. 6pl 
, i 
'88 HONDA CIVIC 
4 door, 5 speed, silver, 47,000 km. 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1980 GMC 4x4 auto., 350, new cam and 
lifters, new front suspension, recent paint job, 
good condition. $4,000.638-0717 6c48 
1986 GMC 2 WHEEL DRIVE in good condition. 
Asking $8,500 or take smaller car as trade 
with cash. 638-1063 or 635-2900 6p48 
1984 FORD BRONCO XLT. Full sized, good 
condition, two tone colour. Call 638.1159 
evenings 6p49 
1989 FORD F250 4 X 4 XLT LARIAT. All ap. 
lions. Brahma canopy, wooden bnx liner, 2 
sets tire chains, 13,000 kin. $21,500 
1.633.2542 evenings 6p51 
1974 LANDROVER SERIES 3 with 60,000 
miles, 4 up, with overdrive, 2.51 gas engine. 
Plush padded interior. Excellent appearance 
and running condition. New Yokohama super 
digger tires. Serious inquiries only. Do not 
phone Saturdays. Call 849-5811 4p51 
1982 DATSUN 4 x 4 pickup, King Cab, 5 
speed, canopy, sunroof, 1 owner, all season 
radials, sound mechanical condition. Asking 
$4,900. 635-9477 6p52 
1987 DAKOTA AUTOMATICwith~box Rnor, 
canopy like new condition. 31,800 km still 
under warranty. $9,800 firm. Phone 
635-2669 6p52 
1981 WESTERN STAR DUMP TRUCK with 
hook up for pup. $30,000. Phone 1-567.4192 
4pl 
H706 INTERNATIONAL FARM TRACTOR. 
GOod rubber. Excellent allied, Front end 
loader. Good shape. Asking $6,000. Call 
567-4035 or 567.4127 4pl 
Pollard Equipment Ltd. I 
NEW'USED-REBUILT 
• HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS 
Complete line of Caterpillar 
Replacement Parts 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-663-8296 
861-2287 
rebel Penn Reed Prln¢e Oeorge, B,C. 
I 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE, $2 per bale. Good quality. No 
Sat. calls. 849.5395 6p52 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
LOST 1 black wallet with ID between Davis 
and park, between Kermedei. Call 638-1136 if 
found. 2p52 
FOUND AT CONTRACT TIRE, 1 white female 
husky dog with bluish white eyes, black mark- 
ings on back, face and ears. (Approx. 1 yr. 
old) If yours, call 635.4295 2pl 
LOST - MEN'S GOLD SEIKO quartz watch bet. 
ween Caledonia High School and Copperslde 
I1. April 16. Reward offered. 635.7936 
2pl 
8100 REWARD 
OFFERED] 
To anyone who has any information 
leading to the apprehension of the person 
responsible for rock throwing into the Eby 
Street hatchery ponds. 
Call 
635-2206 
(leave message) 
i; 20. Pets & Livestock 
2 CKC REGISTERED TOY POMERANIAN pup~, 
First shots. Ready to go. $350 - $400. Call 
635-4246 6p48 
REGISTERED MINIATURE PINSCHER PumiCE. 
1st shot, dewormed, ears cropped, tails & 
dewclaws done, $400. Also, registered west 
Highland, white Terrier pup, $450, 632.5294. 
6p49 
PRE'I-rY QUARTERHORSE MARE. Must be sold 
by Apdl 7. She has famous ancestors. $1,500 
0B0 1.692-3722 anytime. 4p50 
ONLY FOUR BEAUTIFUL HIMALAYAN cross 
kittens left. $75 if you pick up. $100 if we 
ship. 1.692.3722 anytime. 4p50 
LOT FOR SALE, 62 x 135 on DeJong Crescent 
(Lot 3) Close to schools and town. Ouiet Ioca. 
tion. Price $26,000. Phone 638-1544 6p49 
% ACRE VIEW LOT in exclusive subdivision. 
Call 635-2384 6p49 
FOR SALE - LOG HOUSE. 20 acres, building, 
corrals, creek, 160 acres partially cleared. 
Some Umber year round. 842-5461 or 567- 
2519 6p49 
FOR SALE AT 3672 Balsam Avenue in Thor. 
nheights. 5 bedrooms (3 up, 2 down) w/car- 
port, on 75x117 lot. Asking $91,500. 
635.7152. 6p49 
FOR SALE OR TRADE 173 acres. Six miles 
west of Tyee. Year round creek. River front, 
good fish camp location. 635-3768 after 
5p.m, 4p50 
5 PARCELS OF CHOICE RESIDENTIAL real 
estate in Terrace. Approx. 60 acres in total. 
For more Info call 635-5320. 6p50 
PARCEL OF LAKE AND RIVER FRONTAGE at 
Laketse Lake. Phone 635-5320. 6p50 
1,261 SO. FT. 3 BEDROOM well maintained 
neat family home on 1Vz acres in town, 
Fireplace. New nat. gas furnace, hot water 
tank and vinyl roof. Beautiful yard, garden and 
fruit trees. Barn style work shop 12' x 20'. 
Also 2 sheds and wood shed. Must be seen to 
appreciate, Asking $77,000. Phone 
635-2001 4p50 
IDEAL THREE BEDROOM HOME. Oulet 
neighbourhoed. Close to hospital and schools. 
Gas heat, garage, new carpet, renovated 
bathroom. $54,900. Call 635-6991 6p51 
LET'S MAKE A DEAU Need a house in 
Horseshoe area. Will consider up to $80,000. 
Thinking of selling soon? 635-5478 6p51 
3 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE, NIG heat, 
swimming pool, 2 baths. $96,500. Call 
1.637.5443 6p51 
MOBILE HOME PARK. Good location in out. 
skirts of Terrace. For more Information call 
1.637.5443, $160,000 6p51 
an,t., ,p1  [ f L ' "  ' ' 0  HOUSE FOR SALE on a large lot. P len~ 6. Wanted Misc. privacy In a clean, quiet neighbourhood. 3 WANT'~~ ~play]ng  the '89  CHRYSLER DYNASTY plus bedrooms, 1Vz baths, 1955 sq, ft. living same old games? Trade them in. Video games VIE, A/C, hal of 7 year warranty 
space, Beautiful rock fireplace, garage, play power, Box 120, RR2, Site 14, Williams and much more, oas 00 ' =""  " " "  
heat. Located in Copper Estates area, Marten 
Dr. Very unique and extremely cozy. Private [ ~ f~ 
4pi . $ 
sale. 685.9497 ! I Bachelor Suite .......... S30OImo. 1986 SUOARU. FRONT WHEEL Ddve, tilt, 
62.6 x 132 LOT ON CiTY WATER on Crsmer 1 1 Bedroom ................ ,.S3601mo. cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hatio0en 
Street. Paved, dead-end road. 0utst location. 2 Bedroom .................. S40OImo. headfights, rear window defrost. Clean! 
Must sell at reduced price. 635.7456 6pl 
HORSESHOE BUNGALOW. 1040 sq. ft. Double By Appolnlmenl 75,000 kms, $9,000. Call 638.8654 even- ings. tin 
attached garage, finished basement. 1'/, 635-4228 1978 PONTIAC GRAND SAFARI wagon. 
baths. New carpet and paint. $92,500. 4725 
Tuck Avenue. 638.1481 6pl $1,000 OBO. Call 638.2046 6p48 
IF YOU WANT PRIVACY THIS IS ITI Located 4 .  Wanted to Rent 1984 HONDA ACCORD. Excellent condition 
$6,900. 1971 Mash I factory rebuilt 
within 4 km of town. 18,78 acres of forest WANTED TO RENT In Terrace area, 3 bedroom Cleveland engine. 1000 miles. Fully restored 11. Recreational 
park, 1388 sq. ft,, 5 bdrms, 2Vz baths, 20' x 
36' storage/garage, southern exposure patio, house or townhouse. Needed by May 1. Phone original body. $9,500 OBO 635.4444 6o48 Vehicles 
electric/weed heat, ddlled well. $119,000: afterslx, 638-0509, 3p51 1981 FORD ESCORT 2 door, 4 cyBnder, LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
1-692.3758 Bums Lake 4pl WANTED 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for responsible automatic transmission, 67,000 km, new comfort, shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
family. Excellent references from present paint, excellent running condition. $3,300 sleeps ix. Reserve now, Daily, weekly, men. 
LOG HOME IN FALKLAND, B.C. 3 bedroom, full landlord. Phone 635-3624 6p52 635.3752 6p48 thly. 638-1468 6p50 basement, 1120 sq. ft., 4 years old. Ideal for 
home business. $25,800 down, will finance WANTED TO RENT 3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE by 1975 PLYMOUTH SCAMP. Slant 6 low TILT TRAILER for four wheelers or 
remaining at 10 per cent. 379-2360 4pl responsible family cf four. Terrace area. ASAP mllenge. Clean reliable transportation. Second snowmobiles. 7It 6 in. by 8 It. 14 in. wheels. 
BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE in Thomheights $750 ruth. range. 635.4875 after 4 30 p.m. owner. $1,400 0B0, Call 638-1612 6p48 Plywood eck, lights, two inch hitch. $595. 
Phase 3 Subdivision. $17,950 or best offer, • 6pl 82 FORD MUSTANG VB. New paint, new tires, Call 845-2890 (Men. - Fnday) Houston 4p50 
phone 635-2148, get yours before the GET. WANTED HOUSE to rent at Laketse Lake for excellent running condition. 635.2202 6p46 1977 GMC 26' CLASS A MOTORHOME. 
6pl the summer months. Call 635.7_61 ~, 6pl 1981 RELIANT. Front wheel drive. Very good $17,500. Call 635.3673 6p51 
1% ACRE VIEW LOT located on Spdng Crook ~ 5. For Sale Misc. running condition, no rust, 50,CO0 kin. 9Vz FT. VANGUARD CAMPER. Hydraulic 
Drive. Lot no.lO. For inquiries call 638-1414 638.8874 or view 4810 Olson Ave. 6p50 jacks, has everything, sleeps 6, excellent 
2pl J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, MOVING, MUST SELL 1989 RED TOYOTA condition. $5,500 firm. Call 635.7859 6p52 
CLEAN AND COMFORTABLE family home, On- etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & Calica GTS. 5 mo's. old, low mileage, loaded 1978 VANGUARD 22 It. Excellent condition 
ly 8 years old, fully finished up and bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat wllh optional items. 847-9551 4p50 $9,000. Call 635.2789 2pl 
downstairs. Brick fireplace, certified ,lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
woodstove, 4 bdr., 1V= baths, nat. gas heat. .$19500. 82 lade 2-door auto - good cond, 78 TOYOTA CELICA Hatchback, auto. MOTORHOME 1985 CLASS A PACE ARROW. 
transmtsslon. In excellent condition, with 27 ft., fully loaded, top condition, 60,000 km, 
GoedassumabtdatlOVz%available, Located $1500. 14 ft. Td.hall speed boat. 50 hor~,e wlnter tires. $1,600 0B0 638.0501 6p50 454 chev. englne. $43,000 635-2697 6pl 
corner of Alder and Cottonwood. Pdced to sell. menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camp~l 
Call Chdstel at Terrace Realty Ltd. 638.0371 -hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kubnda rite plant & 1901 BUICK SKYLARK, 4 door, auto, new 
or 635-5397 Home, lpl  battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 paint, 61,000 kin, reliable transportagon. 
Granlsle. Ph, 697-2474. 19tin $3,300. Call 635.9353 6p51 
• PIANO UPRIGHT, Grand super soundboard.; 1981 CAMARO. Good condition, low mileage, '89 DODGE 2000 GTX 
2, Mobile Homes Huge sound, $60O. Call 638.eti86. 6p48 P/S, Pie, two spare 6res with rims, asking Auto, plw,'p~/I ~& much more. Only 
NEED A CAKE for that special occasion? (BIr- $2,500. Phone 638.0190 6p52 6,000 km. Bal of factory warranty. 
1979 14 X 70 NORTHERN PACKAGE Bendix theay, anniversary, wedding)Call Emmy at 1977 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT $350. New =16,995 
H O U S E  Leader mobile, 3 large bedrooms, oat. gas 638-1052. Specializing In German hornebak. Ores, needs some work. 635.7308 2pl 
heat, insulated and wired joay shack. Phone • Ing. 6p48 
WANTED 635.3285 6p48 PIANO FOR SALE. Beethoven $1,600, Call - 
12 X 68 TRAILER. Fddge, stove, washer 638.8621 6p49 
3 bedrooms on st least /dryer and ishwashor. Phone636.3428 6p51 8 HPROTOTILLER, dining room tab e wlth m r, '70 AMC CONC011D 
1/2 acre.  t 974 ELMONTE MOBILE HOME. Sundeck 8'x ror top, 1 extra leaf, 6 chairs, chandelier, 2 door, 6 ¢yl., auto. 
20'eddltlon, oaturaloasheat, 5appllances, hallcralter battery operated radio, twin =1 495 636-9121 storage shed. In town, close to schools washtubs, wooden elothes horse, 2 bulky 
$14,500,635.7971 6p51 sweaters. Size 44 and 34, 635.2351 4pSO '~I 
: 21' SAILBOAT, drop keel with trailer. 5 HP 
' , motor, C,B, $7,500 060, 16 cu. ft. deep 12. Motorcycles 
F O R  RENT ,roezo $350. Homemade 8' truck camper 1982 YAMAHA 250 TRAIL. Street legal. Ex. 
• ; $8000130. 1.692.7342 BumsLake. 4p50 cetient condition. Must sell. $1,275, 
CENTRALLY LOCATED MOVING? NEED BOXES?? We have lots of 638.1468 6p50 
Vacant 1 acre lot between theml Ten boxes for only $2,50 Terrace Elan. 
dard, 4647 Laz,lle. tfn51 15 ,  Mochinery 
Ka lum T i re  & K0ndolas Furniture : :: ' 1973 J.D. 450 Crawler tractor c/w angle 
ALSO - -8 ,100  square foot warehouse ' , ~ blade and winch $7,eoo. 1.695.6568 4pSO 
7,257 squarefootwarehb0se-  3 phase power ' !i: -~Di~IN I I '~  R~"~' )  K / ~ o r ~  
4 ,800 square footheated buildlrlg . . . .  ~ , , ,  , , , I~ ,A  =, , ,v . , , -  v "  " - - " -  / MF23S front end loader, ollbsr&canopY. '- APRIL 23 to 28 / Auxlllalyhydraulics, e40hre, tikenswcmdl. 
• - 3 phase'?l~bwer ' 'i ~: :: , . . . .  / uon, MF rondel 41 dynabalance, sickle bar 
DAVE McKEOWNiBa5,7459 ~ 4 " ' '  P " : r  ' ' Mlety River Booke I mower on hydraulics, new knife, excellent 
.~i.; :.;,!:~ ,:~,';/-i A I~N~ I . l~ l~ AVer  Terrace : I condition MFino.: 12  baler good condition 
• ",.vvu u.o~mo~= n 0 n 4 51 
BREED YOUR BEST MARES to some of the 
worlds best AQHA bloodlines. "Mite Deep" 
grandson of "Three Bars". "Easy Louton" 
grandson of "Easy Jet," "Mite Gorgeous" son 
of "Mite Deep". "Chittavandy" the most im. 
pressivety bred producer of fine horses in all 
B.C. or westErn Canada1 Standing to a limited 
number of approved mares. Call for details 
now. 1.692-3722. Bums Lake. 4p50 
TWO PROVEN QUARTER HORSE STALLIONS, 
gentle and easy to handle. Real good Iookersl 
Holder'sQuarter Horse Ranch. Box 562. Burns 
Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO 4p50 
ATTENTION HORSE PEOPLE. Summer 1990 
(June, Juty~ August) this summer Flemmlng 
Lake wilderness adventures is offedng pack 
horse tdps into the back coun~ of the 
Bulkley Valley for fishing, photography etc. 
You bring your own horse and we supply the 
rest. Limited to ten people per trip. So Inquire 
nowl For more Info call Jodi 846.9128. 8c49 
SHELTY PUPPIES ready soon. Td's, sables, 
also sable male. 4 me. Trained, outgoing pete. 
$200 up. Breeders $590 up. Misth]li 1.692- 
3403- 4p50 
200 ACRES PRIME GRAZING posture land for 
lease. Year round water and fenced. 
Vanderhonf. 1.531.7515 4p61 
TWO MALE SLACK LAB PUPPIES, 7 wks. 
$200 each. One registered chocolate male 
Lab. $350. No Saturday calls. 849.5395 
6p52 
REGISTERED BLUE TICK HOUNDS. Excellent 
for treeing bear and lynx. 6 me. old. Ready to 
hunt. 1.694.3695 4pl 
SPANIEL PUPS, tails docked, dew class 
removed, Great dogs for those who love the 
outdoors, $75 firm, Ready June 15, 
635.3804. " 6pl 
ii 
ALL BREED i' 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638-8016 
qmf.p or e..Ino, 
'89 CHRYSLER NEW 
YORKER 
A/C, cruise, tilt, p/w, p/I, bal of 7 year 
warranty., 
2 to choose from. 
*22 ,995  
1: 
J / 
638-SAVE 
21. Help Wanted 
,: WANTED: LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER. For more 
'Information phone 635.5916. 6p51 
'REQUIRED FULL.TIME RESPONSIBLE babysit. 
tar In my home. Vehicle an asset. Call even- 
lags, 635-5626 ~- leave message 635-9673 
23, Work Wanted 
GRAPPLE YARDER, HOOK TENDER. Ex. 
pedence at night logging, plus end backhoe 
and backspars. Also possess aafety fuse and 
electrical blasting ticket and operate tank 
ddlls sod air tracks. Call 637.5702 or leave 
message for Bob at 637-2249. 6p52 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME, Age under 4 
years, call 638.8619 6pl 
1-692-7687 days 1-692-3360 eves. 4p52 CAN'T DO IT YOURSELF? I'II do It for you. 
PASSIVE EXCERCISE MACHINE. Has 8 dif-. Panting, plumbing, carpeoby, concrete, bdck- 
ferent exercises on machine. 1-692.7687 laying & general maintenance, Kevln Turner, 
days 1-692-3360. Burns Lake. 4p52 849-5868 Serving Terrace & Thornhlll 6pl 
~AMAJORCANONDEALERofofflceequlpment .EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do alters- 
in the gulklay Valley are requires additional tlons and mending: Fast, professional service 
.. service personnel, Successful candidates at reasonable prices. Phone 635.9202. 
must have Copier's'ervice e/~perlence, a strong 6 p 4 8 
electro-mechanical b ckground, and be neatly 
~roomed, Salary negotiable. We provide 
factory-aulhodzed product raining, and'ex. 
cellent benefits package. PIo,~se submit 
covering letter'~hd resume to: Manager, See- 
Moore.Printing ,& Stationery, P.O. Box 460, 
Smithars, B.C. VOJ 2NO. 4p52 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS for 
employment every Wednesday. For an ap. 
pllcation and interview please apply in person 
• to Personnel Dept. fie1 
WANTED SUMMER SALES AGENTS. Apply at 
Dickie Dee Ioeoream. The Icecream bicycle 
people. 635-3102 6pl 
• NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are looking for 
mature career minded individuals who want to 
be a part of a growing team lhat takes great 
pdde in their wqrk. Experience is preferred but 
will train the right individual who has a 
positive aititude and a desire to learn. We of. 
for competitive wages and an excellent 
benefit package. We are now taking applica. 
tlons for the following positions: 
waiter/waitress, tore clerks, bartenders, bar 
walter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks. 14cl 
WOULD LIKE A MATURE, non.smoking person 
to babysit 3 children for shifts 4-11; Part time 
till Oct. Please call 635-3597• . lpl 
MEAT CUTTER 
Required 
for local grocery store. 
Must be experienced. 
Call: 
635-4050 
for Interview. 
Resume required. 
Full & Part-time night shift and 
NEED' WORK DONE? For renovatioos, vinyl 
siding, any size lob. Contact Norm, 638-1950, 
6p49 
WILL DO SEWING. Grad gowns, bddal wear, 
costumes, etc. Call 635-5426. 6p49 
MOM WILL DO BABYSITTING in my home. 
Close to hospital and park, Full and pad.time 
days. Phone 635.3804. 6p50 
WILLING TO BABYSIT IN MY H0ME In hospital 
area. Ages 4 yrs and up. Mort thro Fdday. Call 
635.4355. 6p50 
WILL BRIGHTEN Y01JR HOME, Am well ex. 
perlenc0d in total house cleaning. Won't you 
give me a call, 635-6537 0p50 
NEED THOSE ODD JOBS DONE? Am expedenc. 
ed in all trades, reasonable rates, call 
635.6537 "will cost you nothing to chat." 
6p50 
| 
' ARTIST 
AVAILABLE 
• Window painting for any 
occas ion.  
• Illustrator 
• Graphics 
• Poster, Card & Invitation 
Designs 
• Reasonable rates 
For more Information please 
contact: 
K. Hicks 636-1782 
I 
C !AarraS. 
FOR/~DvERTISING CALL 638.SAVE 
) 
Earn extra Income as the 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
of a small apartment building in KItlmat, 
, Sales and maintenance skills an asset. . .... 
Please • send resumes by February 14, 1990 to: 
Majestic Management (1981) Ltd. 
• Suite 200 - 1615 Second Ave. 
- ' Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 3B8 
weekend 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
In local convenience store. 
Person must be mature, 
responsible, and able, 40 
work withoul~ supervision/.* :.' 
Send resume to: 
Box 222 
clo Terrace Standard 
4647 Lszelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG lS8 
22, Careers 
ACCOUNTING CLERK - Independent logging 
company requires an accounting clerk to work 
with existing stall in accounts payable, ac. 
counts receivable and payroll. Other duties 
will Include bank and account reconciliations. 
Computer experience an asset. Preference 
will be given to a person with logging industry 
experience and also enrolled in the C+M.A. or. 
C.G,A. prdgrem. Please forward your resume, 
Including cover letter, salary requirements, 
experience and references to Tay-M Forest 
Products Ltd. Suite 201 ~.- 4548 Lakelse 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. Y8G 1P8. Attn. J.S. 
Manhas, CMA. Please make all cot- 
respondence private and confidential. No 
phone calls please. 2cl 
Required Immediately 
FuN.time 
JOURNEYMAN 
PARTS PERSON 
with experience In the heavy equlpmeni 
indusby. Reply.in confidence with resume 
to: Box 379 ~o Tenace Standand, 4647 
Lazek Ave., Ten'ace, R.C. VSG 1S6. 
23. Work Wanted • 
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
. . . .  PRou~M ASSISTANT 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY  
REGISTERED NURSE 
for a office.scheduling and 
FIELD SUPERVISORY POSITION 
with agency that delivers services to seniors, handicapped and 
recuperating people iq their homes. 
Hours range from 20 to 40/week to .start. Some flexibility with job. 
Starting date: June 1, 1990. 
For more information, contact: 
Betty Stewart 
Program IXrector 
Home Support Services 
635.5135 
CAR.RIERS 
Needed! 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries Routes Available In :rerraco 
welc°me' Call635"5427 °r 638"0382' 5tlnc I (~.  ( " "  '~ : . , i i~ :~!  i 
PREGNANT AND ~tEED HELP? Bldhright can o~,~-"~. 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater-. "'~ ~: 225 -- Heppel, Braun, 
nity and baby clothes. Many other services -- "~-'~ Ackroyd, Archer & Doll. anytime.all tree and confidential. C l 635-390712p511 ~ !'~'!;:I ~J~'~";" "=" :~!~~~ iii:+ 
MODERN METAPHYSICS: Progressive ~i;t'~, 1 140 -- Walsh (4600-4700) 
Metaphysics course starts May 22, Tuesday :',:~.~ 331 - Crescent, Pedersen, 
and Thursday evenings at 7:30 to pre- : ,~j 
register. Phone Laurel 635-7776. 6pl ,~: +. ~ Rifle Range 
25. Business ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  
'iJppoilunities ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ............... ' ...... "
FOR SALE OR LEASE- Two restaurants in Fort : " " : " : + " . 
fin I ...... 638-7283 . 
" FRRAQ  STA 
St. James. One with lake view, Ilcenced in- 
ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996-751 O. 
FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hey. 37 N. 8 
miles S of KInaskan Lake or 80 miles S of 
Doase Lake. With convenience store, 
showers, 3 summer cabins, 2 bedroom - kit- 
chenette unit and 4 bedroom home with 
workshop, On 10 beautiful viewing acres. 
Come and talk to us, J. Taylor at Willow I~tidge 
Resort or write Gen. Del. Iskut, B.C. VOJ 1KO. 
10p49 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Mobile food con. 
.cession customized interior. Self.contained; 
for information package contact: Cactus Cao- 
teena, P.O. Box 655, Houston, B.C. VOJ 1ZO 
or phone 845-2075 4p51 
MAJOR RUSTPROOFING FRANCHISE available 
in Terrace. Well established and a good add- 
on to an existing automotive business. Call 
635-4954 evenings,. 3c52 
PRICED FOR QUICK+SALE. 7 toning tables, 1 
upright tanning capsule, office equipment, 
counter, cash register and much more. Stay in 
present location or move. 847-5101 4p52 
UPRIGHT TANNING CAPSULE. Like new. 
$6,500 valued at $10,000. 847.5101 
4p52 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
home. Earn up to $600 weekly. Free supplies: 
Rush self addressed stamped envelope to: 
Hughes Enterprises, Dept. A.11, Box 964, 
Peterborough, Ontado, K9J 7A5. 4p52 
WANT MORE OUT OF LIFE? A little extra 
money can mean a lot of extra living. If you 
are willing to work and learn, phone for ap. 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- pointment to635-348+ 1tin 
tisers'that the human rights code in British BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
Columbia Iorblds publication of any advertise- home. Earn up to $600 weekly, Free supplies. 
ment In connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of Rush self addressed stamped envelope to: H 
& H Enterprises, Depl, AA.I 1,171 Rink St. A 
origin, or requires an job applicant ofurnish Suite; 263, Peterborougl~, Ontado, KgJ 2J6 
any Information concerning race, religion, col, 
our, ancestry, place of odgln or political belief. 2pl 
• Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, FOR SALE BEAUTY SALON. Downtown Tar. 
please read also as 'female' and where race. $28,000. For more info call 635-7961 
'female' is 'dsed, read also as 'male'. ' or 638.0870 . • 2pl 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be NEW SPACE AGE RAOIANT BARRIER, Slaahes 
sure you have: the correct box number as heating costs. Can eliminate need for air con. 
given In the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- ditioning, Work pad+time or build your own 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, sales team. Potential 
B,C., VeG 1S8. Please do not include bulk 1-747.2635 
goods or money to Box replies. 
Advertise Your Garage Sale! 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 25, 1990 - Paoe Dg 
" : " L ~' Terrace Health CareS0clety Presents 
"Lea Fablano,, 
, .  i,'Cadng For The Menlallyllmpalred Elderly" 
. . . .  : • A Two Day Seminar 
Mr, Eabiano is a nationally recognized educator in the field of 
You wlil reach 6,000 households 
JOURNEYMAN 
MECHANIC 
Northern B.C.'s largest import dealer is 
looking for a fully qualified Journeyman 
Mechanic, must be responsible and 
reliable. We offer a full benefits package 
.and excellent wages; 
Apply in person with resume to: 
THORNHILL MOTORS 
), B.C. 
CHO¢E8 ~OG~M 
Ser~ Io the mem~ ~ d  
JOB POSTING 
The choices program is eseklng energetic parsons to work with people with 
mental handicaps. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
- -  Experience In working with the mentally handicapped would be on asset. 
- -  Valid first old certitlcate or willing to obtain. 
- -  Cla88 4 ddvere license or willing to obtain. 
- -  Mature, flexible, able to work as part of • team. 
- -  On the Job training' is provided, as well as Job related courses and 
workshops. 
If our are Interested In learning more about woddng with the mentally han- 
dicapped, you can contact: 
Madlyn Teron 
Tenace & District Communl~ ~l~a Society 
No. 2 - 3215 Eby ditreet 
Tenece, B.C. VBG 2X6 
Phone: 03~7863 
Drop In (o pick up an application or drop off your resume. 
Rate of Pay as of April 1, 1090: 
Children's Programs $8.82 hr. 
Adult Programs $8.44 hr. 
. n i zu l - ITmber  Ltd. 
A small but progressive company operating T.F.L. no. 42 in North 
Central B.C. Is seeking to supplement its staff with aggressive, self- 
motivated personnel. This additional staff are required to Increase;. 
,.,forestry activities and to provide support staff fore new sawmill cur-: 
rently under construction. 
Successful applicants will be offered a competitive salary and com- 
prehensive benefit package comparable with industry standards. The 
following full time positions are available: 
Accountant:, 
Reporting directly to the General Manager and responsible for the conlrol 
of all flnanolal anU sccountln0 systems and reporto including preparation of 
financial statements, working paper files and auditor liaisons. 
A~un~ Clerk: 
Reporting directly to the Accountant nnd responsible for accounts 
payable, payroll, general ledger, and all relata¢l duties up to the lrtal balance 
stage. 
Operations Manager:, 
Repor6ng directly to the General Manager and responsible for all 
woodland management end day to day operations of ~e company and Its 
conlraclors. 
Femmr/T-weztry Techn~n: 
Reporting to the T.F.L Forester and responsible for ell field acUvltles and 
related reports Involving silviculture, and cutting permit development within / 
T.F.L. 42. 
I 
Resumes to: Edward John 
Tanlzul Timber Ltd. 
P.O. Box 988 
Fort St. James, B.C. , • 
VOJ 1PO ! . 
Deadline: April 23' 1990 
: :'+ :+ : 
~ K ISP IOX BAND 
COUNCIL 
)~  . ~&~l~ BOX =5, KISPIOX, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
hone 84=-5248 or 64=-5249 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
The Kispiox Band Council I s  accepting applications 
from qualified Individuals (degree In Social Services) for 
a full-time position ~:  
= ambition andbuslnssssswhonyouadver-~ a ' 7 5  
- +- - '  t,so ,our oa+ .,+ ,n +or++ "." HEALTH AND SOCIAL  
Standard. Your 2"xlW' Is only ~ . 
$835 per week, Call T0dayl per week SERVICES DIRECTOR 
Must have abilities as facilitator, organizer, teacher, 
lobbyist and fundralser, 
i ,  Be able to co-ordinate the:various activities of the 
Health and ,£~)clal Services department, • 
Gltkusn language preferred (understanding st least) 
+•+ ~+ '~ ~ / ~llary: $30,000 plus. depending on experience. 
j • . i  +~ :: ; ,I II ideecrtpllon is available X 
i; ~' :  / j ~Ind reSUlne to: 
+ i :  L I :K l lp lox  ~nd Council 
geriatrics, This session Is designed tO examine areas involved In  J ill j p 
caring for the mentally Impaired elderly. Participants will find this 
personal presentationprovides each an opportunity to discuss i 
and ~wOrk through personal problems encountered In qaring fo r  Complete Job de~rtption is available upon request. 
this + i type of Individual. :Se sum  
~ Everyone Welcome ..... / I J.;: +, 
Race: Tenace Hotel " ...... : .... ::. ' • • .. , :,!:., :+:: . . . .  ;'Box =5, R.R.No. 1 ~:::!+: : : !  
, L + . • ' + . : ~ KIIpIox, B.C. . .  :::!, 
' : .. ' VOJ 1YO , 4 * . . . . .  ~: : ::+.~:~: 
Dale :  Apd130 & May 1, 1990 
~nmi  + 5:30; 4i30p.m. i + ! i . 
Phoml:! Terraeevlew Lodge 636.0223 (Ramona) 
. . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  '++ +84 me,, +,  + + ++ii,++ ti:+i~++ 
i , ,+  
+± I : , . + '  
: +. + :+++: ?+•+ ,//;+~++ * : ,  + + + + +~i* +i:::+::i I
: : . + ~: + 
. + 
638'7263, 
. . . .  i 
S!IIVINO 1141 IIIUIAC! ,(Ilia 
:]il 
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£CTION AD S 
: '  ~ LL R NT~' i : i 
2$,Perlonala ~ " ;~  i I A 
ADVEffrlSE personal messages In the Terrace . Legal Nogces Fill 
Standard. Confidentiality Is assured. Phone REPAIRER'S am~ll 
638.72e3 Monday |o Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p,m.. LIEN SALE 
LOSE POUNDS, INCHES AND CELLULITE t00/ sale: 1979 Kenworth Log(. 
guaranteed. Looking for distributors in TerraCe 
and Kitimat areas. Phone 047.563s 6p48 No. 906785C whereas Grouse 
WANTEO: 85 ovenvoiOht peope. Wepayyou .ogglng Ltd. of Box 1601 Fort ~ . . . .  
for losing l O . 291bs per month. 100peroent I, B.C. is indebted to Inland 
guaranteed. ~11~078,301e ,011 ,rae 24 hrs. )rth for a sum of $14,538.36;! ' O P E N  H O U S E  
: : '  . 4p51, goeds are avai!abfe for inspec, 
C0"""'C'T'0"SFO.0U~ESW0,~,0~ ,or to date o~ ~e at the ~ast Aprll 26, 1990 
on Fdday April 27/90 7.9 p.m.. Sat. Apdl 2e ~ned addressl 
9:30,4 p.m., Facllltators: LII Farkvam and 1"S 0f Safe: Cash at .me of Centennlal  Chrlstlan School 
Lynn Hughes, Cost Is $35 per couple. To 
register please call 638'83111 Registration Highest bid or any bid not 3~08 Sparks Street, Terrace,  B,C; ~ i
limited. . " '  2C52 arily accepted. 9 am - 4 pm and 7 pm - 9 pm 
MODERN METAPHYSICS Readings available. 
For appointment phone Laurel at 635.7776. I Everyone is invited to visit our BChOOi, 8it In on 
6pl ~ i classes, take a look at, the programs end view stu- • Provide ol ~ts~ of 
~ ~c=~ r~=,~, !  dent work. 
created it for thee, Make It the gar. WIrATI~ F011 ~ I1~ 
meat of thy temple. ~ 1 ~  F~ I=rot=:~e 
by the Bstdct Ma~0er at No. 200 • 5220 P Selected from the Baha'i Holy ~,  Teoace, e.c. veG 1L1 unUi May 1, " " ~ " " " ' 
Wrlilngl, ~ ~ ~ at 10..0o a.m. 
~em~ts spedf'~o pa-Ucut,w may be vfewed 
We invite you to explore these ~t~edfnmthektnlst~ofFm~to0ffk:eatNo. 
Writings further by phoning 20Ket~,Tnce ,  e ,c ,v~u.  . 
635-3219 or 636-9012 ~ sbeu~ be ~ to F~e Ceet~, ~. '  j 
~e~lt, of the I ,~  of F=lsts, 0~t,Of. 
i .  GLORIOUS GREECE $1,299.00 ' 
d9 DODGE SHADOW 2 weeks including roundtrip airfare-- from Toronto. 30. Obituaries 4 door, auto, NC, bal of 7 year warranty • 
t 
Wishing you a and much more, Sunday departures May 6 to Oct. 21', 1990. 
HAPPY 20th ANHIVERSARY OF ELIZABETH (BETTY) GRAY died peacefully at '11 995 
Terracevlew Lod0e on April 14, 1990. She "k 'k  'k  'A- 
YOUR lOth BIRTHDAY! wm be sadly missed by her son Michael of '86 NISSAN 200 SX 
You've come a very long way Debblel Albuquerque, New Mexico and her daughter Loaded. ~ VISITORS TO CANADA PRIMARY HOSPITAL AND 
Your Loving GillJan Campbell, her son-in.law John and her REDUCED TO MEDICAL COVERAGE 
Family grand daughters Innessand Jesslca. lpl 3 ' . Legal Not ices '10995, No restrictions on date of purchase, insurable for $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 , $ 2 5 , 0 0 0  travellingOrt gether;$50'000"on  Discount d time ly rates deductible for two $50.00 or more . 
'89 FORD PROBE GL , , , ,  
Auto. 0nly 18,000 kin. Like new. [ ~  r GRANADA INN WEEKEND SPECIAL - -  $99.00 Province of MinisbT of 1 What's Up plustax, includes two nights standard accommodation, 
$ _ .  double occupancy, bottle of  champagne. Requires 48 hr. 
~1 L~0 ACT The Terrace Standard advance booking. ~oncs OF ~Teme, TO ~eeLv F0. ~ nsnsrno, 0~ 
CROWNLAND offers What's Up as a , , . ,  
in ~,~ ,ecor~ n~s~,ct 0~ ~,,,ce ,u~. a~ public service to its I 
sihiatednearTerrac0 readers and those com. BRITISH AIRWAYS HAS LOWERED TO 55 
Take notice that Exclusive Fly Fishing Ltd. 0, Te,ace ~ p .  the minimum age requirement for membership in the B.C,,intendstoapp~foraC,'ownGrantolthelollowing mualty organizations ia 
Da~,==~an~: 4,diXIE& the area. Privilidged Traveller Program for mature travellers. For 
5,a)An unsurveyed portionpf Disbict Lot 143,R a n g e c o a s  DisPel lying between the N.W. Boundary of " "7 Items for ~is seetion $15.OO per year cardholders receive: 10% discount on most 
Phln5814.lldthe Skl~rklRivefcofltaJning pJus 6ha. TEHRRA~E j are for sea-pro f i t  BA fares to the UK and on land arrangements. 
The purpose for which the dis~osibon is ,equired is organizations and for * "k "k * 
,m,o~ ,~,,hi~0r00oe. C ITY OF TERRACE those events in which Comments conce~nln0 this appl¢ation may be made 
IolhaSenlorLand0fficer, Minis~olCiownLand.Bag there is no cost to gain MAZATLAN - -  $699.00 
,00o. ~,,ha,, ,c vo,=,o ,,,,0,: , , , ,3,  CALL FOR adndssion. Per person for seven nights at the Sands, includes aiffare Rle: L 6404222 
• To meet' our produc, and accommodation. 
~, IN  ~. /~ '~. ] [~,R ,A ' I r ,  Dated APril 21.1990. PROPOSALS tlon dead l ines ,  we  ask ' 
- ~ ~ ~ C E  Exclusive RyFlshing Ud. The City of Terraoe Invites pro- . . . .  
~ossls from qualified cornpaniesto that aii items be sabralt- CATC~H THi: SPIRIT AT 
supply and install an air conditioning tell by Boon on the ® B.C.Hydro system at the Terraco Arena for an FRIDAY preeedJD, the ~~~, .~ 
area of approximately 370 Bq. m. fol lowing week's issue. 
(4,000 sq .  ft.). Proposals must in- Wc also ask that items be 
elude all electricBI, carpentry and 632 - 4333 INV ITAT ION TO other related work to complete the typewritten or be printed 635-6181 
Open 7 days a we~ 9PM - 9AM project, Expected completion date neatly. 
A=wedngmachine 9AM - 9PM TENDER is required. VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for ~ "  ~j~IP~'~T ' Skeena Mall 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEEDI for Contractors wishing to Interested bidders are required toln- "Child Health Clinics" tim- 
1lYe ~ to l~d fw ~llh beds t~==l by: e~cr~,s,w~s=v=, submit hourly rates for spect the site prior to submission, munization Clinics" Tuesdays 
Contact the unaersigned to arrange 9:30 a.m. .  egos and I - 4 p.m. . . . . .  slashing & herbicide treat- a sitevleit. Weighing and measuring STOP children, no rifting necessary. ment contracts in the Tar- Proposals must be submitted no For more ~zfo. phone the 
race area are available at the later than 1:30 p.m. Tuesday, May Skeena Health Unit 638.3310. 
local B.C. Hydro office. 8. 199o to: **  ** ,  SMOKING Tender  fo rms& specifics- Mr. S.S¢ott KERMODE's ALCOHOL& 
tlons are available at 6220 Superintendent of Parks and DRUG Program offers 
, , . . , ,0 .  wo, .o , , . ,  .,,o .,,oo,, D id  you  know BREAK FREE Kelth Avenue, Terrace. s2,s Eby Street ?:30-8:30 pm at Kermode 
Closing date for submissions Terrace. B.C. Friendship Centre 
LASER THERAPY of tender ls April 27, 1990at vss2xe (dow,stsirs). Opened tO 
anyone, Drop in for a coffee ~ ~  14:O0 hours, city of Terrace reserves the ,ght to .,.oo. that  
refuse any or all proposals. . , ,  * * 
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
• Safe • Effective 635.~533, Men's Sun. nite 7 ®B.C,Hyd P.m. Hospital |Psych Unit, 4720 
• Painless ro  Haughinnd. Sun. Women's 
e:,o,.m..o,,,,,~,,o, uni,. changes to Autoplan for DIET .......................... $125 Monday nite 8:3Op.m. Blue 
,~=-~-.==ts, PESTICIDE USE PERMIT o.,.co,,.,=il,,,in..o.. 1990 include major STOP SMOKING ...... $47.60 day nite 8:30 p.m., Knox ad- (Fo~,.u~ s2o u=h) B.C. Hydro 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG 4R5, unit~ Church, 490"/ Lazelle 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT Phone 638-5640 has received Pesticide Use Permit No. Avenue, ~,=ay ni,o , : ,o  justments to rating ter, 
635-9435 105-4B4-90/92 to ' p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Straume Avenue. Wed. nits 
ST'E. N0.15-4644 LazelleAve. Apply Round-up (Glyphosate) .~,e,. 7:30 p.m. Hospital ritories? Remember, your 
' Psych Unit, 4720 Haugland. ~ 
(,bo~e=~=,~ for control of tall growing tree species to Transmission right- Thurs. nits 8:30 p.m. Hospital vehicle has to be rated 
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE of-ways in the Terrace area. Applications may be made by cut Psych Unit. Friday nits 8::)0 
(have a SMOKE FREE office) surface, backpack or stem injection. A maximum appflcatlon p.m. Kermode Centre 3313 "" 
J area of 20 ha will be treated. Knium S,=. for the territory in which 
I 
Applications will take place between May 21. 1990 and TERRACE ¥OUTtl CeNTRe it ,,,=~ ,, ,~, ,,:"r=nc;"a I''" v~,=,=L=U""^ '"'"'~. 
27. Annoullcenlegts November 30. 1992. is search|s8 for volunteers and 
Copies of the Permit and maps may be viewed at the above donations for the new year. 
MR. ROBERT J. LONG of Terrace is pleased ,o Please oon=,  CeB,,e , ,  Has your territory chang 
announce the engagement of his daughter address in Terrace: 635-2018, Pat at 638-0112 or " 
Camtlla May to Todd R.J. 8ellamy, son of Mr. Judith at 638.8120. 
and Mrs. Allen Be,amy of Terrace. The wed. * * ** ed?  Be  sure to cl'ieck 
ding will take place In August 1990, lpl ANYONE, INTBPJBSTED IN 
GLADYS ANDJAC0B RUSHare pleased toan- JO IN ING ~ SUPPORT with US. 
noonce the birth of their ;laughter, Jessica BELL  POLE CO.  LTD.  TERRACE, B.C .  OROUe for step and blended 
families, caJJ Lee at 635-9055 Roherta Rebecca Rush at 1:31 a.m. on April Is seeking qualified ** , , ,  
6, 1990. She is the first grandchild for Joe • 
son,and Helen Rush aed Rocky and Rose Robln.lpl CONTRACTORS 'MousOVEREATERSsupport groupANONY'meets 
every Wednesday evening at 7:30 p.m. at'Terraee Women's To carry out our 1 990 Brush and Weeding Pro- RnsouteeCenter at4~42 Park. 
gram on our forest Ilcence in the Kisplox T.S.A. New¢omenlwelcome. Formore O 
|nfo. eaU 635-6510 or 638.1~664. W ~ S  Bell Pole Co. Ltd. has approximately 217.0 hec- *****  
LOSSES, EITHER tares that require either manual and/or chemical THROUGH separBtion, 
treatment. Contractors should possess the divorce, or death can be a time 
you may aged additional s.p. Wightman & Smith necessary certification to carry out our program. . port. zf you ,~h to be in a,up. 
portive Ipoup, please join m 
Interested contraotors~ are asked to register no the ,st an, , , , . . .= , ,  o, Insurance  Agenc ies  
later than May 4, 1990 to the address below: ~ month, l:!$. 3 p.m. in 
. ' .  the conference room at the ~, 
Bell Pole Co. Ltd. , :  ,Mental Health Centre. Call 
"63~.33D for more into. Ltd, Stel/a 6ernlceMendes, daughterl [ ~:.: = ...... P.O.Box280: ..... :. . . . . . . .  : [.J 
Terrace, B,C, SOCIALIZING SINGLES 3227 Kalum Street of Mr. & Mrs. Jo,~o (John) A. * **  **  
,. meeting eve=T Fdday evening at "' *::, :~ 635-6361 Mendes of Terrace, B.C. vaG 4A§  . . . . . .  '~ '  " " ;WOmen's Resource Centre, * 
Rease be advised that the wed. r * Pal= '" ~ "~ : :::/:' ~ i /  4~12 Pm'k Ave at?:30 pm 
dlng which was to have taken . Attn: Forestry SuporvJ.or / i *~: ; ' :  : : , ,  ,,,urcmzo.C°me°utatand join us It0  ~;~ : ~ ~  
place on July 21, 1990 - -  has . ~ ; ':-~i../mtdeoffe#,,onlFor"--;::- 
• : :: ' ;  ;~  "~ ; 63J-955l. been cancelled. " ~;"r ~ a " ~;" -- ~ '~.m ' i i i 
t 
r 
US,IN:E :S,S . . . .  DIRECTOR 
'1 / TERRACErEXPERTS - - iN  A GLANCE 
• -- I l l  I 
• • . ,  ' ., , , 
.(" 
" '  : _~, " . L ' i 
i WEEK ': / '  
i/' 
:. ~ . ' "  - _ _ . ,  
m h • • . ~; 
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 CKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Funeral Servicu 
Association 
I : '" :"~1 Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
: ~iii : . .  Directors :  
"~:~ :~*'I J ~MES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
:i :: • JEANETTE DE FRANE 
:;::~:i~i:i:i:~:~i:i!i!. i'°"=eP~'-~tes '~  24, HOUR 
I::: s AOsvve ril ' a n; ;a;:;;;4 
: ..... : .: athers 
i i  r 
" n '  
i i ,  • 
::, . 
NEID .ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
• RUNNING BOARDS- BOX LINERS -- I0 FT. SHEAR" 
"- . . . . .  ~ ~  200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
E~r~-'-- -=. ~ ~-  : : - - ' - - '~ '~ JIMNEID 
:! J[iH I i / I . / /  4575 LOWRIE A~/ENUE 
~ . . ~  . . . .  - . . . .  TERRACE. B.C. V8G 3Y8 
; "Earning Your Respect" 
1st & 2nd Mortgages Home Purchases 
Bill Consolidation Home Improvements 
FLEXIBLE TERMS & COMPETITIVE HATES 
"USE YOUR EQUITY" 
Darren M. Smith 
2-4623 Park Ave., Terrace 635-6310 
SPRING CLEANING ! 
SPECIALS 
9 95 : . . . .  : :~ : " :  ............... ;"mR "' PENNY . . ' MOP,  E l l  . . . . . . .  ' 
We'll Cle~ ~o rooms & hail Call me for upholstery 
: "ANY SIZE" apeclalsf 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
,i~',;~i ' ii ~..:',i~:i~i',,' D/rectors: 
,' • JAMES ~ESTEFI'IVlAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE" 
JEANEI-rE DE FRANE 
BrOnZe plaques ;A  o,,"~umo"te 24 HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kltimat, Smlthers 
P,..'. , . , . .  635"2444 Funeral Serv ice  
• . A~soc ia t ion  
let's talk D  ANE 
F UN L HOME 
BOX 247, 8~l]tJ l~rs~B.C.. 847-2441. 
Professionalcounsellln~ / x,:; .... " m n 
Memorial markers ~'~- ..... " ! ~;' ",, l 
V . Cu:m°ud;/:;~ons ';;;~'2';~.. ; Gr.vecov. :.. ?'.  ~ .r_r~1. .,..~ -, , 1~,..,0, Cremation ' ~ " ' . . . , . , ,~  Ioc lo l lon  
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cuffing 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 rain Passports Limited Edition Rnts 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
Jo~ Photo ~ 
4609 Lakel,~ Avenue 
Terrace Ill-lZll 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
~T ERRACE - STANDARI') 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, 638-SAVE 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
NoW AVAILABLE 
• Concrete Blocks ""-. Sand & Gravel 
• Screened Top Soil 
• Surplus 2x4 lumber (any length) 
16* per linear foot 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive .. 638-8477 
i 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
;~TERRACE STANDA 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, 638-SAVE 
J SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
i Carpentz7- Renovations 
I '~ ~o Job too SmaZZ 
] i • : Seniors/Rates 
i I ,3514:King ~' ~:: i " 
:~. : :  : ,  ~ ~ : Milcolm Simon= 
; i  r VOGI:4Z3 i i i  i: i i :  ~ ; : ~i Ph.036-7724 
TERRACE LTD. 
4711 A KEITH AVE. 
, TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1 K5 
PH, 638-1166 ' 
Auto Glass ~, Windshields ' " 
SpecJaJisls L ~' Glass Medic Repairs 
,t I.C.B.C. claims i 
. i ThisSpaceavailabletoadvertisel ~ , ~ , ~ . ~  
; yoUr bUSiness or service centrel . . . .  ~~a, rL f f lus , ' c . ' , .  I 
Call anyone of our Advertlaln Consultants toda, ~ ' ' * - - ' *  ; ;--;* I g Y . • . 
' ' :~ ~Casset tes  $ I0 .95 ~, l 
L ~ :~TERRACE STANDAR]") $10:75 I 
i i~6;,,, ::!~./~ :..v ~ • I=':le.~lec- ~! i .I~j~ii.;.JCALL NOW 635'6210 I 
j ~ r; P; ;~ . . . . .  i l~e! le  A eque. I J I IB  U Jf"ll W I , , - ~  l ind  iNvs a maolsoe ~ 
• 
o• • 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centrel 
, Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
~T ERRACE STANDA] 
4647Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
U~i l lE .~ l i2M s,~ 
= TRANSPORTATIOn'" ' "•  " J 
=SYSTEMS LTD.--~ 
Daily freight service ex Vancouver : | 
TEL: (~4) 635.2728 ~,. I 
FAX, (604) 635 7197 ~d 
! ..... '~L  ' '  ,, ' MEMBER: ' ~ l  
• J 
: This sPaCe available tO adver t i se  
~ Your business or service cont re l :  
: , C, aJl ~Yons of our Advertlalng Consultants todayl ' 
4647 Lazelle Avenue : i I : I . . . .  , ,638 SAVE,. 
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and Crafts Show presented by 
the Terrace Art Association to 
be held from 10a.m. -5 p.m. at 
the Terrace Public Art Gallery. 
Applications now available at 
the Gallery, Library, Wallinda 
Crafts and Northern Lights 
Stud io . ,  ' . . . . . . .  ***** . 
APRIL 30, 1990 - -  Find out 
how the. forest llldustry can  
work with the environment, 
Monday  at 7:30 in NWCC 
room 2002. Pat Fechtner from 
"Women in Timber, and ~,' The  counselling service is 
Brenda Armstrong of  "Share ! looking for  a poster :to be used 
B.C." will speak about this' : in  the i r  o f f ices  in PrinceRupert , 
concept and discuss forming a Terrace, Kitimat and Smithers; 
group in Terrace. 
MAY 1, 1990 - -  General in- 
terest meeting for the Duke of  
Edinburgh's Award Program 
(Youth Achievement program 
for youth 15-25) at 7 p.m. in 
the small board room in the Inn 
of the West. Mark Crofton, 
provincial co-ordinator from 
Victoria will be present. For 
more info contact Kim Cor- 
deiro 635-6549 evenings. 
R "o  ...... ' !  .... tes ' t  na ¢on 
for yo posters " "  " MF ,,  
, ' ,  :i('::, .mmora ld l la ,  etc.  . .  " 
TERRACE -- Northwest visual impact and be ap- B.C. Ph. 638-8117 or Karia 
Alcohol and Drug Services is propriate for.use in the nor- Hennig, Terrace Women's =-4a- :~a~i  
sponsoring a contest o let local thwest. Resource Centre at 638-0228. : 
artists show their stuff. • Submissions must be accom- ~ i l~ l [ ;~ ' / I~¢~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  
• panied by a photo'graph., an( 
i colour negaiive. Any size phot 
' is acceptable. : ' ' 
' The contest is:::open to 
residents o f  Terrace, Kitimat, 
Smithers, Prince Rupert and 
surrounding district's. The 
deadline is June 30. Prize 
money comes from a provincia| 
program. 
Further information is 
available (by :contacting June 
Campbell, Northwest AlCohol 
and Drug Services, Tet'race, 
Prize money of $1,500 is 
available and will be divided 
between first an d second place 
winners. Honourable mention 
winners will have their work 
displayed throughout the nor- 
thwest. 
The poster is, to depict a 
positive message for responsible 
substance use, have a strong 
TUESDAY, MAY I, 1990 - -  
The next general meeting of  the 
Ladies Auxiliary to the Royal 
Canadian Legion Br, 13 will be 
held starting at 8 p.m. in the 
Legion. Please attend. .For 
anyone wishing to join our 
Auxiliary, please phone Goldie 
at 635-6038. 
i 
A new 
• spiritof : ..; :: 
giving 
MAY 4, 1990 - -  The Canadian 
Paraplegic Association will be 
having an open house between 
12 - 6 p.m. Marie Hildebrandt , 
who is the Regional Rehabilita- 
tion Officer Wishes to invite all 
members and the public to 
drop by. the office is located at 
200A 4630 Lazelle Ave, Ter- 
race, 
MAY 5, 6, 1990 - -  Women's 
Aglow Northwestern B.C. area 
spring retreat will he held in 
Smithers at the Aspen Motor 
Inn. Guest speaker will he Else 
Federsen from Vancouver, 
B.C. All ladies welcome[ For • 
more info. phone Jourrn 
635-9244, Irene 635-5413 or 
Janet 635-5061.. In Kitimat 
phone Elizabeth at 632-3661. 
MAY 8, 1990 - -  Breakfast 
meeting at 8 - 9 a.m. for all 
agencies and businesses in- 
terested in participating inTer- 
race's Second Canada Fitweek 
Corporate Cup, to be held May 
25 to June 3. All worksites, 
large or small, are welcome to 
send a representative to this 
meeting and to participate in 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
PUBLIC MEETING 
MAY 15, 1990 AT 7:30 P.M. 
School Board Office 
3211 Kenney Street 
, Terrace; B.C. V8G 3E9 
The Board of School Trustees Is reviewing the roarer of con- 
dom machines in the secondary schools and would like to 
give the public the opportunity to make presentations ort the 
issue. : 
It would be appreciated If individuals or groups Interested In 
making a presentation advise the Supedntendent's Office, 
635-4931,  by May 11, 1990. 
Those not wishing to make a public presentation should for- 
ward written comments to the Superlntendent's Office by 
May 1.5. 
' Frank Hamilton 
Superintendent of SchoOls 
TERMCE BROHZ]H8 SERVICE 
, &,or, i .  
,o a . .o . " ,  :,he 'd  
• d~dr exclulsite .ew ~in in~ 
exo ,.  ..e., 
...e..  ill da=le ,,o.,"a.d 
ele a.  c,..nosl.shere will 
cha,.,~ ,, ,d relax ~o,. 
 he. ,,o. 'hid o/fi.e 
di.i.,. ,hid  ou., 
L'a,,,o. .... 
Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5:00, PM - ~1~ 
~ MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD !~, 
798-2214 
r , 
Mothen) Day Draw 
at 
Oual@~leck Restaurant 
this event. Call Sonya at 
638-3468 and come to the 
Skeena Health Unit  
Auditorium. 
MAY 9,1990-- Terrace Public 
Library presents "Tales for 
Twos" Wed. at 10:30 a.m., 
beginning May 9. Two year 
olds, accompanied by an adult, 
are invited to enjoy a half hour 
of stories, puppets and 
fingerplays. Please register in 
advan~ as space is limited. 
638-8177. No charge. 
MAY 10, 1990 -- Continuing 
Care Assistant Education and 
Employment Information 
evening will be held at Room 
208 at Northwest Community 
College from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
MAY 10, 1990 ~ Terrace 
Public Library presents 
preschool storytime, Thurs. at 
1:30 p.m. and Fri. at 10:30 
a.m. Children aged 3 - 5 are in- 
vited to attend for 45 minutes 
of picture books, puppets and 
fingerplays. The Thurs. session 
begins May 10 and Fri. session 
May 18. Please register in ad- 
vance. No charge. 638-8177. 
t. -A. ~ .t. ~ 
MAY 11, 12, 1990 ~ For the 
second year, "administrators, 
teachers and paraprofessionals 
from Douglas College, New 
Westminster, B.C. will be 
gathering to increase their 
awareness & understanding of 
teaching head-injured students 
in the public school system, For 
further info contact Robyn Lit. 
tleford at (604) 734-.1313, local 
259 or (604) 734-3756, 
MAY 16,1990 ~ Kitsumkalum 
Ski Club will hold it's annual 
general meeting on Wed. The 
meeting will start at 7:30 p.m, 
in Rm. 208 at Northwest Com. 
munity College) Terrace Cam- 
pus, 
AUGUST 24 - 26, 1990 - -  
Cariboo College celebrates 20 
years of. service with a 
Homecoming Weekend, If 
you're a former student or staff 
member, pla~ to visit the 
Kamloops Campus and join the 
fun. Activities~Will include a 
Bar.B.Q, dance, department 
sponsored events, music and 
entertainment. It's a family at'. 
falrl For more Info or to let us 
know you't'e coming, Call 
Arlee at 1-800-662-2955. 
THE TERRACE & DISTRICT 
ARTS COUNCIL is accepting 
applications for'their annual 
scholarships for summer fine 
arts programs. For further info 
please contact Box 35, Terrace, 
B.C. VgG 4A2 or 635-2529. 
Deadline for applications is 
May 31, 1990. 
THE RED CROSS IN TER- 
RACE needs volunteers tO he lp  
with their Sickroom F4ulpment. ~
Loan Service, Time required:' 2
hours weekly, I f  you would like, 
to have more information 
about his volunteer communi= 
ty ~-,tvi~, please contact Carol 
Glen at 6~5.2122, 
Who sa do  &m- e 
"Government  is  dear ly  t ry ing  to  dr iw  "I reject totally the idea that physicians must 
accept what any given province may decide over the  cliff." Tom Perry,, 
unilaterally to pay. When negotiations fail and an .. 
impasse occurs, the issues in dispute must be sent " "...doctors are entitled to feel frustrated at a~ ~! :~i #i:: 
to binding arbitration." government refusing to bargain •fees:"; ;,~; ):f,', 
The Honourable £mmetvc M. Hall, Figaro[Canadian medicare ......... ,'~"ii, ~;""" • ~- Van"muver/~'ovmce..,::.:.: ~!i~,iS,~ 
}ensation ... y>':_ "Doctors'dispute needs arbitration" "The requirement for reasonable ' ' corn I :  """  "< ........ ":  : '  
£&'torialfiead]ine, Vancou~zSun shall be complied with where the orovirice: ,c. / 
. has entered if[to an agreement wi'th th~M~di~ ;/: . " :..: 
"I know of no affiliate of the led that would practitioners.., that provides ~ a) 'for negod~tidl " - ; i 
tolerate this kind of delay." b) for the settlement of disputles.., at the option:o! . ' i 
Ken C, eorge~ Pmsideng B.C. ~deratiOn o I~bour  (fine doctors by) Conciliation of bindingarbitration. ' 
".:" Section 12(2) Canada HeaI~ Act 
,7 
  ody.  Vith ' one  " 
"There isn't:any arbitration mechanism over practitioner payment~ in the Ca~da Health, Act as I re~dit." j 
The Honourable Joim Jansen, B.C. Minister of Heal~' -" !:' , 
The doctors of British Columbia have asked for binding arbitration to settle:their year-long negotiations ,.:. :, ';i,:' 
with the provincial government, , ,: " . : . " .... " . . , ,  ..: . .  . . . .  . ..:!' 17.:!ii: I, 
• Tl~e: CanadaHealth Act says yes. Emmett Hall, the Father Of Canadian medicare: sirS ves The B.C":' < :::.::'::!. 
Federation of Labour says yes. The public says yes ,  .... - ' . ":,/;., : :  ..: .,:i'i- ':".:,-:.'.- 
• In fact, e~'e~o.ne says yes. Everyone, tl~t is, except the B.C. ~~er i t ,  which stubbornlyre~se'i":i':i:';i!:';<'iill ::'i 
to suvmit to.arbitration. ' .:. . ,  : " " " - ~,.~,~,.,~.,.: . - :.,-i.:: ': . ~-.::::;:.,: .:>:..~,, 
,hotd the doctors' fee i sput . th ink  s . , ~~:  " ~ ~  " ~ I . , ,  
" I~, , . ,~  Andemoo Resident ., - 
' BO, IV led lca lkmo~i tk~ 
• ! , . • ! ) 
i 
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